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PREFACE
This report describes part of a comprehensive and continuing program of re-
search concerned with advancing the state-of-the-art in remote sensing of the en-
vironment from aircraft and satellites. The research is being carried out for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas, by the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
(ERIM), formerly the Willow Run Laboratories of The University of Michigan. The
basic objective of this multi-disciplinary program is to develop remote sensing as
a practical tool to provide the planner and decision-maker with extensive informa-
tion quickly and economically.
Timely information obtained by remote sensing can be important to such people
as the farmer, the city planner, the conservationist, and others concerned with prob-
lems such as crop yield and disease, urban land studies and development, water
pollution,and forest management. The scope of our program includes (1) extending
the understanding of basic processes , (2) discovering new applications, develop-
ing advanced remote sensing systems, and improving automatic data processing to
extract information in a useful form, and (3) assisting in data collection, process-
ing,and analysis as well as in data verification via ground truth.
The research described herein was performed under NASA Contract NAS 9-
9784, Task II, and covers the period from 1 February 1973 through 31 October
1973. Dr. Andrew Potter was Technical Monitor. The program was directed by
R. R. Legault, Vice President of ERIM, J. D. Erickson, Principal Investigator
and Head of the Information Systems and Analysis Department, and by
R. F. Nalepka, Head of the Multispectral Analysis Section. The ERIM number
for this report is 190100-23-T.
The authors wish to acknowledge their appreciation to Richard F. Nalepka for
the many valuable suggestions he offered during this study and to Thomas J.
Marshall for his contributions in the preparation of this report.
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SYSTEMATIC MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF M7
SCANNER PERFORMANCE AND DATA QUALITY
1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to establish and monitor the performance of the multispectral
scanner operated by ERIM as an aid in the processing of data gathered as part of NASA's Earth
Resources Program. Our goal is not simply to perform radiance calibrations and provide quan-
titative measurements by which users can extract radiance information. Rather, it is to inves-
tigate the temporal variations and overall uncertainties in scanner performance 
characteristics
in order to meet data processing and interpretation requirements. Those areas potentially most
helpful in improving data processing capabilities are emphasized. Efforts are also being made
to improve radiance calibration techniques (including more efficient data reduction).
1.2 SUMMARY
Many users of remote sensing data gathered by the M7 scanner system are interested 
in
extending spectral classification and mapping capabilities from one flightline to another, even
when such lines are flown days apart. Such a capability obviously offers tremendous savings
in manpower (including ground truthing teams) as well as in data processing time. In most
cases, however, attempts to recognize objects in one flightline using signatures and decision
rules generated from another line (even with flightlines only several minutes apart) have
been characterized by significant decreases in the percentages of objects correctly classified.
From the viewpoint of the data processor, it would be very helpful to know the magnitude
of the scanner-associated signal variations one might expect during the course of a three- or
four-hour mission. Information on longer-term signal variations covering three or four months
would also be helpful. By knowing all the kinds of signal variations and their characteristics to
be encountered over long periods of time--including scanner, atmospheric, and seasonal changes
-the processor has a better chance of extending object classification capabilities from one
flightline to another.
Toward answering the question of short- and long-term scanner signal variations,one of
the approaches we used was to analyze the so-called "standardization" tests conducted period-
ically in the course of normal data collection over the past year and one-half. These tests were
devised originally to indicate changes in system response. Forty tests, covering the periods
5 May 1972 to 25 January 1973 and 22 June to 12 August 1973, were analyzed with a program
7
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called CALIB.,which was written expressly for the purpose of calculating a set of statistics con-
cerning the solar reflective reference sources of the M7 scanner. General characteristics of
the M7 scanner are documented in [1] . Some of these statistics, plotted by the computer as
graphs of mean signal voltage versus test date, showed that under normal circumstances, stan-
dard deviations of the mean lamp signal amounting to not more than 10% could be expected over
several months and that in most cases the figure was less than 5%. A few instances of much
larger changes were noted but these were under unusual circumstances, as we will discuss
later.
Since these standardization tests are planned to serve as continuing indicators of scanner
performance, a system for rapid, computerized data reduction was designed. Once implement-
ed, this system will enable one-day retrieval of desired data on the performance characteristics
as determined in the standardization tests.
Also completed during this study were three other programs designed to help determine the
impact of scanner signal variation and calibration on data processing. One of these programs,
THERML., provides a set of statistics on thermal reference sources as a function of time-much
as the program CALIB. does in the solar reflective. NEATs* for the hot, cold, and ambient
reference plates were calculated and compared as a function of time to qualitatively assess
thermal data performance. In addition, a new technique for evaluating the accuracy of tempera-
ture calibration was perfected using THERML.output. Also,we made a quantitative analysis of
the frequency content of the thermal channel by using the output of another program called
DGNSTC. The results of this study indicated that a line-by-line dynamic temperature calibra-
tion was necessary to minimize errors resulting from noise. DGNSTC.was also used to deter-
mine the darkest region in the scanner's field-of-view and thus permit uniform baseline correc-
tions for all processors of M7 data.
The last program, called LAMRAD.,was written to automatically calculate M7 scanner
radiance calibration constants for each spectral channel. New methods employed in this sub-
routine greatly improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the scanner signals as compared to old
techniques. NEALs* (radiance) were also calculated by LAMRAD.
*Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference, defined later in Section 5.3.
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2
M7 SCANNER NOISE CHARACTERISTICS (SOLAR REFLECTIVE REGION)
Noise figures for the M7 multispectral scanner (and, for that matter, any scanner) have much
more value than just indicating system performance. It is true that noise level monitoring does
help indicate overall system performance; but to data processing personnel, 
noise figures-
especially the frequency content of the noise-can provide enlightening information 
as to which
noise in the data is of sensor origin, and which results from other physical phenomena. Such
significant discrimination must be achieved if optimal use is to be made of 
remotely sensed
data. It is questionable at this stage in technique development, especially in data collected
over agricultural areas, as to whether some of the signal variation problems encountered stem
primarily from the scanner or from changes in the scene. In all probability, 
it is some com-
bination of the two. The remainder of this section is aimed at classifying the different types of
noise to be expected from the scanner. The noise is evaluated over different time intervals to
help the data processor analyze specific problem areas, such as apparent effects during one
scanline (high frequency noise) and during signature extensions (low frequency noise).
2.1 LOW FREQUENCY (LONG-TERM SIGNAL STABILITY)
Low frequency noise, as analyzed in this section, means signal variations in the M7 over
a period on the order of days and weeks. During this length of time (days to even months),
some changes in the optics, reference lamp spectral characteristics, and detector response are
to be expected. Our main concern in observing such signal variations was to determine the
frequency and amplitude of the changes as an indicator of system performance. Of secondary
interest was the possibility that signature extension of data from one flight to the next several
weeks later may be attempted in the near future.
2.1.1 PROGRAM CALIB.
The purpose of program CALIB. is to permit quick data handling and analysis of the stan-
dardization test performed routinely on most data-collection missions (see next section).
This program calculates the following set of statistics:
(a) mean and standard deviation of the dark level (in absolute volts)
(b) mean and standard deviation of the lamp pulse level (in volts relative to dark level)
(c) mean and standard deviation of the middle reselm level in the lamp pulse (in volts
relative to dark level)
(d) mean and standard deviation of the position of the lamp pulse (average of 50% points
in dark-level-corrected lamp pulses)
9
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(e) mean and standard deviation of the integral of the solar reference pulse (in volt-reselms
relative to the dark level).
All voltages will have been initially adjusted to correct for any gain changes. A table of
all five sets of statistics is printed out, as well as a plot of the mean voltage and standard de-
viation of (a), (b), and (c) above versus standardization run number. Since these standardiza-
tion runs occur days or weeks apart, the plots effectively indicate the scanner response versus
time relationship. One of the desirable features of this plot routine is the capability of storing
previously calculated standardization data on a special tape data base for updating as new data
are gathered. Hence, whenever CALIB. is run on a standardization data set (or sets), output
from that last set (or sets) is plotted along with allpreviously acquired data. An updated history of
scanner response over any desired length of time is available for immediate analysis--subject,
of course, to keeping the standardization tests current. A procedure for achieving rapid data
reduction and thus fast turn-around time for these tests is discussed later.
Other innovative features of the CALIB. program include new methods to calculate lamp and
sky reference values.* A common method in the past was to obtain a histogram of the lamp
pulse over all the scanlines in the data set. The reselm corresponding to the peak lamp voltage
from the histogram was then chosen as the point on the pulse to use on all channels. Unfortun-
ately, when skewing errors are present, a single reselm cannot describe the position of the
pulse peak on all channels simultaneously. Also, if tapejitter is present, the position of the
lamp peak will shift from line to line by nearly the amount of the jitter. For jitter of more than
1 or 2 reselms, a single reselm will not describe exactly the peak lamp voltage. One of the
techniques being used in this program to determine the lamp pulse voltage level is given below
(also see Fig. 1):
(a) first, the maximum (MAX) magnitude of the lamp signal is found (this may, unfortunate-
ly, include noise spikes)
(b) next, the reselms closest to MAX/2 are found (points X and Y defining the 50% points)
X+Y(c) then, the middle reselm 2 is calculated
(d) bounds on the area of the lamp plateau used for the level determination are then set on
either side of X ; any odd number of reselms (called TOP) can be used; the plateau
bounds are ±(TOP-1)/2; TOP must be an odd number to permit symmetric bounds.
For purposes of our test, TOP was set at 5 reselms (although any reasonable width could have
been used). The default case was also set at 5 reselms.
*A typical scanline is depicted in Section 3.
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FIGURE 1. LAMP-PULSE VOLTAGE VERSUS RESELM POSITION
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An advantage of the technique outlined above is that it is independent of any lamp jitter
present in the data. Also, it can reveal the amount of jitter present by calculating the standard
deviation of the middle lamp reselm (X + Y)/2 position. There are several disadvantages, how-
ever. It is subject to possible error resulting from large noise spikes in the flat area of the
pulse. Calculations of the 50% points, if based on a noise spike maximum, would be wrong.
Moreover, only a few data points per line (typically five) are available for statistical calcula-
tions. Hence the standard deviation is larger than need be. In addition, both of these disad-
vantages are compounded with the present scheme for determining lamp voltage levels. Such
problems may be overcome, however, by means of a new technique using integration; it is out-
lined below for the sky reference, and will be analyzed in more depth in the section on program
LAMRAD. The advantage of integrating is that many more points per line are available for
statistical averaging. This greatly improves signal-to-noise, and noise spikes do not cause the
problems they do in the present system.
The integration technique mentioned above was initiated primarily because of the geometri-
cal constraints imposed on the present sky reference. The pulse shape from the scanner is tri-
angular instead of nearly square -as the lamp pulse is. Hence, the maximum value of the
signal is defined by at most one or two points; this makes it almost impossible to obtain an accu-
rate measurement. With integration, the value of each and every dark-level-corrected reselm
making up the pulse is summed. The resulting sum is a number proportional to the maximum
or peak value (since the width of the pulse is fixed by the geometry of the sensor). Actually, a
number close to the real maximum value can be obtained simply by dividing the integrated value
by the half-width (or some other representative width).
In practice, the region integrated is much larger than the pulse itself. This allows for pulse
movements by reason of tape or scanner jitter. Since all the values are dark-level corrected,
any reselms falling outside the pulse but inside the integration region will contribute nothing to
the integral. Note that tape and scanner jitter do affect the integral approach since tape speed
variations cause some fluctuations in pulse width. However, the magnitude of error from jitter
is considerably smaller than those errors associated with current methods of determining lamp
pulse voltages. A complete, detailed description of the program CALIB (including a program
listing) may be found in Appendix A.
2.1.2 STANDARDIZATION RUNS
During the time of this study, 40 standardization data sets, covering three distinct periods
from 5 May 1972 to 25 January 1973, and a fourth from 22 June to 12 August 1973 were digitized
and the data analyzed by the program CALIB. No data were digitized from 26 January through
21 June because of limited time and funds.
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These standardization data sets were digitized so we would have a basis for comparing
scanner response from one mission to the next. To achieve this, we adopted a standardized
procedure for recording reference lamp voltage approximately once every mission. The pro-
cedure uses a fixed lamp current setting and fixed amplifier gains. Assuming no amplifier
gain changes and no spectral or irradiance changes in the reference lamp (reasonable assump-
tions over several months) , a shift in lamp voltage must indicate a change in overall system
response. These changes, then, are basically the quantities being analyzed by the program
CALIB.
As it turned out, fixed amplifier gains were not maintained over the time periods of interest.
Changes in some system components required that different gains be used. For this reason,
the gains were compensated for by CALIB. Shown in Fig. 2 are plots of lamp response versus
time for each spectral channel available (except thermal) covering only the first three time
periods mentioned above. The computer plots shown in Figs. 3(a - n) give a more detailed look
at response for each channel. The overall time frame spanned in these detailed plots includes
these three time periods plus a fourth which covers the most recent months of scanner operation.
It should be noted that these response values are plotted against mission number. The date of
each mission is indicated in Table 1. As mentioned, the data covers four main periods of
scanner operation.
The first period covers the months of May and June 1972 which were bracketed between major
scanner maintenance during the winter and performance tests the following July. As can be seen
from the plots, absolute system response does vary somewhat during this period, although the
standard deviation of the mean response goes from a maximum of 10% in channel C10 (0.46-
0.49 pim) to only 3% in C6 (0.55-0.60 pm). It should be noted, however, that even though the
overall response may have varied as much as 10% over a two-month interval, the variations
observed over one-day intervals (by two missions flown on the same day or, at most, on the
next day) showed variations typically on the order of 2% or less. Hence, evidence from past
data indicates a high degree of short-term (and here we mean one day or less) stability.
Note from Fig. 2 that somedegree of total spectral response shifts is indicated by the
graph. For instance, all channels except C10 show a decrease in response between 4 May 1972
and 5 May 1972; likewise, a decrease between 11 May and 12 May 1972 is noted for most of
the channels. It is obvious, however, that not all channels change in the same direction all the
time. A major exception is channel C8, which had a PM tube replaced midway during this
period---the change there is obvious.
The second period covered by this data set occurs during the months of July and August,
1973, at a time when the scanner was undergoing a series of bench performance checks. We
discovered in these checks that the lamp housing containing the secondary radiance standard
13
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44 ----------------- +---------+----- 4---- 4----4
I I 1 1 I
I I I I I i I
I I I I 1 1 I
I I I I 1 1 I
SI I I I I I
I 1 I 1 I 1 I
I I I I 1 I 1
1 1 I 1 I I I
I I I I 1 1 I
0 *------------------L-----------4 - -- - --------
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(b) C10, 0.46-0.49 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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------ +------+----------------------4
524
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I L I
I I I I I IL I
I I I I IL I
I I I I 1 I L I
419 --- ---------- ---------------- + --------+-------------
I I I 1 I I I
I I I I I I I
I I L I I I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I L I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I L I L I I I I I
I I I LI I I I
314 ----------------- +---- L----L--------------------------------
I I ILL I I I I
I I L I IL I I I
I IL LLL L I L I I I
I L I L I I I I I
IL I I I I I I
S I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
210 ------------------ +-------L+--------------------------
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I L I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
105 --------- +---------+---------+-----------------------------
I I I I I I I
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
0 -------------------- ---- ---------
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(c) C9, 0.48-0.52 im
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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642 -------------------------------- --- +------------ ------
I 1 I I I I I
I I I I
SI I I I 1 I
II I I 1 I
I I I 1 I I I
I 1 I 1 I I I
I I I I 1 I I
1 I I I I
514 t--------- ----------------------- +-----------------+
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
1 I I I "I I 1 1 I I
I I 1 I 1 1
I I I I I I I
I 1 I I I
- L 1 [ 1 l 1
I 1 1 I I 1 I
385----------+------------------4------- ---- 4---- 4
1 I i I I I
I L I I I I I
1 1 I I I I
S L I 1 1 I I
LLLLL I I1 1 I I
z I I I I I
I I I I 1 I Ii I I I 1
I I 1 I I
I I 1 I I 1
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I II L 1 1 1 1
I I I I I I
II 3. IC I R I I
I I I I I LLL LL LL
128 ---------- +-L----LLLL--------LLL--------------- ---- 4
I I L ILL LL LL I L I I L
I I 1 I 1 I
S1 I I [ I
I I I I I [ I
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I 1 I I I
I I I I I I
0.---------L-----------S----S--------4.---
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(d) C8, 0.50-0.54 jim
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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-18 ----------------------------------- ---- ----
1148 I 1 I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I I I i I 1
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I
91 L L I I I
I I I I I I I
91 -------------- +----+----+-------------------------------4
1 I I I I I 1
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I ILL I
I I I I I L L LLL
I I L I I I I L I
I I L I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
459--------------------------------------
S4---------------.---------------------------------------------4
I I I I I I LI
I I I LLL I I I
S I I L L I I I I
L I L I 1 I I I
Z I LL LLL I I I I I
S IL L I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I i I I I I I
45-----------+----------+----------+---------------------------
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I I i I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
0 *-----_____,____-----1--------- -- - - - S - -
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(e) C7, 0.52-0.57 .m
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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758 ----------------------------------------------------
1 1 1 i 1 I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I 1 1 1 1
I I I 1 I I
1 11 I 1 1
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I L
I L II IL L L L L I
I I I I I I 1
606 --------- +---------+-------------------------------- ------
I I 1 1 I I
I I I 1 I I I
I I I 1 I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
I I I i I
I I I I I I I
I I LL i I I I I
I I I 1 I I I
455----------- ----- +----- --- +---- -+--------------
I I L I I I I I
I- I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
. I I I 1 I LL I
L L I I I I I L I
ILL L LLL LLLILL L L LL I I I
I L I L L LL L I L 1 I I
I L_ I I I I L
I I I IL I I LL LI
303 --------- +---------+----+------+--- L-L
I I I 1 I 1 I
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I I I I I I
152 --------- +---------+---------+-- ---- +
1 I I 1 1 I I
I I I 1 1 I I
I I I I I I II 1 I 1 I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I
O---------------4---,---------8--8--4
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(f) C6, 0.55-0.60 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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454 
+ + 
+
454----------------------- ----------- ------ -------------
I 1 1 I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I 1 I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
SI I I I I
I I I I I I I
363------------------+---------+-----------------------------------------
I I I I I
I I I I II I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I L I I I I I
272 ------------ L-----+--------+-- - --------------------
I I L I I I I I
I 10 I I II I I
I I I I I I I
> I I I I I I I
L LLL L LILL I LI I I I
Z IL L L I L L L 1 IL L
I I L LLLLL L ILL I LL L LI
I L I I I I I L L 1
I I I I I I I
182 - - - - - -----------+--- -----+---------+---------+
I I I 1 I I I
I I I. 1 I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I L I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I 1
I I I I I I I
91 ----------------- +---------+---- --------------- +
I I I i I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
[ I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
0 _-------------------------- -------- S- - S - -
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(g) C5, 0.58-0.64 m
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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390 *-.-.-------- 4.-------- 4--- - - 4 -- ------- ---- 4
312, ----------------- ---------- --- -------------------------~
II I I I I
SI I I
I I I I J I 1
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
1 I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I r I
312 ----------------------------------------------- +-----
I I 1 I I
0 ----------- ---------------- --------
I I I I 1 I 1
I I I I 
I Ii I I I
SI 1 1 I I I
SI I I I 1 I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I L I I 1 I I
I I I I I
S LL 1 I I I
L . I I I II L I I I i 1 I
< 1 L I ILlI L L LLL 1
SL Lit I I
I I 1 I I I
156.---------+--- -+-----+--- -+---- --- LL
I I I I I LLL LILL I
i 1 I 1 i
I I II I I
SI 1 I
i i 1 I I I I
I I i I I I
111 1 13
I I I i i 1 1
78 ----- +-------------+----- ---- +---------+-----
I I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
0 __------------------------------- --'- - ------------
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(h) C4, 0.62-0.70 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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376 -1 I
37601 -------------------------------------------- --------------------
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I 1 I I I I I
I I I I I I
SI I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
SI I I II I I I I I I
226---------+--L------------------------*--------- --------
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
226 --------- +--LL-----+--------------------------------
I I L I I I I I
I I I I I I I
; I I I I I I 1
I L I I 11 I I
L L IL I IL I I I
Z ILLL L LLL I LI I I I
I I I ILL L L L L I I I
I I L LL I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
150 --------- +---------+---------+------------------ ---------
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I L I
I I I I I LLL L LL
I I I I I I L L I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I 'I I I I I I
II I I 1 1
I I I I I I I
75 --------- +---------- +--------- ---------- ------- +--------
I i I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I 1 1 I 1 I
I 1 I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
0 ._____----------------------------------
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(i) C2, 0.67-0.94 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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1602 --------- +---------+------------------ -------------- --
I ! I i I I
1 I [ I 11
I I I I I I
I I I I
1 1 I I I
SI I 1 1 1I I I I I
I I 1 1 I
1282 ------------------ -.---------+--------- +- ---
1 1 1 1 1 1 I
SI I I i I 1
I I 1 I I I
I I 1 1 1 I II J I 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 I I
I I I I I I
I 1 1 I 1 1 I
I I I I I 1
961 +--------------------+----+ -+----+----
I I L. 1 1 1 1 I
I IL 1 I i I 1
I LL I I I 1 I
I 1I L 1 I 1 I
I L I I I 1 I I
Z; 1 I I I I I
I I I I 1 .
I I I 1 I
I I I1 1 1
641 --------- 4---- 4--------- ---- +----+-- -4----+
1 I L L 1 1 I
I I I I 1 I
i i I I 1 I I
I 1 I I 1 I 1
I I 1 I 1 I I
I 1 1 1 I 1 I
I 1 I I I 1 1
1 I I I 1 1 I320+--------- ------------------------ -+----+----+
[ i I I I I I
I 1 1 1 1 IL LL L
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I 1 I I I
1 1 I I I I I
I I I I 1 i i
I 1 I I I IL I
0------------------------------------------------------------
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(j) D3, 1.0-1.4 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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4730 I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I II I I I II I I I II I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I 1 I
I I I I I
I I I II I
I I I I I I I
--------- ------------------ +--------------- ------------- ---------3784 i I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I 1 .. I
2838 1 20 2 38 4 57
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
I I LL I I I I I
2838----------+-----------+-----------+---------------------------
I 
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I L I I I I I
1892+, ..... ... 4. . ....... + -. . . .- 4.--- - * -- - ~- -- *
I I LLLLI I I I I
I ( D 1 I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
 I I  I 
1892k---------+-----------+-----------+--------------------------
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I ! 1 I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I II i 
i I I I I
I 1 I I [ I II I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
0---------------------~----------4--
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(k) D2, 1.5-1.8 um
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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5946--------------------------------------- ---------
I I I I [ 1 1
[ I I I I 1
S' I 1 I I I
SI I I I I
I I I i 1 I I
I I I 1 I
I I 1 i I II i I i I I
I I I 1 i 1 I
S II 14757 ------------- -- +------------------------------------
I 1 i 1 I I I
I 1 1 1 1 I I I I I  I I
I 1 I I 1 I
I I I I I I
I 1 1 1 I I I
3568---------- - -- -+ -- +- - +----I I I I I I 1I 1 I I I I I3568,---------+---------+---------+------------------
> I 1 I I I I 1
I I I I I I I
I L I LL I I I I I
z I IL I I I I I
I Li.L I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I [ I
2378----------------+ -------- -- +--- -+--- -+
I ! I I I I I
I I L. L 1 I 1 I
I I L IL I I I I
I I I 1 I I I
I I 1 I I I I
I I I I I I L
I 1 I I I I L
I 1 1 I I L I
1189 --------- +--------- -- --------- +-----4---
I I I I I I
I i I I I I
SI I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I i I L LL I
SI I I I I 1
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
i I I I I 1 
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(1) D1, 2.0-2.6 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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308--------------------------------4--------4308 I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
1 1 1 I I I I
2------------------------------------+---------- -------------------- +--------
O -------- -
- -------- ---------
- - - - -7
1 1 1 2 II I I I I I 
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
185 + ......... ......... + ......... + + + +-
  1 1 
I I I I I I I
S I I I IL I I I
I I I LL I I I
I I I L I I I I
ILLLLL I I LI I I I
123 ------ +------+----L--+----------------+------+
Z I I I IL I I I
I I I L LL 1 I I
I I I L I I I I
I I I I I I I
123 +  ---- +- --- + ...... L--+ + +
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I L I I I I
I I I I I I I
62----------+------+---------4------------4-------------+
I I I I I I I
I I ILL I I I I
I I I I I I I
62+ * -- +-----+ * +" *----
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I II I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(m) B3, 1.0-1.4 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Continued)
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4022 ------------------- ----- ' - --------- --
S1 r I 1 r 1
1 I I I I i
I I I I I I
I I 1 I I I
I I I I I I
1 I 1 1 1
1 I 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 I I I I I
{ ! I i T 1
3218---------------------------+-------------
I I I I I
i I I I I I
I I I I I I
I i I I I I 1i i 1 I
I i I 1 I I I
2413 -------------------------- -------- ---
I I I I i
1 10 1 1 I
I I I I I
I I I I I I I
S IL I I 1 i I I
z I I I I i I I
I i I i I I
I I I I I I I
I LL I 1 I I
1609 --- LL---- +...-----.-------+---- ----..... +
I I I I i I I
I I I . L!I I III L LLL I 
I 1 I 1 I I
S I I I 1 1
I i i I I
804---------+---------+---------+---------+----
I I I I I
I I I i I I
I I I I I I I
I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I1 I I
I 1 I 1 1
I 1 1 I 1 I
0'------------------'-----------------.--
1 10 20 29 38 48 57
MISSION NUMBER
(n) B2, 3.0-2.6 pm
FIGURE 3. COMPUTERIZED REFERENCE-LAMP RESPONSE FOR FIFTEEN
MONTHS (Concluded)
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TABLE 1. MISSION NUMBERS AND DATES
Mission Mission
Number Date Number Date
1 4 May 72 21 5 September 72
2 5 May 72 22 14 September 72
3 11 May 72 23 30 September 72
4 11 May 72 24 1 October 72
5 12 May 72 25 17 October 72
6 12 May 72 26 16 November 72
7 19 May 72 27 17 November 72
8 not available 28 2 January 73
9 25 May 72 29 10 January 73
10 25 May 72 30 12 January 73
11 5 June 72 31 25 January 73
12 6 June 72 48 22 June 73
13 23 July 72 49 25 June 73
14 24 July 72 50 3 July 73
15 18 August 72 51 5 July 73
16 25 August 72 52 6 July 73
17 28 August 72 53 7 July 73
18 29 August 72 54 4 August 73
19 29 August 72 55 5 August 73
20 30 August 72 56 10 August 73
57 12 August 73
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(quartz-iodine lamp) was subject to jarring and subsequent movement during scanner installa-
tion. This fact is obvious from the graphs; not only does the magnitude of signal change, but
also the changes in overall system response correlate almost 100% between channels.
An effort was then made to prevent the lamp housing from being again inadvertently jarred.
Subsequently, we decreased both the frequency of scanner installation and removal. This brings
us into a third period covering the months of September 1972 through January 1973. Here the
overall variation in system response is better than that observed in May and June, and the high
correlation in changes between channels is evident. It is apparent from this signal correlation
that the variations noted are primarily due to response changes such as dust collecting on the
scanner mirror or secondary mirrors and lens. This also explains why the short-time response
(one day or less) is usually much more stable than the long-time response.
Because a lack of time prevented processing all the data, a period of five months was skipped
to permit the data from the most recent mission to be compared to data acquired earlier.
During April 1973 the lamp housing was modified substantially to permit better viewing by the
scanner mirror; also, a 45-watt bulb was installed in place of the original 100-watt bulb.
Because of the spectral differences in the smaller lamp, some change in absolute magnitude
of the signals is to be expected. In general, the variations in lamp voltages are similar to those
observed with the 100-watt bulb. Except for channel C10which,for some unknown reason, in-
dicated excessive variation, scanner signals over a two-month span were stable to within an
average of 10%. Day-to-day stability tends to be typically better than 2%.
2.1.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURE FOR WEEKLY MONITORING
To facilitate a quick computer turn-around of this CALIB. output for the standardization
tests, a system was initiated for analog-to-digital conversion of the data and operation of the
CALIB.program on the data. CALIB. channel equivalents appear in Table 2. The idea was to
minimize the time and cost of constructing the stability history of the M7 scanner. Forms
were designed which, when properly filled out,will allow for complete data reduction. Table 3
represents the two forms that, when filled in, will permit complete automatic data processing
by the program CALIB. Since the standardization tapes are digitized in a set procedure, no
operator intuition is required. Directions for filling out the forms are detailed in Table 4. A
sample form,filled out with comments explaining what was done, is shown in Table 5.
2.2 INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY SCANNER SIGNAL NOISE (MINUTES TO HOURS)
2.2.1 PROGRAM DGNSTC.
The purpose of this program is to perform a more detailed analysis of possible noise prob-
lems with the M7 scanner system-specifically, higher frequency problems. To facilitate this,
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TABLE 2. S-CHANNEL EQUIVALENTS FOR PROGRAM CALIB.
* Detector S-Channel
(pm) Notation (for "CALIB.")
0.41 - 0.48 C12 16
0.46 - 0.49 C10 15
0.48 - 0.52 C9 14
0.50 - 0.54 C8 13
0.52 - 0.57 C7 12
0.55 - 0.60 C6 11
0.58 - 0.64 C5 10
0.62 - 0.70 C4 9
0.67 - 0.94 C2 8
1.0 - 1.4 D3 7
1.5 - 1.8 D2 6
2.0 - 2.6 D1 5
1.0 - 1.4 B3 4
2.0 - 2.6 B2 3
0.33 - 0.38 El 2
0.71 - 0.73 F1 1
*Note: These wavelengths are currently valid for the given
detector notation. In general, however, care must be taken in
associating a particular band with a detector notation.
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TABLE 3. DATA FORM FOR PROGRAM CALIB.
GX28-7327-6 U/M 050
*
1B 4 FORTRAN Coding Form Printed in US.A.
PROGRAMMER DATE INSTRUCTIONS UNCH CARD ELECTRO NUMBE
STAE.NT FORTRAN STATEMENT IDENTIRCATION
T C, SEQUENCE
S1 6 T 8 6 10 11 12 13 I4 1 1 I T D DI TI T. 2 0 SD 7s
Ie 1 1 AENi I /
!i gI I i iii 1 1 i i AI11 I cII -I I-ilib I I I 1OI L 71,
1 ' . ,s ,I l I A i 1iet I I i i I i I I 111 I I I 1i I I ii i i I II,
-It I " itA i 1 A II1fW %!1
fl I I A!i, r ie I i I i IN
jp IE5 u i s IcfAlli il Il l l i . i I i 111 .i 2 I
m pI u&I- 1 II i J' t  SI I ic i i ii [ 1 I I N I I'Ips U, I'tC H N
ml i ii IsIIAilr ii S i 11 i II I I it l-n i 1 i i I I i
Is I i 0F i s h K li ' II Ii . I I I I I I I I vi
ml . r % ...I . .AIW i I* 'I .. .1i 1Io I - 1I I I
2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 1 1 2 21 2 4 26 27 2 9 3 3 32 33 34 3 6 37 39 4 41 42 43 44 4 1 46 47 48 49 0 51 52 53 54 55 56 1 0 61 6 6 6 73 74 75 76 7 78 79
iA r . r 7 i a l e f nhi s I t is f I IIm I i ii
• itI IIfi I I pei I iini I i i I
TO
'9
TABLE 3. DATA FORM FOR PROGRAM CALIB.
GX28-7327-6 U/M 050**
IBV FORTRAN Coding Form Printed in U.S.A.
PROGRAM PUNCHING
o MER DAT INTRUCTIoNs UNc CARD ELECTRO NUMBR"
STATEMENT IDENTIFICATIONNUMBER U FORTRAN STATEMENT SEQUENCE
2 4 7 I8 1 1I 12 1S 1 1 1 I 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3 1 32 33 a 3 a 3 327 38 39 40 1 42 432 44 A a4 4 47 4,9 SO 5S 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 23 s I 6 2 Sa 67 o 60 6 79 7I 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 NP
M ~ le-- I t M 111 1 S-tlll AI14
___ s Aii c I
I tt 1- $1cM At ./1 ;A l I I I [ I I
L IA
-M FSkW A 4A e
l r, 1- -1 Rt I I . I 1 I I 1 i 13
. . . A
MP I Y! ol A IVW
I I :
p! . ! ! l i I i i II I I fl
P ! I I ' -
.1 llI IIl I I V M >n
i 7 1 1 1 iIi .'T 1i Ki ' 1< 2
___ I I 1  JiL '. LI _ I K. I! i
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 12 13 14 Is I6 17 18 19 2 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3a 32 3 34 35 36 37 a 39 40 41 42 o3 64 65 66 67 e8 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
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TABLE 4. DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING DATA FORMS FOR PROGRAM CALIB.
Card 1: Supply only if beginning a second or following file set (See last instruction)
Card 2: Supply FILMAX (see Table 5)
Card 3: Supply INBIN, UNIT, FILE, NSA (see Table 5)
Card 4: Supply F DATE, MISSION #, (see Table 5)
Card 5: Supply COMMENT or TITLE (see Table 5)
Card 6-18: Fill out
(1) Multiplex channel => (MPXMUX, order of channels on digital tape, usually
consecutively numbered 1-X)
(2) SCHAN => see chart #1
(3) AIRCHAN => Match previously numbered MPXMUX to original channels
("tape channels")
Fill out as many of the 18 channel blanks as needed,then cross out
remaining blanks!
Card 19: Supply as in line 3 above (only FILE & NSA, see Table 5)
Card 20: Supply new FILE and NSA # (Table 5)
Card 21: Supply FILE DATE and MISSION # (Table 5)
Card 22: COMMENT (Table 5)
Card 23-35: Fill out as in 6-18 above
Card 36: Fill out as in 19 above
At this point repeat 19-36 above as needed to cover all files to be entered (flights).
After last file (last line 19 completed) has been entered-proceed
Last Card: MODE 1 = $FINAL$ * (Enter as shown)
For new file, set start at CARD #1 and supply MODE information as indicated.
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TABLE 5. COMPLETED SAMPLE DATA FORM
Card 1
MODE(1) = $START$ (Not used in this sample because there is only one file
*(ASTERISK) set.) Asterisk signifies End of Instruction; it is used
after last entry on card.
Card 2
CHANNL = 13 Maximum number of channels to be analyzed in any one
DEFAULT = 13 file. (May process fewer than maximum)
1 5 CHANNL 5 13
FILMAX = 8 Maximum number of files to be processed. FILMAX > 1
DEFAULT = 1 (1 file/flight)
(Plot drops files entered out of sequence. Ex: 1, 2, 4, 8,
10, 7. 7 is dropped.)
LAMTOP = 5 Number of data points at top of lamp pulse to be used in
DEFAULT = 5 calculations
0 5 LAMTOP 5 LAMPE - LAMPB + 1
see card 4
(If LAMTOP < 5, lamp bounds LAMPE AND LAMPB
must be narrowed.)
TAPE = $NEW$ • $NEW$ = No tape data exists. Present data are used as
DEFAULT = $OLD$ base and put on tape TBASE 1.
$OLD$ = Tape base exists (by DEFAULT = 799), and is
merged with processed data (data base compilation at
799).
$ PRINT$ = Recall of precompiled data from last
MISSONX. MISSON must be specified. Only 3 statements
needed:
PRINT = $PRINT$
MISSON = X
MODE = $FINAL$
MISSON = 12 Only for a preceding instruction of $PRINT$.
DEFAULT = 0 Number of mission up to which the accumulated data is
plotted and tabulated (including above-specified mission
data).
TBASE 1 = 799 Used for a preceding instruction of $NEW$ (BIN number
DEFAULT = 799 of tape).
TBASE 2 = 800 BIN number of tape from another data base
DEFAULT = 800
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 3
INBIN = 777 BIN number of input tape to be mounted
DEFAULT = -1 (never = 0); if = -1, no mounts.
UNIT = 4 Logical unit number of tape drive on which input tape is
DEFAULT = NONE mounted (only 2, 3, 4, 8, 9)
FILE = 1 File on input tape to be processed; if < 1, no positioning.
DEFAULT = 0
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TABLE 5. COMPLETED SAMPLE DATA FORM (Continued)
NSA = 1 Starting line number
= 225 Ending line number
= 1 Line number increment
= 1 Starting point number
= 358 Ending point number
= 1 Point number increment
DEFAULT = 0
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 4
FDATE (1)= 05, 25, 73 Date of flight associated with file
DEFAULT = 00, 00, 00 3 variables -* FDATE (1) - mo - 0 s (1) < 12
FDATE (2) - dy - 0 < (2) 5 31
FDATE (3)- yr - 0 5 (3) 599
MISSON = 12 Number of mission associated with file being
DEFAULT = 0 entered. MISSON - 0
LAMPB = 10 Number of reselm denoting beginning of lamp
DEFAULT = 10 pulse (Note: DEFAULT)
LAMPB 2 NA (see "NSA," card number 3)
LAMPE = 60 Number of reselm denoting the end of lamp pulse
DEFAULT = 60 (Note: DEFAULT)
LAMPE - NB (see "NSA," card number 3)
DARKB = 185 Number of reselm denoting the beginning of dark
DEFAULT = 185 signal (Note: DEFAULT)
DARKB - NA
DARKE = 225 Number of reselm denoting the end of dark signal
DEFAULT = 225 (Note: DEFAULT)
DARKE : NB
SOLARB = 310 Number of reselm denoting the beginning of solar
DEFAULT = 310 signal (Note: DEFAULT)
SOLARB NA
SOLARE = 355 Number of reselm denoting the end of the solar
DEFAULT = 355 signal (Note: DEFAULT)
SOLARE 5 NB
Card 5
COMMNT (1) = $S9, Any 48-character comment
BLACK HILLS, 0745, $ to be printed as given between $ signs
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction. (Includes cards 4 & 5.)
Card 6
MPXMUX = 1 Number of multiplexer channel
1 5 MPXMUX s 13
SCHAN = 8 Number of spectral channel MPXMUX represents
(See chart)
0 < SCHAN 5 16; if = 0, MPXMUX is ignored in processing.
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TABLE 5. COMPLETED SAMPLE DATA FORM (Concluded)
AIRCHN = 8 Number of aircraft channel that MPXMUX represents
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 7
MPXMUX = 2
SCHAN = 9
AIRCHN = 13
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 8
MPXMUX =3
SCHAN = 10
AIRCHN = 6
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 9
MPXMUX = 4
SCHAN = 11
AIRCHN = 5
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 10
MPXMUX = 5
SCHAN = 12
AIRCHN = 4
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 11
MPXMUX = 6
SCHAN = 13
AIRCHN = 3
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 12
MPXMUX = 7
SCHAN = 15
AIRCHN = 2
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Card 13
MPXMUX = 8
SCHAN = 16
AIRCHN = 1
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Cards 14-18 For this example, MPXMUX cards 14 through 18 were
not needed.
Card 19
File = 1
NSA = 1, 225, 1, 1, 358, 1 NSA is same as card 3.
*(ASTERISK) End of Instruction
Last Card Last Card t NOTE: When a "Data Set" is closed (file set started with FILMAX card and
MODE (1) = $FINAL$ t Close files, finished with MODEl = $FINAL$), further program operation requires all cards
and steps to be repeated.
For a series of files within a data set, you only need the following:
(1) FILE, NSA
(2) FDATE, MISSON
(3) COMMNT
(4) MPXMUX, SCHAN, AIRCHN
LAST, FILE, NSA
Repeat
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the program has been made as general as possible and designed for rapid execution. It provides
a technique to measure the effect of varying scan rate or tape recorder speed on digitized data.
Although the statistics do not point to the cause of the apparent speed change, they do show that
a change has occurred in the system and how drastic it might be.
The user is also able to determine the mean and standard deviation (1) of the signal level
within any specified area, and (2) of the signal level of another area relative to the first. For
example, when used with the lamp reference source, the user can measure changes in lamp ra-
diance relative to a dark area within the scanner. In addition, plots of both these means and
standard deviations versus scanline number may be obtained. With these plots, the user will be
able to observe the detailed quality of changes in the signal level of an area in the scanline along
the flight path. For instance, the user could look for cyclical fluctuations in an ambient area.
A measure of speed changes in the system is accomplished by analyzing some fixed-position
signal in the scanline such as the lamp reference pulse. The mean position of the middle of the
lamp pulse is measured relative to the beginning sync pulse for each scanline. The standard
deviation from this mean shows how much jitter there is in the digitized image of the lamp pulse.
Differing only in output detail, the other two facilities of the program do virtually the same
thing. One feature simply determines the mean and standard deviation of the signal level (either
absolute or relative to another area) in a specified area of the scanline over the entire data set.
The other feature calculates the mean and standard deviation of the signal level (either absolute
or relative to another area) in a specified area of each scanline. Plots are made of these sta-
tistics versus the scanline number from which they were calculated. Appendix B includes a
complete description of the program DGNSTC.
2.2.2 EVALUATION OF DATA SET
Measurements were made on M7 scanner data to determine, quantitatively, the intermediate
frequency noise (or drift) that one might encounter in processing multispectral scanner data
over short periods of time. The particular data set chosen for this study was obtained over
Eaton County, Michigan, on 25 August 1972, as part of the ERTS underflight program. This
mission was chosen specifically because it satisfied two requirements: (1) it had been obtained
recently enough to qualify the scanner configuration and performance as being typical of the pre-
sent system; and (2) it contained several long (12-minute) data passes encompassing a total
period of approximately one hour-this enabled us to obtain a near-continuous measurement of
the short-term drift over a manageable time period.
A total of five passes covering one hour and twelve minutes (see Table 6) were analyzed by
DGNSTC. Since five full 12-minute data runs would require a prohibitive amount of processing,
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TABLE 6. LOG OF EATON COUNTY, MICHIGAN, FLIGHTLINES
Aircraft
GMT GMT Altitude Heading
Line Date Start Stop (1000 ft) (deg)
1 25 August 72 16:20:30 16:30:00 5 360
2 25 August 72 16:41:00 16:51:00 5 180
3 25 August 72 16:54:30 17:06:00 5 360
4 25 August 72 17:09:00 17:18:30 5 180
5 25 August 72 17:22:00 17:37:30 5 360
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five segments of data (equally spaced from beginning to end) were digitized for each run. Each
segment required 15 seconds of actual data collection time out of the original 12-minute 
run.
Only a region of the dark level (base line) and the lamp was observed. Output from the program
DGNSTC. was obtained on this data; the results are summarized in Tables 7, 8, and 9
(X = 0.41-0.48, 0.55-0.60, and 2.0-2.6 lim, respectively).
Only three spectralchannels were analyzed since a considerable amount 
of computer time was
still required for processing each channel. It should be noted here that the data were averaged
(smoothed) over four lines before processing; hence, the noise figures (expressed as a standard
deviation) listed in the tables do not represent the values on the original analog tape. It can be
shown that smoothing n-lines has the effect of decreasing the noise by In. Therefore, the actual
noise values on tape are twice those indicated in the tables (smoothing over four lines). The
values were left unchanged, though, because much of the computer processing being done uses
the concept of smoothing to reduce noise. Hence, these values are directly related to current
techniques.
The mean value shown in Tables 7, 8, and 9 for the dark level and lamp pulse are the aver-
ages of the means obtained from the region of interest in each line. The standard deviations are
the deviations of the mean of each line about the average mean for the whole segment. For the
dark level, the region digitized was midway between the reference lamp pulse and the sky refer-
ence pulse (see Fig. 4). As the tables indicate, in the solar-reflective region the value of the
dark level per line (averaged over 25 points) deviates only 0.1% from the mean dark level value
for the whole 72-minute data set. In the near-IR region where the dark level is adjusted man-
ually before each run via dc-offset pots, the deviation is a remarkably small 0.3%. Note that the
deviation over the whole 72-minute set is no larger than that for the 12-minute runs.
The values shown for the reference lamp were calculated in a similar manner. The region
used for averaging the lamp signal was 15 points wide and covered dark levels on both sides of
the pulse. The average value obtained for the lamp is analogous to integration of the pulse and
not to the peak value. Standard deviations of the lamp pulse varied from 2.3% of the mean in
the blue channel (noisiest channel) to 1.3% in the near--IR.
In general, then, when smoothing four lines and averaging 15-25 points per line, the stan-
dard deviation of a signal from line-to-line (assuming a constant input) will generally not ex-
ceed 2.5% (worst case) of the mean value over all lines collected in a period of time as long as
one hour and twelve minutes. Of course, in many cases, smoothing between lines and averaging
in a line is not possible. For this instance, statistical theory leads us to a standard deviation
that will be v' x -V- larger than that obtained when smoothing over four lines and averaging
over 15 points per line. Hence, the standard deviation from line to line with no averaging of any
kind would be as follows:
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TABLE 7. MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
DARK LEVEL AND LAMP FOR FIVE DATA SETS
OVER EATON COUNTY. X = 0.41-0.48 gm
Dark Level Lamp
Line No. Segment No. x a x a
1 1 140.18 0.16 13.45 0.22
2 140.05 0.15 13.30 0.20
3 140.07 0.16 13.34 0.20
4 140.40 0.22 13.35 0.50
5 140.32 0.21 13.47 0.46
AVE 140.20 0.18 13.38 0.34
2 1 139.29 0.19 13.52 0.37
2 139.50 0.21 13.28 0.55
3 139.63 0.20 13.15 0.50
4 139.80 0.19 13.10 0.33
5 139.83 0.18 13.15 0.25
AVE 139.61 0.19 13.24 0.41
3 1 140.82 0.18 13.15 0.28
2 140.86 0.18 13.18 0.26
3 140.90 0.16 13.21 0.25
4 140.87 0.17 13.11 0.23
5 140.91 0.15 13.15 0.21
AVE 140.87 0.17 13.16 0.25
4 1 140.91 0.16 13.15 0.22
2 140.92 0.17 13.15 0.23
3 140.90 0.14 13.14 0.17
4 145.02 0.15 13.34 0.21
5 145.03 0.14 13.64 0.18
AVE 142.56 0.15 13.28 0.20
5 1 145.21 0.17 13.46 0.32
2 145.16 0.19 13.35 0.29
3 145.17 0.19 13.40 0.29
4 145.21 0.18 13.37 0.34
5 145.22 0.18 13.35 0.34
AVE 145.19 0.18 13.39 0.32
Mean Total 141.69 0.18 13.29 0.31
Percent Deviation 0.1% 2.3%
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TABLE 8. MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
DARK LEVEL AND LAMP FOR FIVE DATA SETS
OVER EATON COUNTY. X = 0.55-0.60 Am
Dark Level Lamp
Line No. Segment No. x a x a
1 1 144.05 0.15 37.01 0.19
2 143.90 0.15 36.74 0.23
3 143.91 0.15 36.73 0.21
4 143.92 0.18 36.82 0.25
5 143.95 0.18 36.82 0.25
AVE 143.95 0.16 36.82 0.23
2 1 144.05 0.15 36.74 0.20
2 144.09 0.16 36.77 0.23
3 144.07 0.16 36.63 0.20
4 144.04 0.15 36.50 0.20
5 144.01 0.15 36.61 0.21
AVE 144.05 0.15 36.65 0.21
3 1 143.93 0.15 36.67 0.20
2 143.91 0.15 36.58 0.21
3 143.91 0.16 36.54 0.25
4 143.86 0.15 36.60 0.26
5 143.87 0.15 36.65 0.27
AVE 143.90 0.15 36.61 0.24
4 1 143.93 0.14 36.62 0.25
2 143.88 0.16 36.43 0.25
3 143.83 0.15 36.36 0.25
4 143.89 0.16 36.49 0.44
5 143.90 0.14 36.77 0.29
AVE 143.89 0.15 36.53 0.31
5 1 144.02 0.13 36.77 0.22
2 143.97 0.14 36.43 0.22
3 143.97 0.14 36.53 0.22
4 144.01 0.14 36.62 0.22
5 144.05 0.15 36.76 0.26
AVE 144.00 0.14 36.62 0.23
Mean Total 143.96 0.15 36.65 0.24
Percent Deviation 0.1% 0.7%
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TABLE 9. MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
DARK LEVEL AND LAMP FOR FIVE DATA SETS
OVER EATON COUNTY. X = 2.0-2.6 Am
Dark Level Lamp
Line No. Segment No. x a x a
1 1 160.24 0.42 47.89 0.65
2 159.00 0.40 47.60 0.57
3 159.74 0.39 47.46 0.61
4 159.15 0.39 47.55 0.58
5 160.48 0.40 47.03 0.91
AVE 159.72 0.40 47.51 0.66
2 1 163.13 0.43 47.28 0.58
2 163.53 0.40 47.37 0.61
3 163.43 0.46 47.22 0.57
4 163.77 0.35 47.07 0.52
5 164.55 0.35 47.16 0.59
AVE 163.68 0.40 47.22 0.57
3 1 163.87 0.35 47.18 0.53
2 163.29 0.37 47.16 0.54
3 163.64 0.32 47.17 0.60
4 162.75 0.37 47.26 0.54
5 161.93 0.34 47.21 0.45
AVE 163.10 0.35 47.20 0.53
4 1 162.79 0.44 47.17 0.59
2 163.62 0.35 47.03 0.67
3 163.93 0.38 47.16 0.57
4 165.28 0.47 47.00 0.63
5 165.19 0.37 47.28 0.52
AVE 164.16 0.40 47.13 0.60
5 1 164.81 0.53 47.15 0.66
2 164.29 0.61 47.08 0.83
3 163.51 0.52 47.02 0.66
4 163.07 0.37 47.00 0.55
5 162.92 0.38 47.13 0.60
AVE 163.72 0.49 47.08 0.67
Mean Total 162.88 0.41 47.23 0.61
Percent Deviation 0.3% 1.3%
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standard deviation no average -= 4 / x 2.3% (x = 0.41-0.48 Aim)
= 17.8% (worst case)
This would be the variation, line-to-line, about the mean value over all lines expected in a
scanner signal obtained from a single resolution element over a data run 12 to 72 minutes in
length.
2.3 HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE CHARACTERISTICS (SECONDS-TO-MINUTES)
Thus far, noise measurements have been made on M7 scanner data to determine the signal
variation to be expected over months, days, and hours. This kind of information is valuable in
terms of analyzing signature extension capabilities over various time periods. Another aspect
to the noise problem is the higher frequency noise that occurs within a single scanline. Knowl-
edge of this noise (which is akin to NEAL) would permit the data processor, for example, to
evaluate the potential for resolving the spectra of two similar objects. But, before discussing
the actual measurement of this noise, several prefatory comments should be made about the
M7 system in general.
As in the thermal channel (discussed later), the noise observed in solar-reflective channels
is almost always tape-recorder-limited; that is, the dynamic range of the tape recorder (Mincom
PC-500) is almost always less than the dynamic range of signals encountered in viewing the
terrain (including detector and amplifier noise). This recorder dynamic range is 39.5 dB,
peak-to-peak, which results in a maximum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 89:1. This assumes
that the entire range of the recorder is being used and that the signal is indeed tape-recorder-
limited (true most of the time). The one possible exception occurs when the highest gains are
used over low reflecting objects such as water or during low sun-angle situations. In this case,
detector or preamplifier noise becomes the limiting factor.
With this maximum signal-to-noise ratio in mind, data were analyzed over Run 1 of the
same mission discussed in Section 2.2. The average dark level values (in bins) over 195 lines
and 25 pts/line for each of the five segments are recorded in Table 10. Also tabulated is the
average standard deviation per line ( line) for each of the segments and their deviations (o).
The same wavelengths discussed earlier were also studied here. The most important thing
to note from these data is that in the solar-reflective region the noise in a single scanline (denoted
by ('line) is indeed equal to the tape recorder limit.
To see this, one must be aware that in digitizing the data the maximum number of bins
available to cover the full dynamic range of the recorder is 512. Since the average dark level
(0.41-0.48 Im) is at 140.20, the number of bins available to the recorder for a maximum signal
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TABLE 10. DARK LEVEL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR ONE SEGMENT OF DATA OVER EATON COUNTY
Dark Level
_ Run No. Segment No. XLine a Line a_
0.41-0.48 im 1 1 140.18 0.39 0.12
2 140.05 0.35 0.14
3 140.07 0.39 0.11
4 140.40 0.46 0.08
5 140.32 0.45 0.09
AVE 140.20 0.41 0.11
0.55-0.60 jim 1 1 144.05 0.38 0.13
2 143.90 0.38 0.12
3 143.91 0.40 0.13
4 143.92 0.40 0.11
5 143.95 0.39 0.13
AVE 143.95 0.39 0.12
2.0-2.6 jim 1 1 160.24 1.43 0.43
2 159.00 1.36 0.32
3 159.74 1.37 0.34
4 159.15 1.37 0.32
5 160.48 1.36 0.46
AVE 159.72 1.38 0.38
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input is 512 - 140.20 = 371.80. Hence, the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is 907.8 : 1
(371.8 - 0.41). In obtaining the data, however, 100 points were averaged to arrive at the fig-
ures shown in Table 10. Therefore, the noise in each line (with no averaging) is actually A10
higher than indicated. This reduces the S/N to 90.8:1. The corresponding values for the other
two channels are as follows:
for X = 0.55-0.60 Am, S/N = 94.4
X = 2.0-2.6 im, S/N = 25.5
The near infrared channel does not appear to be tape-recorder-limited, although the cause of
the noise is at this time unknown.
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3
DARK-LEVEL DETERMINATION
One of the more seemingly insignificant decisions made by processors of multispectral
data is the choice of a baseline region for dark-level correction. There are several regions
of darkness viewed by the rotating scan mirror in one 3600 swing, and in the past it has been
more or less an arbitrary choice by the processor as to which region to use. One of the
goals of the study was to determine if all these baseline regions were indeed equally dark
and, if not, what region was optimal.
Data were examined from a flight flown on 20 March 1973, at 15:30 GMT, over Washtenaw
County specifically to locate an optimal dark level region. Only five spectral channels were
digitized so that maximum spatial resolution could be obtained. The entire scanline was not
digitized because of gate limitations on the analog-to-digital equipment; nearly 1000 sample
points out of a possible 1333 (at 4.7 mr/sample and 80K samples/sec) were obtained. The
300 and some points not digitized are located in the region between the sky reference and the
fixed sync (see Fig. 6). Included in this area are the hot plate and UV reference lamp. It is
possible that this area contains a region of even darker base line than that determined from
the remainder of the data; since the present system cannot digitize data in this area, however,
it will be neglected here.
Shown in Figure 5 is a plot of signal (in bins) versus reselm location for a single scanner
line. The discrete level fluctuations in the data are the results of quantization into bins of
voltage levels on the analog tape during the analog-to-digital conversion process. Each bin
is equal to 0.01953 volt. Tables 11 and 12 contain the tabulated results of a statistical
analysis performed on nine regions of the base line data (see Fig. 6). Table 11 shows the
mean (in bins) and standard deviation for all five channels and one scanline. Table 12 gives
the same figures averaged over 100 scanlines. As the tables show, the best region for dark
level correction is the area just before the beginning of the video (Region I). In terms of
physical location inside the scanner housing, this region corresponds to a blackened area 800
from nadir. Unfortunately, under severe aircraft roll conditions, the roll-corrected sync
pulse can move into this region. During turbulent weather, then, Region I should not be used.
However, an alternative is to use Regions VIII or IX, which have values very near to that
of Region I. These areas are part of one broad region located between the reference lamp and
the sky reference. The blackened cold-plate thermal reference is included in this area. The
pulse located at reselm number 715 is an SCR noise spike which comes from a solid state
DC-to-AC inverter used to supply 110 V, 60 Hz to the equipment. This noise spike will al-
ways be found somewhere in the data (at least for the present), although efforts are being
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TABLE 11. SUMMARY OF DARK LEVEL AVERAGE VALUES FOR DIFFERENT SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL REGIONS IN A
SINGLE SCAN PERIOD. Average values are in bins (1 bin = 0.01953 V). Numbers in parentheses are normalized values.
= 0.41-0.48 m X = 0.50-0.54 im X = 0.58-0.64 im X = 0.67-0.94 Aim X = 1.0-1.4 Am
REGION LOCATION x a x a x a x a x a
(0.41-0.48) (0.50-0.54) (0.58-0.64) (0.67 -0.94) (1.0-1.4)
I 1-58 153.31 0.50 150.81 0.66 149.05 0.47 149.17 0.53 154.60 1.22
(1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000)
II 530-570 154.83 0.49 152.37 0.53 150.80 0.40 155.17 0.49 156.54 0.50
(1.010) (1.010) (1.012) (1.040) (1.013)
III 600-620 154.43 0.49 151.86 0.47 150.52 0.50 154.29 0.45 155.24 0.43
(1.007) (1.007) (1.010) (1.034) (1.004)
IV 640-660 153.95 0.49 151.67 0.56 150.00 0 153.28 0.45 155.24 0.43 0
(1.004) (1.006) (1.006) (1.028) (1.004)
V 680-700 153.81 0.39 151.33 0.47 149.95 0.21 152.57 0.49 155.05 0.21
(1.003) (1.003) (1.006) (1.023) (1.003)
0
VI 600-700 154.01 0.52 151.60 0.55 150.16 0.39 153.35 0.77 155.22 0.44 E
(1.005) (1.005) (1.007) (1.028) (1.004)
VII 725-750 153.56 0.57 151.22 0.42 149.70 0.46 150.44 0.50 154.59 0.49
(1.002) (1.003) (1.004) (1.009) (1.000)
VIII 800-825 153.38 0.49 151.08 0.47 149.58 0.49 150.00 0.28 154.42 0.49
(1.000) (1.002) (1.004) (1.006) (1.000)
IX 875-900 153.42 0.49 150.92 0.47 149.29 0.45 149.73 0.52 154.19 0.39 c
(1.001) (1.001) (1.002) (1.004) (0.997)
0
TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF DARK LEVEL AVERAGE VALUES FOR DIFFERENT SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL REGIONS
AVERAGED OVER 100 SCANLINES. Average values are in bins (1 bin = 0.01953 V).
X = 0.41-0.48 gm X = 0.50-0.54 tim A = 0.58-0.64 pm X = 0.67-0.94 jm X = 1.0-1.4 im
REGION x a x a x a x x
C (0.41-0.48) (0.50-0.54) (0.58-0.64) (0.67 -0.94) (1.0-1.4)
I 152.47 0.62 150.01 0.56 148.36 0.38 149.07 0.43 153.77 1.06
II 153.61 0.53 151.18 0.49 149.71 0.33 154.23 0.40 155.30 0.43
VIII 152.58 0.54 150.13 0.48 148.60 0.34 149.60 0.33 153.54 0.39
IX 152.50 0.55 150.06 0.48 148.52 0.34 149.44 0.36 153.68 0.39
0
-4
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made to move it to an area of insignificance. For this reason, a standard region to use for
dark level correcting is the one between regions VIII and IX which corresponds to the posi-
tion of the cold plate. Since the SCR noise spike is always kept out of the hot and cold plate
regions, there need be no worry about this pulse affecting the dark level value. From the
standpoint of time, this dark level region occurs 1.326 msec before the sky reference. Any
width up to approximately 30 reselms (4.7 mr/sample) can be used. It is expected that all data
digitized in the future will use this region for dark level correction.
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4
M7 RADIANCE CALIBRATION
4.1 RADIANCE CALIBRATION
Eleven radiance calibration tapes have been generated since the M7 scanner was first
put into service in June 1971. Their dates are listed in Table 13. Until now, only a portion
of these had been digitally analyzed-using a variety of techniques. In order to understand
more fully the changes that have occurred in these calibration data sets and to simplify the
data reduction procedure, the program LAMRAD. was written. Designed to handle M7 scanner
radiance tapes exclusively, this program calculates the radiance calibration constants (as a
function of lamp current) used to provide radiance information for multispectral processing.
A complete derivation and explanation of the procedure used to calibrate the M7 scanner is
given in Appendix C. In summary, the radiance of a target on the ground is given by
(V Tf VL PrefEQI(X) /LT() = L/\fref (
where LT() = radiance of target, assuming a Lambertian surface, for each channel
VT = voltage of target on ground
VL = peak lamp voltage during target data collection
VL = peak lamp voltage during calibration
Vref = voltage off reference panel during calibration
EQ1 (A) = spectral irradiance of quartz-iodine lamps
Pref = directional reflectance of reference panel
It is the quantity
VL P refE (X)
CAL Vref
that is calculated by the program LAMRAD.
4.2 TECHNIQUES FOR LAMP PULSE MEASUREMENTS
4.2.1 SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES
Critical to the equation above for KCAL() are the values of VL and VL. This is true be-
cause VL and VL, of all the terms in that equation, are by far the most difficult to measure con-
sistently. Ingeneral, VL is represented by a narrow pulse that on occasion can exhibit jitter equal
to its pulse width. This makes it very difficult for the data processor to measure its peak value.
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TABLE 13. DATES OF SPECTRAL
RADIANCE CALIBRATION
Calibration No. Date
1 20 August 71
2 6 June 72
3 7 June 72
4 16 June 72
5 12 July 72
6 5 September 72
7 24 January 73
8 26 January 73
9 3 April 73
10 5 June 73
11 6 August 73
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One of the tasks of this study was to attempt to improve the technique for measuring this
voltage.
Thus far, two methods have been developed for calibrating the signal pulse of the lamp in
the M-7 scanner using the program LAMRAD. Both methods result in a voltage value for the
peak of the signal. One method, called the "mean level method" and used exclusively up
until this time, has certain drawbacks which a second method, called the "integral method,"
will hopefully eliminate.
The mean level method of determining signal height (voltage) is calculated in the follow-
ing way (refer to Fig. 7). The program will first select the point on the pulse curve which
has the curve's peak voltage "P" and then determine at which reselms the half-value of P
(P/2) intersects the curve. There will always be only two intersections: one at the pulse
rise and one at the pulse drop. This is dictated simply by the shape of the curve. The two
reselm locations mentioned will be called x and y, respectively. The program will then aver-
age these values and determine another reselm value (x + y)/2. At this point, LAMRAD. will
determine the voltage of the curve at the point (x + y)/2 and take the average voltage of it and
other consecutively preselected reselms on either side of (x + y)/2. Figure 7, for example,
shows only two reselms selected on either side of (x + y)/2 and averaged to obtain the mean
level. Thus far, this has been the configuration used in LAMRAD. The curve values taken at
the reselm points and then divided by (N + 1) gives the mean level. The general equation for
the mean level is:
N____N
2 Z
where Z may have only integral values and N can only be even. This is to insure that no frac-
tional reselm values will exist and that one may select equal numbers of reselm samples on
either side of the (x + y)/2 reselm, thus allowing for a balanced mean. This method of calcu-
lating a mean voltage height of the pulse has some drawbacks, one of which is illustrated by the
abnormally skewed curve in Fig. 7. If the curve should happen to be shaped oddly, the value
for the height could be off true as shown. Another problem comes up in determining how many
reselms to average on either side of (x + y)/2. We want to average as much of the pulse top as
possible without going off the sides (the drop and rise usually occur within a reselm or so).
Once this value is calculated, signal shift cannot be tolerated because a shift of a reselm or
two would give values at the bottom of the curve, resulting in a "height" far below what actually
exists.
The second means of determining signal level is the "integral method." As the title sug-
gests, this method involves determining the area under the pulse in calculating the pulse
height. With this method, instead of trying to pinpoint where the pulse and its peak will appear
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Reselms
Curve N
Values - + z
of , 
"
z=2
z = Integers
(No fractional reselms)
N = Even Integer
(To allow equal no
EI- samples either side
S of reselm (x + y/2).)0
p/2
p/2
(x + y/21 x > Peak of CurveyW o > 50 Peak Value
on Curve
* > Ave of Two
p/2 Reselm ValuesPulse is Abnormally Skewed for Illustrative Purposes/2 Resem Vaues(= (x + y/2))
FIGURE 7. MEAN-LEVEL METHOD OF PULSE-VOLTAGE CALCULATION
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(reselm limits), one may integrate the curve within wide limits (to allow for reselm position
shift) and then divide the area value by an experimentally predetermined pulse "width con-
stant" to obtain the mean value of the signal. The "width constant," which is a value deter-
mined over a period of time, is continually updated to offer accurate calibration values at
any time. The "width constant" is simply determined by dividing the integrated area by the
height of the pulse, as calculated in the first method (see Fig. 8).
Certain conditions must exist if this system of lamp calibration is to offer a more accu-
rate way of determining signal value. If the shape of the pulse radically changes,the "width
constant" will be inaccurate, producing incorrect lamp voltage values (although restrictions
on pulse shape change are certainly no more imposing than in the "mean level method").
Generally, the only time the signal can change shape is after some type of movement has
occurred within the lamp or its housing (observed experimentally). In this case, the width
constant must be re-calculated to give accurate pulse voltages again. The "width constant"
must be a time-weighted mean to avoid the accuracy problems encountered in determining the
signal voltage by the "mean level method." Finally, the integral limits must be set far enough
apart so that the integral will accurately tolerate the pulse shift that the "mean level method"
was incapable of handling. The integral limits should be set such that the curve closely
approaches zero at those points.
4.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF WIDTH CONSTANT
LAMRAD. has been executed for several calibration runs. The "Lamp Mean" and the
"Lamp Integral Mean" were among the data calculated by the program. By taking the values
of the lamp integral mean and dividing by their respective lamp mean values, we obtained a
width constant. After looking at the width constants resulting from some seven calibration
runs, we then came to several conclusions.
First, the wavelength band in which the signal was observed had an effect on the width
constant. For all thermal values (1.0im and above), the width constant varied so radically
and the deviations were so great that no real attempt was made to obtain a width constant for
them. The remaining width constants calculated for the various detector bandwidths had such
small deviations between themselves that we could divide them into just two groups. One
group used the signals emitted from all detectors operating in the 0.41-0.52 1im range, while
the other group contained all signals in the 0.50-0.94 I m. As Table 14 reveals, deviations of
width constants within these two groups for any one run are on the order of 0.8%. Therefore,
two width constants should be calculated, one for each of the two groups. These two values
are calculated at the bottom of Table 14.
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Kw = Width Constant
A = Area
h = Height
h hArea A Area A
Area Under Curve, A = h x K F-K --
Equivalent Area
Square Pulse
K = A/h
FIGURE 8. DETERMINING PULSE-WIDTH CONSTANTS (Kw)
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TABLE 14. WIDTH CONSTANTS FOR A SINGLE RADIANCE CALIBRATION. (Calculated with
4.5 -6.0 amp lamp current only)
Detector
Bandwidths
(0 m)
c, GROUP 2a
0.41 - 0.48 16.0837 GROUP 2a
0.46 - 0.49 16.3078 Mean= 16.2554 + 0.1244 UP 2b
0.48 - 0.52 16.3747
0.50 - 0.54 16.5327
0.52 - 0.57 16.5803 Mean = 16.4269 + 0.1537
0.55 - 0.60 16.5558 (Notice: worse deviation than
either Group 1 or 2 alone)
0.58 - 0.64 16.5238 D Mean = 16.5127 ± 0.0750
O
0.62 - 0.70 16.3501 0
0.67 - 0.94 16.5335
1.0 - 1.4 22.7585 Mean = 19.92 ± 2.8384 Disregard (deviation too
great)
1.5 - 1.8 17.0816
Final Mean Width Constants (Runs 4-8) for Groups 1 and 2
using currents of 4.5 A and greater z
GROUP 1 0.41 - 0.48
0.46 - 0.49 Mean = 16.3458 ± 0.0445
0.48 - 0.52 r
0.50 - 0.54
0.52 - 0.57
0.55 -0.60
GROUP 2 Mean = 16.5719 ± 0.0554
0.62 -0.70
0.67 - 0.94 
0
Z
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Secondly, the width constant does not really remain very constant until calculated for
lamp signals using 4.5 amps or more of current. Width constants calculated for signals using
only 3.5 or 4.0 amps varied greatly. One way these signals might be made more useful is by
increasing the gain at the time of calibration, instead of leaving the gain constant as is
usually done. An increased signal gain may be able to bring the pulse level far enough out of
the noise to allow more accurate calibrations to be made. Thus far, all experimental width
constant data and their deviations have been calculated using lamp currents of only 4.5 amps
and greater.
Lastly, as previously mentioned, changes in signal shape will affect the value of the width
constant (the ratio of lamp integral mean to lamp mean will change). Also, the only way in
which the signal shape can change is if there is some type of alteration made in lamp position
(such as might result in housing movement). Between calibrations #8 and #9, a change was
made affecting the position of the lamp's housing; the expected changes in width constants
also occurred and are compared in Table 15. (Only signals in three spectral bands were
analyzed.) New width constants must be calculated for calibration runs after #8. Calibration
#9 gives an indication of what these values might be, but more data are needed to determine
a good mean width constant for these new calibrations.
4.3 PROGRAM LAMRAD.
As mentioned earlier, the primary purpose of this program is to calculate a set of statis-
tics from the calibration data set on the M7 scanner. These statistics are used to determine
the radiance of the lamp reference source at various current levels. The statistics calculated
by this program are:
(1) the mean peak levels of the lamp and panel pulses (see Appendix C) relative to some
specified dark area
(2) the mean integrals of the lamp and panel pulses after dark-level normalization and
pulse width adjustment
(3) the standard deviations of the adjusted integrals of the lamp and panel pulses
(4) the mean of the ratio of the adjusted lamp integral to the adjusted panel integral
multiplied by a unique factor for each spectral channel
(5) the standard deviation of the integral ratio
(6) the mean integral of the lamp and panel pulses after dark-level normalization
(7) the mean pulse widths for the lamp and panel pulses
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TABLE 15. WIDTH CONSTANTS FOR SEVERAL RADIANCE CALIBRATIONS.
(Means for currents of 4.5-6.5 amps, 3 bandwidths only)
Detector
Bandwidths
( m) CALIB. 4 -8 CALIB. 9 Comment
0.41 - 0.48 16.2830 ± 0.1975 17.0864 ± 0.2040 Note greater width constants
(1.21%) (1.94%) in all cases for CALIB. No. 9
(across-the-line change in
pulse shape)
0.55 - 0.60 16.5530 ± 0.0885 16.7218 ± 0.048
(0.535%) (0.287%)
0.67 - 0.94 16.6314 ± 0.1435 16.8995 ± 0.081
(0.863%) (0.479%)
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Before the lamp or panel pulses are used, the mean level of some specified dark area
from the previous scanline is subtracted from each reselm level. This removes the effect of
a varying dark level on pulse levels and allows comparisons between runs. It is assumed that
the dark level does not vary significantly between any two consecutive scanlines. This as-
sumption has been valid for all the data sets examined to date.
The mean peak level of the lamp pulse and panel pulse is determined by selecting a few
reselms at the top of each in every requested scanline. Then the sets of lamp pulse and panel
pulse reselms are averaged. These two means are saved for later use. The reselms for the
lamp pulse are selected by determining the two reselm numbers of the reselm levels closest
to half the maximum height of the pulse. These reselm numbers are averaged and two reselms
on either side of this middle reselm are selected. The reselms for the panel pulse are se-
lected in a similar manner, except that the two reselms nearest 80% of the maximum height
of the pulse are used. (This 80% value was used instead of the 50% value because the panel
pulse is flatter than the lamp pulse and does not drop below 50% of its maximum height.)
The mean integral levels of the lamp and panel pulses are calculated by performing an
integration (using Simpson's 1/3 Rule) on the lamp pulse and panel pulse in each scanline
after normalization to dark level. The lamp integral is then divided by a unique pulse width
(in reselms) for each spectral channel. The number that results is no longer an area measure-
ment (in quasi-volt-reselms); instead, it is a level measurement (in quasi-volts). The panel
pulse is subjected to a similar process. All the adjusted integrals for the lamp pulse and
panel pulse are averaged to obtain their respective means. The standard deviations of the two
pulses from their respective means are then calculated. The mean integral ratio is calculated
by dividing the adjusted mean lamp integral by the adjusted mean panel integral and then mul-
tiplying by the appropriate factor for each spectral channel. The program then goes back and
calculates the integral ratio for each scanline and determines the standard deviation from the
mean integral ratio for the data set.
The program now performs pulsewidth calculations. The normalized lamp integral is ob-
tained by multiplying the adjusted mean lamp integral by the pulsewidth constant used to adjust
it originally. This returns the level measurement to an area measurement. This normalized
lamp-pulse integral is then divided by the mean lamp level determined earlier. In this man-
ner, the area measurement is converted to an equivalent-square-wave width (in reselms).
The adjusted mean panel integral is transformed in a similar manner.
The advantages of performing pulse-width calculations by integration instead of by the
mean level method are summarized below:
(1) The integration process usually results in lower standard deviations than those
achieved with mean levels.
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(2) The integration process is faster and simpler than determining 50% or 80% points,
selecting reselms, and calculating the mean level.
(3) Changes in calculated pulsewidth provide a way to determine if changes had occurred
in the shape of the pulse and how drastic they might be (assuming the specified
pulsewidth is a valid representation of the expected pulsewidth).
A detailed description of the program LAMRAD. is included in Appendix D.
4.4 SUMMARY OF CALIBRATION DATA
All eleven radiance calibration sets were digitized and processed by LAMRAD. Although
the volume of data generated is too large to be included in this report, a sample of the infor-
mation obtained is listed in Table 16 for channel C10 (0.46-0.49 Am). As can be seen, the
calibration constants KCAL(X) have undergone two major, discrete changes associated with
modifications to the system. These modifications include new amplifiers and lamp current
controls (between CALIB. Nos. 1 and 2) and a different wattage lamp (between CALIB. Nos. 8
and 9). Even without these modifications, variations of up to 50% in KCAL(X) are observed.
It is apparent that more frequent radiance calibrations are needed if the changes observed
between measurements are to be lowered.
The NEALs calculated for this channel were obtained using the panel noise and the follow-
ing relation:
L x 2o L
NE AL -
L
where L = radiance at lamp current i
aL = standard deviation at panel signal in bins (includes factor of 2 because of smooth-
ing over 4 lines)
VL = panel voltage in bins
From these values, it is seen that the high frequency noise measured on the reference
panel also varies somewhat from one calibration date to the next. However, there is no ap-
parent relationship between the changes in the value of KCAL() and noise. In fact, two of the
least noisy signals (CALIB. Nos. 9 and 10) show the greatest change in KCAL'
One possible explanation for the change observed in the evaluation of K CAL() is the
aging of the reference lamps. A change in spectral character, which has been noted in aging
quartz -iodine lamps, could indeed cause the differences in calibration constants. To measure
this, the constants K CA(A ) from several calibration data sets were normalized to the value
at channel C2 (0.67-0.94 gm) and the results plotted (see Fig. 9). As can be seen, with the
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF RADIANCE CALIBRATION INFORMATION FOR CHANNEL C10 (x = 0.46-0.49 pm, 10% points)
Mean Mean K
Dark Level Panel Level Cal (X) @ 6.0A NEAL Lamp Width Panel Width
CALIB. NO. Date (bins) (bins) (pW-cm-2-sterl- -m-l) % Deviation (PW-cm-
2
-ster-l-Im-1) (reselms) (reselms)
1 20 August 71 147.84 11.87 12,945 3.4 54.9 13.87 7.82
2 6 June 72 147.66 26.62 5071 2.1 37.2 16.50 7.92
3 7 June 72 148.73 24.44 5116 2.1 61.2 16.32 7.98
4 16 June 72 153.44 22.64 5572 1.9 33.4 16.59 7.95
5 12 July 72 147.99 16.43 6867 2.5 53.2 7.40
6 No C10 values
7 No C10 values
8 26 January 73 161.33 18.61 4880 3.0 63.1 
16.73 7.66
9* 3 April 73 148.25 26.58 2982 1.6 25.0 16.83 
8.09
10* 5 June 73 147.49 27.54 2299 2.6 35.6 7.68t 7.76 M
11* 6 August 73 149.05 19.33 2111 2.4 54.0 8.10 8.08 
z
*45-Watt reference lamp.
Due to slightly different A to O procedure.
C
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1.0
r 0.8
0.6
S100 Watt -A--a--CALB. No. 8S0-4-a--a-- CALIB. . 2
45 Watt --- e- CALIB. No. 11
0.2
0.0 I I I
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
FIGURE 9. RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF AGED LAMPS.
Lamps set at 6.0 amps.
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exception of calibration No. 1, the spectral character of the system has remained nominally
constant. However, changes of 10% in some spectral bands are present, noticeably in chan-
nels C10 (0.46-0.49 jm) and C9 (0.48-0.52 jim). Calibration No. 1 does not bear any resem-
blance to the rest of the data except in the red region, even though the lamp was identical to
those used in later runs. Since this data set was obtained with the old M5 scanner electronics
(the new electronics were installed six months after the scanner itself), it is possible that the
observed curve is attributable to the different spectral throughputs rather than changes in
the lamp.
In still another evaluation of spectral system response, data from the panel measure-
ments for all eleven calibration runs were used to calculate a relative response factor given
by the following:
Response X factor VVpanel,X
where LX = radiance on panel at current i and wavelength X
aX = bandpass of spectral channel
G = electronic gain
V = voltage obtained from panelpanel,X
A list of these values is given in Table 17. In almost all the solar-reflective channels,
the scanner spectral response has varied less than 10% during the course of 1 and 1/2 years
of radiance calibration. The two exceptions in the solar-reflective region are channel C12
(0.41-0.48 jim), which shows a variation of 22%, and channel C8 (0.50-0.54 Am), which has a
16% variation. Barring one strange value which occurred during calibration No. 5, channel
C12 would have only a 7% variation. CALIB. No. 1 is excluded from this analysis as it ob-
viously exhibits characteristics quite different from the rest.
The variations observed in the near-IR region tend to be larger than in the shorter wave-
length region, averaging approximately 15 to 20%. Considering the nature of these detectors
and their associated preamps, however, this larger deviation is not surprising. In general,
the response factor shows that the overall system has not significantly changed its response
in almost two years of operation.
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TABLE 17. RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE FACTOR
L x x Gmi n
Response = VA m
panel X
* Calibration No. Deviation
Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 (percent) Mean (2-11)
C12 - 0.086 0.088 0.088 0 0.089 0.102 0.098 0.095 0.096 0.109 22 0.0886 (0.0191)7 0.0954 (0.0068)
C10 0.189 0.046 0.051 0.053 0.050 - - 0.053 0.044 0.047 0.053 7 0.0496 (0.0033)
C9 0.163 0.028 0.026 0.025 0.026 0.025 0.030 0.028 0.025 0.022 0.023 9 0.0258 (0.0023)
C8 0.104 0.061 0.060 0.060 0.070 0.078 0.095 0.085 0.077 0.084 0.091 16 0.0761 (0.0123)
C7 0.068 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.021 0.023 0.022 0.021 0.020 0.020 4 0.0215 (0.0009)
C6 - 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.043 0.041 0.050 0.047 0.045 0.043 0.056 10 0.0451 (0.0045)
C5 0.215 0.094 0.097 0.095 0.097 0.094 0.102 0.100 - 0.096 0.097 3 0.0969 (0.0025)
C4 0.498 - - 0.143 0.141 0.137 0.151 0.145 0.143 0.148 - 3 0.1440 (0.0042)
C2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Fr
D3 346.7 0.0160 0.0163 - 0.0147 0.0157 - - 0.0 0.0183 78 0.0332 (0.0259)
7 0.0162 (0.0012)
D2 131.2 0.0076 - 0.0075 0.0051 - - - 0.0056 0.0066 0.0057 16 0.0064 (0.0010) r
D1 - 0.0055 0.0081 0.0053 - 0.0061 - - 0.0062 0.0071 0.0065 14 0.0064 (0.0009) 0
B3 - - - 0.058 0.055 - - - 3 0.0565 (0.0015)
B2 -- - - 0.0050 0.0073 - - - 19 0.0062 (0.0012)
*Note: Measurements made with M-5 scanner electronics.
tNote: Appear to bg erroneous.
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5
MONITORING OF THERMAL DATA QUALITY
Users of thermal data from a scanner such as the M7 usually are interested more in the
accuracy (deviation from true value) of the temperature measurements than in some of the
other performance parameters such as NEAT or stability. This is because many investigators
(especially at this stage in technique development) are attempting to extend limited ground-
truth information on temperatures to much larger areas by the use of imagery obtained by
aircraft or satellite. When measurement differences occur between these sources of data,
not only does the extension of temperatures become difficult but the researcher must do a
considerable amount of investigation to identify (or justify) the causes of the differences.
This is not to say that NEAT and long-term stability are not important parameters.
Obviously, a system that cannot resolve, say, a 50 C temperature difference would not be suit-
able for most applications involving small temperature ranges. Also, knowledge of NEAT is
a good indicator of system performance in the thermal region. In most cases, though, the re-
searcher will tolerate poorer temperature resolution (as long as it is not excessively poor) to
gain exact temperature calibration.
It is not the objective of this study, however, to improve the method of thermal calibra-
tion. That is, while some new techniques concerning thermal data quality were analyzed,
none specifically involved the method of calibrating the reference plates themselves. This
study was addressed to the problems of maintaining some degree of confidence for a given
thermal calibration and determining how often these thermal calibrations are needed. The
remainder of this section presents the results of this investigation.
5.1 PROGRAM THERML.
As an aid in analyzing thermal data, the program THERML. was written. This program
calculates a set of statistics for the hot reference plate, cold reference plate, and ambient
plate similar to that which CALIB. calculates for the solar reflective data channels. The main
difference is that no data-base tape for gathering ahistory of thermal response is available, nor
can more than one channel of thermal data be processed at one time. Since the hot plate and
cold plate are represented by fairly flat pulses, calculations to find the mid-point need not be
performed on the pulses. Any width of flat area on the plates can be selected by specifying
the beginning and ending reselm numbers of each of the plates. A default case does exist,
however, for routine data reduction.
To implement this program, the user simply specifies the location of the cold plate, the
hot plate, and ambient area within each scanline of a scene. The program then calculates the
average level and standard deviation of the cold plate. The same thing is done for the hot
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plate and the ambient area, except that the mean level and standard deviation are relative to
the mean level of the cold plate from the previous scanline. This assumes that the mean level
of the cold plate does not change significantly between any two scanlines of a scene. (This
proved to be a valid assumption throughout all the data sets we analyzed.) These statistics
are calculated for as many data sets as required.
After all the statistics have been calculated for the requested data sets, the program
plots the means of the cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient areas versus the data set
numbers. The same thing is done for the standard deviations. These plots are followed by a
table of all the statistics calculated. Together, these plots and the table provide the user
with comparisons between data sets so that trends and discontinuities can be determined.
Once the user has found that a trend has developed or a discontinuity has occurred, the causes
can be analyzed more thoroughly via other techniques available to him. Detailed documenta-
tion of Program THERML. is given in Appendix E.
5.2 PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING THERMAL DATA QUALITY
The M7 scanner has two thermo-electrically heated (or cooled)-plates which serve as
temperature references for the determination of apparent temperatures at the entrance aper-
ture of the scanner. These plates are checked periodically to ensure that the plate tempera-
ture (apparent temperature) versus thermistor resistance (thermistors are embedded in the
plates) has not changed. Though it has been determined that in general these plates do not
change their radiative characteristics much from one calibration to the next, individual plate
failure has often occurred. Once repaired, these plates exhibit temperature characteristics
identical to those observed before failure. It is primarily during these periods of plate
failure, then, that uncertainties exist concerning plate calibration.
Plate failures are caused by changes in operating characteristics of the thermoelectric
devices used to control plate temperature. Although no solution has yet been worked out to
prevent plate failure, a technique for monitoring plate performance has been found. Shown in
Table 18 is a list of calculated and actual ambient surface temperatures located inside the
scanner housing for a number of missions during 1972 and 1973. The surface being viewed
for this experiment was a plate (identical to the reference plates) installed in an unused por-
tion of the scanner housing during the summer of 1972. Although this plate was unpowered by
thermoelectric devices and left to drift with ambient temperatures, a precision thermistor
was embedded in its center to permit temperature monitoring.
The data in Table 18 provide comparison between the ambient surface temperature of
this plate as determined by the thermistor and the apparent temperature calculated by using
the hot and cold reference plates. Although some difference can be expected since surface
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TABLE 18. CALCULATED PLATE TEMPERATURE COMPARED TO MEASURED
PLATE TEMPERATURE
Calculated Actual
Ambient Temperature Surface Temperature Temperature
Date (oC) (oC) Difference
23 July 72 14.20 14.13 -0.07
24 July 72 18.16 16.38 -1.78
18 August 72 19.77 19.77 0
25 August 72 25.80 27.09 +1.29
28 August 72 20.13 20.59 +0.46
29 August 72 23.39 23.97 +0.58
29 August 72 20.54 21.07 +0.53
30 August 72 24.71 25.42 +0.71
5 September 72 23.50 23.94 +0.44
14 September 72 14.57 14.77 +0.20
17 October 72 7.57 6.85 -0.72
16 November 72 18.42 18.75 +0.33
17 November 72 19.33 20.51 +1.18
2 January 73 6.54 5.25 -1.29
10 January 73 -2.37 -5.35 -2.98
12 January 73* 10.02 1.96 -8.06
25 January 73 16.05 15.67 -0.38
*Reference plate failure 12 January 73.
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temperatures are being compared to apparent temperatures, a major discrepancy would in-
dicate a possible reference plate malfunction. As noted in the third column (containing tem-
perature differences), a significant error was observed on 12 January 1973. This coincides
exactly with a scanner operator's observation of a plate failure on that date. As noted for the
three previous dates, there is strong evidence that some degree of malfunction, which went
unobserved by scanner operators, was present even then.
The data shown in Table 18, however, do not answer all the questions about plate per-
formance. Although the principle is sound, only one failure was observed (for analysis pur-
poses) during the period covered in the table. Other failures were observed during the spring
and summer of 1973, but the ambient plate used in the test had by then been removed to make
room for a second reference lamp for the solar reflective region. Also, the dates indicated
in the table do not include all flights made with the M7scanner -the need for standardization
tests (including the thermal regions) on every flight had not yet been demonstrated.
Finally, two other entries (24 July and 25 August 1972) in the table indicate a difference
significantly in excess of 10C between measurements, but they have not been associated with
a plate failure. The reason behind the larger discrepancies which occurred on these two
dates is unknown, but it is obvious that some quantitative measure of maximum difference
must be generated before the technique will become usable.
During the winter of 1973, a new ambient plate will be constructed for use during stan-
dardization data runs. With these data runs being made every flight, some quantitative judg-
ment of thermal reference plate operating performance (and, indirectly, of temperature cali-
bration) should be available for each mission.
5.3 NOISE EQUIVALENT AT (NEAT)
In addition to monitoring thermal plate performance (which determines temperature
accuracy), it is also very informative to monitor the NEAT of the thermal channel. By doing
this, a check of the system's temperature resolution is possible. Before going on, however,
we should be careful to distinguish the difference between the NEAT of the system and the
NEAT of the infrared detector. This distinction is important because the NEAT observed by
an investigator who is digitally processing recorded data includes noise from the optics, de-
tector, amplifier, and tape-recorder components of the system. Hence, a particularly poor
NEAT could be the result of a predominance of noise from any one of these components. And,
in fact, tape-recorded thermal data from the M7 is usually limited by the noise of the tape re-
corder, as will be shown later.
The infrared detector itself, however, may have a significantly better NEAT than that ob-
served from processed data. In the ideal system, the noise of the system would be detector-
limited; hence, ultimate temperature sensitivity depends on the detector. Of the four
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components mentioned above, the detector is the least rugged and most likely to fail. Thus,
it seems reasonable to monitor the NEAT of the detector in conjunction with total system
NEAT to ensure proper system performance. This study, however, will concern itself only
with the system NEAT measurements since most investigators are interested in temperature
resolution primarily from the data processing standpoint--i.e., what results can be obtained
from the recorded signals.
As mentioned above, the tape-recorded thermal data from the M7 scanner is usually lim-
ited by the noise of the tape recorder. The Mincom PC-500 tape machine used in the M7 system
has a dynamic range of 39.5dB (peak-to-peak), which means that 89 temperature levels are
available between the minimum and maximum temperatures recorded (this assumes that the
full range of the tape machine is being utilized, which is seldom the case). For a typical tem-
perature range of 100C, the system NEAT would be 0.110C (assuming a tape-recorder-limited
system). It should be obvious, here, that the NEAT in this system is a function of the terrain
temperature range encountered-the larger the range, the larger the NEAT. Since the nominal
NEAT of the HgCdTe infrared detector used in the M7 is 0.030C (which is independent of AT),
it is apparent that, in most cases, the noise of the tape recorder is the limiting factor in tem-
perature resolution.
In order to quantitatively assess the noise performance of the thermal channel, data ob-
tained from the standardization runs in 1972 and 1973 were analyzed for system NEAT. Table
19 is a list of the NEAT s calculated from that data. The theoretical tape recorder limit is
plotted (assuming 39.5dB dynamic range) along with data generated from the noise levels ob-
tained from the cold plate, hot plate, and ambient plate. These NEAT s were calculated ac-
cording to the relationship
NEAT T x 2aNEAT = AV
where AT = temperature difference between reference plates
a = rms noise calculated from program THERML. -the factor of 2 appears because
the data were averaged over 4 lines
AV = voltage difference between reference plates
In viewing these data, however, certain things must be kept in mind. As mentioned above,
the theoretical recorder limit applies to the full dynamic range of the tape machine. In prac-
tice, this full range is not used. Hence, the recorder limit may be lower than the theoretical
limit by as much as 33%. Secondly, the cold-plate noise figure is based on absolute voltages
and includes a low-frequency drift inherent in the preamplifiers for the HgCdTe detector.
Since the hot plate and ambient plate are measured relative to the cold plate, this drift does
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TABLE 19. SUMMARY OF NEAT VALUES OVER TIME
NEAT
Recorder Cold Hot
Date AT Limit Plate Plate Ambient Comments
14 May 72 7.9 0.09 0.35 1.09 0.20
5 May 72 6.5 0.07 0.69 0.71 0.48
11 May 72 9.9 0.11 0.48 0.65 0.36
11 May 62 9.9 0.11 2.12 3.20 1.71
12 May 72 9.8 0.11 0.89 0.49 0.76
12 May 72 10.8 0.12 0.53 0.45 2.12
19 May 72 6.5 0.07 2.61 1.07 0.96
25 May 72 6.5 0.07 0.56 0.49 0.37
25 May 72 6.5 0.07 0.41 0.54 0.39
5 June 72 9.7 0.11 0.51 0.53 0.39
23 July 72 10.3 0.11 1.07 0.77 0.61
24 July 72 7.3 0.08 1.70 0.71 0.64
18 August 72 9.1 0.10 0.72 2.12 0.59
25 August 72 10.3 0.12 6.47 2.61 2.22
28 August 72 10.3 0.12 0.98 0.65 0.59
29 August 72 9.1 0.10 0.70 0.20 0.34
29 August 72 10,3 0.12 0.48 0.41 0.23
30 August 72 10.3 0.12 0.65 0.24 0.23
5 September 72 9.1 0.10 0.81 0.30 0.32
14 September 72 15.7 0.10 0.61 0.83 0.32
17 October 72 15.7 0.18 0.95 1.87 0.34
16 November 72 5.6 0.06 0.35 0.35 6.65
17 November 72 5.6 0.06 3.33 0.45 13.00
2 January 73 15.7 0.18 0.94 3.94 0.67
10 January 73 15.7 0.18 0.87 4.81 12.91
12 January 73 15.7 0.18 1.25 2.57 1.08 Plate failure on this date
25 January 73 15.7 0.18 0.53 1.97 7.71
22 June 73 15.7 0.18 0.52 1.52 -
25 June 73 15.7 0.18 0.44 1.62 -
3 July 73 15.7 0.18 1,63 1.73 -
5 July 73 15.7 0.18 0.63 2.58 -
6 July 73 15.7 0.18 0.96 1.22 -
7 July 73 15.7 0.18 0.58 1.43 -
4 August 73 15.7 0.18 0.70 2.07 -
5 August 73 15.7 0.18 4.04 2.43 -
10 August 73 15.7 0.18 0.43 2.82 -
12 August 73 15.7 0.18 0.52 1.47 - Plate failure on 8/17/73
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not affect them. Finally, the ambient plate is unpowered (i.e., it has no thermoelectric de-
vices): so, any noise associated with thermoelectric devices would appear only in the cold and
hot plate values.
In looking at the hot plate NEAT s, it is quite easy to see which missions appear to have
excessively noisy temperature resolutions. An arbitrary limit is any value over three times
the recorder limit. Equipment performance on most missions prior to January 1973 appears
to be nominal. But note the NEAT measurements during January just prior to a reference
plate failure; obviously the signals were becoming consistently noisy. Also interesting is the
fact that all NEAT s calculated from the hot plate during the period June to August 1973 appear
to be high (no ambient values are available because the ambient plate had been removed). On
August 17, soon after the last mission listed in the table, a reference plate failure occurred
and a degraded HgCdTe operating performance was noted. It would appear that one or both of
these problems had been affecting the thermal channel performance for several weeks. How-
ever, since the noise on the cold plate during this period is generally acceptable, more than
likely it was the reference hot plate that caused the excessively high noise.
Given more frequent standardization runs and the availability of a new ambient plate for
additional data, these NEAT calculations should provide a quantitative evaluation of every
mission, whether or not the thermal channel is performing within the ideal limit.
5.4 HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY THERMAL NOISE
Until now, statistical comparisons of thermal data have been made between missions. One
of the questions to be answered in this study was: What frequency variation in thermal ref-
erence signals can be expected during the course of a 12-minute run? In other words: Is the
dominant noise in the thermal channel mainly attributable to high-frequency (<16 msec) or low-
frequency (<12 minute) components ? Thefrequency distribution should tellus (1) whether static
reference-plate calibration of the data is adequate or whether dynamic calibration is needed;
and (2) if dynamic calibration is dictated, how often must it be done.
Using the program DGNSTC., we analyzed for noise a 12-minute segment of data obtained
on 7 April 1973 over Lower New York Bay. To obtain a low-frequency component, the mean
and standard deviations of the hot and cold plate were calculated for all lines in the entire 12-
minute segment:
Cold Plate: mean plate voltage = 185.07
standard deviation (between lines) = 92.41 (50.0%)
Hot Plate: mean plate voltage = 33.27
standard deviation (between lines) = 14.45 (43.5%)
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Although the high deviation in cold-plate value can be attributed to drift (low-frequency
noise) in the infrared detector preamplifiers, the high deviation in the hot plate value is in-
explicable since it has been measured relative to the cold plate. In any case, because these
significant deviations occur during the course of a 12-minute data collection run, it is apparent
that static dark level corrections are out of the question.
To measure high-frequency thermal noise, the program DGNSTC.also calculated the
standard deviation of each line. This would be the noise encountered if dynamic thermal cali-
bration were done on a line-by-line basis. The calculations obtained are as follows:
Cold Plate: mean plate voltage = 185.07
average standard deviation per line = 3.49 (1.9%)
Hot Plate: mean plate voltage = 33.27
average standard deviation per line = 2.52 (7.6%)
The average cold-plate standard deviation of each line over the entire 12-minute run is only
1.9% of the mean value as compared to a 50.0% standard deviation of all lines. Line-by-line
dynamic temperature calibration is obviously needed since it provides a significantly lower
error than that observed statistically from all lines.
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6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been demonstrated thatvaluable information about scanner performance canbegained
from the calibration data ("standardization" runs) obtained during data acquisition missions. In
the solar reflective region, noise information (as a function of frequency) obtained digitally
from "standardization" runs can indicate possible amplifier, detector, or recorder problems.
To permit up-to-date monitoring of these noise figures, it is recommended that standardization
data be acquired at least once every flight. Rapid processing of this information is essential
to its optimal use.
A region of darkness viewed by the rotating scan mirror in one 360-degree swing was
obtained for baseline correction. We recommend that all data processors of M7 multispectral
data use this region, which is located beyond the lamp reference but before the sky reference.
A new technique for obtaining values for the reference lamp pulse was examined. This
technique, which uses integration instead of peak pulse value, is advantageous in that more
points are available for averaging with a resulting lower noise figure. In addition, the inte-
gration is relatively insensitive to jitter in lamp pulse position. For optimal use of the refer-
ence lamp pulse information, this technique should be applied to all software associated with
the extraction of radiance information.
Analyses of all past laboratory radiance calibrations on the M7 scanner have revealed
large differences between "adjacent" measurements (currently scheduled approximately every
two months). Such differences (as large as 500%) appear even in the absence of a physical
alteration in the system-such as a new reference lamp, for example. If smaller changes
between radiance calibration measurements are desired, these measurements will have to be
made more frequently, most likely every 2 to 3 weeks.
Finally, we tested methods for evaluating both thermal reference plate performance and
overall detector, amplifier, and tape recorder performance in the thermal region. Plate failure
often begins to occur long before it is observed by the scanner operator. But it is possible, by
using an ambient plate as a third reference, to determine whether thermal reference plates
are failing. Thus, inclusion of an ambient reference in the standardization measurements
made every flight would be desirable in order to permit reference plate evaluation as often as
possible. An overall thermal region performance indicator has been demonstrated by the use
of NEAT calculations. These permit a theoretical tape recorder limit to be compared to actual
measured values. Since in most cases the system is tape-recorder-limited, any NEAT's
larger than the theoretical limit can indicate some type of excessive noise in the system.
In summary, it has been shown that systematic recording and digital analysis of M7 scanner
calibration signals can be valuable in evaluating both scanner performance and data quality.
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As we acquire better knowledge through continued analysis of these calibration signals, we can
more easily satisfy future data requirements to meet new user goals.
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Appendix A
PROGRAM CALIB.
The purpose of this program is to calculate a set of statistics concerning the reference
sources of the M7 scanner. These statistics may be calculated for as many flight missions as
desired (the only limitation is the physical amount of core storage in the computer). After
calculating the statistics for the requested files and channels, the program can merge them
with those on a special tape data base (initially produced by this program), produce plots and
tables, and update a tape data base for each of 24 possible spectral channels. In addition to
creating the initial tape data base, the program can be requested to simply produce plots and
tables from a given tape data base previously generated.
The statistics calculated by this program are the following:
(1) The mean of the dark level
(2) The mean of the normalized lamp pulse level
(3) The mean of the normalized level of the middle reselm in the lamp pulse
(4) The mean of the reselm number of the middle reselm in the lamp pulse
(5) The mean of the integral of the normalized solar pulse
(6) The standard deviation from each of the previous five calculated means
All of these statistics are normalized to 100X gain except the solar statistics (normalized
to 10X gain). The gain in each channel is read as input. The lamp pulse points used in the
calculation of its mean are determined as follows:
- IL' X+Y TOP-1
I 2 2
MAX
2 IMAX
I X+Y I
I 2 I
X Y
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(1) Maximum height is determined [MAX]
(2) Reselms closest to MAX/2 are found [X & Y]
(3) The mean of X & Y is found (X + Y)/2
(4) The bounds used in calculations are TOP/2 reselms on either side of (X + Y)/2
Normalization is achieved by subtracting the average dark level from each point of the
lamp pulse and solar pulse before they are used. The mean dark level is taken from the pre-
vious line. Consequently, in order to start this chain, the lamp pulse and solar pulse are
ignored in the first line of any file so that the mean dark level can be calculated. We assume
that the dark level does not change significantly from line to line.
CAUTION: For the program to operate correctly, the lamp pulse and the solar pulse must be
positive-going.
STEP(1)- PERFORMED 1ST TIME FUNCTION CALLED OR WHENEVER MODEl - $START$
The maximum number of channels to be referenced and the maximum number
of files to be referenced are initialized. The beginning and ending reselms for
the dark area, lamp pulse, and solar pulse are set and other pertinent variables
are set.
Data cards (if any) are read that may change the default settings for the
type of data base (TAPE = $OLD$, SNEW$, OR $PRINTS), the maximum number of channels,
the maximum number of files, the maximum number of missions to be plotted (effective
only if TAPE=$PRINT$), the tape numbers of the tapes to be used for the tape data base,
and the number of reselms at the top of the lamp pulse to be used in calculation of
the lamp statistics. These variables are now checked for reasonableness. The storage
for the main-in-core data base is then allocated, and the totalling arrays are
zeroed. Control returns to POINT.
STEP(2)- PERFORMED BEFORE EACH FILE IS PROCESSED
The point counters for the lamp and solar pulses,for the data, and for the
lines are zeroed. A flag is set so that the ist line of the file will not be
processed by the lamp or solar pulse routines.
If this is the first time through the file, data cards are read to set the
data (in month, day, year form), the mission number, and any special comment. The be-
ginning and ending reselms for the dark area, lamp pulse, solar pulse (if different
from the default settings are then specified. At this point, as many cards are read
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in as there are channels on the input tape. Each card specifies the multiplexor chan-
nel number, the spectral channel it represents, the aircraft channel it represents, and
the gain in that channel. A title describing the spectral channel is printed
along with each card. The spectral channel number and the multiplexor channel
number are used to set up an array to relate the multiplexor channels to the
spectral channels. [If a particular multiplexor channel is not to be used, simply
assign zero as its spectral channel #.] This array is then checked for reasonable-
ness. Likewise, the dark, lamp, &solar area boundaries are checked as well as the
date and the mission number. No more than 100 reselms are allowed for either
the lamp pulse or the solar pulse. In addition, there must be. some dark area
specified. Control returns to POINT. If this is the second pass through the file,
nothing is done and control returns to POINT.
STEP(3) - PERFORMED BEFORE EACH POINT OF A SCAN LINE IS PROCESSED.
No action taken.
STEP(4) - PERFORMED AFTER EACH LINE IN FILE IS PROCESSED
If this is the first line processed (FLAG=O), the line counter is incremented,
and control returns to POINT. .After incrementing the line counter,the following is
performed on each nonzeroed spectral channel.
1. The maximum point in the lamp pulse is found.
2. The reselm location of the two points that are 1/2 the maximum or just
greater than 1/2 the maximum are found (these will correspond to the boundaries
of the lamp pulse if only the top of the pulse is specified),
3. The reselm half-way between the preceding two points is found. New
boundaries are set on either side of this middle according to the number of reselms
requested for use at the top of the lamp pulse (LAMTOP) [Right & Left].
4. The new subset of reselms is checked to make sure they are within the
original boundaries for the lamp pulse, (if not, the calculated bounds are
adjusted accordingly),
The data point counter is incremented by right-left +1.
5a. If this is pass 1, the values of the reselm subset of the lamp pulse are
accumulated, the value of the middle reselm is accumulated,and the reselm number
of the middle reselm is accumulated.
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5b. If this is pass 2, the squared deviations are accumulated for the
reselm subset, for the middle reselm, and for the reselm number.
6. The number of points in the solar pulse is checked to make sure that it
is greater than 5 and is odd.
7. A Simpson integration is then performed on the points in the solar pulse
and its result accumulated if pass one. Otherwise the squared deviation is
accumulated.
After all the multiplexor channels requested are processed, the point counters
for the lamp pulse and the solar pulse are zeroed.
STEP5 - PERFORMED AFTER AN ENTIRE FILE HAS BEEN PROCESSED
If this is .pass 1:
1. The file counter is incremented.
2. The means are calculated for each channel requested.
3. The information is stored in the main data base after being normalized
to gain 100.
4. "PASS" is set to 2 and the totalling arrays are zeroed.
If this is pass 2:
1. The standard deviations are calculated for each channel requested and
stored in the main data base after being normalized to gain 100.
2. "PASS" is set to 1.
3. The date, mission number, and special comments are saved.
4. The totalling arrays are zeroed.
STEP6 - PERFORMED WHENEVER MODEl = $FINAL$
Whenever "TAPE = $OLD$ or $NEW$:
1. A tag sort is performed on the data array.
2. The tapes specified by TBASE 1 & TBASE2 are mounted on tape drives
2 and 3.
a. If "TAPE" = $NEW$, tape unit 2 is made the output unit and its
generation number is set to 1.
b. If "TAPE" = $OLD$, tape unit 2 is checked for a generation number
of 1. If so, tape unit 2 is set for input and tape unit 3 is set for
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output. If the generation number is not 1, the tape unit with the greater
generation number is set for input, and the tape unit with the lower
generation number is set for output.
3. The bin number and generation number are written on the output tape.
4. A call is made to PLOT1. to set up the grid. The minimum and maximum
mission numbers to appear on the plot are determined. (The maximum mission
number of the last file processed. The minimum mission number is 1 or the
maximum mission# minus 61,whichever is larger.)
For each spectral channel the following are performed:
1. If "TAPE" = $PRINT$, the number of missions in the spectral band is read
from the tape data base. If "TAPE" = $NEW$, this number is always zero.
2. The storage necessary for the X and Y coordinate matrices is allocated.
3. The calculated statistics and the statistics from the tape data base are
merged (ascending order based on date).
4. The merged means are then plotted against their corresponding mission
numbers FOR THE LAMP ONLY.
5. The merged standard deviations are plotted against their corresponding
mission numbers.
If "TAPE" = $PRINT$, the tapes are mounted and checked as before. The input
tape is found also. In this case, it is assumed that there are no calculated
statistics to merge. Therefore, only the data on the tape data base is plotted
and tabulated as before. No output tape is generated and the existing tape
data base remains unchanged. The maximum mission number to be plotted along
the X axis is determined by the cards read in during STEP1.
PTPROC.
This routine calculates the average dark level for each line. This average
is used to normalize the data points that are saved in the lamp and solar pulse
arrays. In addition, the dark level is accumulated over the specified area. If
"FLAG" = 0 (indicating that this is the ist line of the file to be processed),
the data points for the lamp pulse and the solar pulse are not saved.
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SIMPSN.
This routine performs a Simpson integration of the data points in the solar
pulse. The formula used is:
Q22 = X1 + 4X2 + 2X3 + 4X4 +...+ 4Xn-2 + 2Xn-1 + X
n must be ODD
n> 5
INSERT.
This routine inserts either the calculated statistics or the statistics from the
data tape into the 3-dimension coordinate array composing the main in-core data
base.
STEP(l) CHANNL 13 The maximum multiplexor channel number being
INTEGER referred to by any file. It may be less than
the actual number of channels available. It
must not be less than 1 or greater than 13.
STEP(1) FILMAX 1 The maximum number of input files to be
INTEGER processed,plotted,and tabulated as a set
(you may process fewer files but not more).
This variable must not be less than 1.
STEP(l) LAMTOP 5 The number of data points at the top of the
INTEGER lamp pulse to be used in the statistical
calculations. Fewer than this number may be
used if the given bounds for the lamp pulse
are smaller. The variable must not be
less than 0 or greater than LAMPE-LAMPB+1.
STEP(l) TAPE $OLD$ $OLD$ indicates that a tape data base
ALPHABETIC exists and the data in it should be merged
with the processed data for plotting and
tabulation.
$NEW$ indicates that no tape data base
exists and that a data base should be
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generated from the present data. This new
tape data base is written on tape TBASE1.
$PRINT$ indicates that no data is to be
processed. The existing current tape data
base is plotted and tabulated. No tapes are
altered. MISSON" must also be assigned a
value. The number assigned to MISSON will
be the number of the last mission table
plotted. All higher-numbered missions on
the tape data base will not be plotted. All
mission numbers less than MISSION-61 or
1 (whichever is higher) will not be plotted
also. In either case all missions will be
tabulated. Whenever TAPE = $OLD$ or $NEW$:
the mission number of the last file processed
will be the last mission number to be plotted.
Higher-numbered missions will be plotted
and mission numbers less than MISSON-61
or 1 (whichever is higher) will not be
plotted. In either case, all missions will
be tabulated.
STEP(l) MISSON 0 This is the number of the last mission to be
INTEGER plotted and tabulated if TAPE = $PRINT$.
This number must not be less than 1.
STEP(l) TBASEl 799 The bin number of a tape to be used for
INTEGER part of the tape data base.
STEP(1) TBASE2 800 The bin number of the other tape of the
INTEGER tape data base.
NOTE: No error checking is done either
on TBASE1 or TBASE2 before the
mount commands are issued.
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STEP(2) FDATE(1)...FDATE(3) 0 Any date to be associated with the present
INTEGER file being processed.
FDATE(1)--the month must not be less than
0 or greater than 12.
FDATE(2)--the day must not be less than 0
or greater than 31.
FDATE(3)--the year must not be less than 0
or greater than 99.
STEP(2) MISSON 0 The number of the mission to be associated
INTEGER with the present file being processed. If
this is the last file being processed,
this is also the highest mission number that
will be plotted. This variable must not be
less than zero.
STEP(2) COMMNT(1)... BLANK Any 48-character comment to be printed
COMMNT(8) ALPHANUMERIC along with the tabulated results for this
file.
STEP(2) LAMPB 10 This is the number of the reselm indicating
INTEGER the beginning of the lamp pulse. This number
must not be less than the beginning reselm
number of the line.
STEP(2) LAMPE 60 This is the number of the reselm indicating
INTEGER the ending of the lamp pulse. The variable
must not be greater than the existing reselm
number for the line.
STEP(2) DARKB 185 Same as LAMPB for beginning of the dark area.
INTEGER
STEP(2) DARKE 225 Same as LAMPE for ending of the dark area
INTEGER
STEP(2) SOLARB 310 Same as LAMPB for beginning of the solar area.
INTEGER
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STEP(2) SOLARE 355 Same as LAMPE for ending of the solar area.
INTEGER
STEP(2) MPXMUX NO DEFAULT The number of the multiplexor channel. Must
INTEGER not be less than one or greater than 13.
STEP(2) SCHAN NO DEFAULT The number of the spectral channel that
INTEGER MPXMUX represents. This variable must not
be less than 0 or greater than 24. When
SCHAN = 0, the MPXMUX channel will be
ignored.
SCHAN SPECTRAL BAND
1 Fl, .71-.73
2 El, .33-.38
3 B2, 2.0-2.6
4 B3, 1.0-1.4
5 Dl, 2.0-2.6
6 D2, 1.5-1.8
7 D3, 1.0-1.4
8 C2, .67-.94
9 C4, .62-.70
10 C5, .58-.64
11 C6, .55-.60
12 C7, .52-.57
13 C8, .50-.54
14 C9, .48-.52
15 C10, .46-.49
16 C12, .41-.48
17-24 Not Assigned
STEP(2) AIRCHN NO DEFAULT This is the number of the aircraft channel MPXMUX represents.
INTEGER No error checking is performed.
STEP(2) GAIN NO DEFAULT This is the gain to be associated with this multiplexor
INTEGER channel.
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OUTPUT
PLOTS
Plots are made only for those spectral channels with data. The first plot of
each pair is a plot of the mean LAMP LEVEL.
Plotting Char.
D mean dark level
L mean lamp level
M mean level of middle of lamp
S mean integral of solar
The second plot of each pair is a plot of the standard deviations. The same
plotting characters are used as before. After each pair of plots follows a table of
DATE date
MISSION mission #
DARK MEAN mean of dark level x 100
LAMP MEAN mean of lamp level x 100
LAMP MIDDLE MEAN mean level of middle of lamp x 100
SOLAR MEAN mean integral of solar pulse x 10
DARK DEV " " " " " x 100
LAMP DEV " " " " " x 100
LAMP MIDDLE DEV standard deviations from their respective means X10
SOLAR DEV 9 respective means x 10
LAMP RESELM MEAN mean # of point of middle of lamp pulse (ADD LAMPB-1
to get actual reselm #) x 100
LAMP RESELM DEV standard deviation of above x 100
Lamp pulse and solar pulse are normalized by subtracting average dark level
from each point before processing.
DATA CARDS SETUP
1. FILMAX = 3, TAPE = $NEW$, CHANNL = 5*
2. INBIN = 706, UNIT = 4, FILE = 1, NSA = 1,100,1,1,359,1 *
3. FDATE(1) = 01,11,72, MISSON = 4
4. COMMNT(1) = $THIS IS A SPECIAL COMMENT$*
5. MPXMUX = 1, SCHAN = 4, AIRCHN = 7, GAIN = 2*
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6. MPXMUX = 2, SCHAN = 5, AIRCHN = 4, GAIN = 4*
7. " =3 " =0 " =8 " =6*
8. " =4 " =2 " =1 " =8*
9. FILE = 1, NSA= 1,100,1,1,359,1 *
10. " 2 " 1,110,1,1,320,1*
11. FDATE(1) = 01,25,72, MISSON = 7*
12. MPXMUX = 1, SCHAN = 3, AIRCHN = 6, GAIN = 10*
13. " = 2 " = 4 " = 5 " =12*
14. FILE = 2, NSA = 1,100,1,1,320,1 *
15. " = 3 " = 10,60,1,1,320,1 *
16. FDATE(1) = 02,13,72, MISSON - 18*
17. MPXMUX = 1, SCHAN = 0, AIRCHN = 3, GAIN = 14*
18. =2 " =3 " =1 "= 14*
19. FILE = 3, NSA = 10,60,1,1,320,1*
20. MODEl = $FINAL$ *
21. MODEl = $START$*
22. TAPE = $PRINT$, MISSON - 72*
1. A maximum of these files are to be processed with a maximum multiplexor
channel number of five. The tape data base is assumed to be tapes 799 and
800. A data base will be started on tape 799.
2. This is the input data required by PROCESS under POINT. Tape 706 will be
mounted on unit 4, and file 1 will be accessed. Every line from 1-100 will
be processed and every point from 1-359 will be used. This starts the calcula-
tion of the means.
3. & 4. The date, mission, and comment given will be associated with this file.
5-8. Multiplexor channels 1, 2, & 4 correspond to spectral channels 4, 5, & 2.
Multiplexor channel 3 is to be ignored. File one has only 4 channels and all
four channels must be specified even though only three of the four channels
are actually to be used. The gains associated with the channels are as listed.
All gains on the printout will be normalized to gain 100.
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9. This is the input data required by PROCESS under POINT. This causes the previous
file to be reaccessed so that the file can be read a second time. After the
first pass through the file is completed, all the means have been calculated.
This second pass is required in order to calculate the standard deviations
for each of the corresponding means.
10. This is more input required by PROCESS to access the second file and start
the first pass through the data.
11. Again the date and mission specified will be associated with this file.
Since COMMNT wasn't specified, it is assumed to be blank.
12. & 13. In this case both of the channels in file 2 are being used.
14. This caused the file to be rewound and the second pass started.
15. This encourages PROCESS to access the third file and start pass 1.
16. Same as 11.
17 & 18. Only multiplexor channel 2 is being referenced, but as before, both of
the channels on the tape must be specified.
19. Pass 2 on the 3rd file.
20. This tells POINT to perform STEP(6) in the program. That section of the
program is responsible for plotting and tabulating the results as well as
updating the data base.
21. This causes POINT. to reinitialize CALIB.
22. This tells CALIB. that the tape data bases (indicated by TBASE1 & TBASE2)
are to be simply plotted and tabulated with absolutely no processing to take
place. After the plots & tables are finished, the program returns control to
the executive system. Therefore no more data dards must ever follow this card.
ERROR COMMENTS
ERROR1. LAMPB .L. NA.
The beginning reselm location of the lamp pulse is less than the beginning
reselm for the line (as specified for PROCESS).
ERROR2. LAMPE .G. NB.
The end reselm location of the lamp pulse is greater than the ending reselm
for the line (as specified for PROCESS).
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ERROR3. DARKB .L. NA.
Same as ERROR1. except in reference to the dark area.
ERROR4. DARKE .G. NB.
Same as ERROR2 except in reference to the dark area.
ERROR5. SOLARB .L. NA.
Same as ERROR1 except in reference to the solar pulse.
ERROR6. SOLARE .G. NB.
Same as ERROR2 except in reference to the solar pulse.
ERROR7. 13 .L. CHANNL .L. 1
The maximum # of channels to be used in computations is either greater than
13 or less than 1.
ERROR8. FILMAX .L. 1.
The maximum # of files to be processed before plotting and tabulation is less
than 1.
ERROR9. 24 .L. SCHAN .L. 0
A spectral channel # greater than 24 or less than 0 was to be associated with
a multiplexor channel.
ERROR10. MORE FILE THAN FILMAX.
The input required by PROCESS under POINT specified another file,but this
file is one more than the number specified by FILMAX originally.
ERROR11. INVALID MONTH.
The number in FDATE (1) refers to a nonexistent month (less than zero or
greater than 12).
ERROR12. INVALID DAY.
The number in FDATE(2) refers to a non-existent day (less than zero or
greater than 31).
ERROR13. INVALID YEAR.
The number in FDATE(3) refers to a nonexistent year (less than zero or
greater than 99).
ERROR14. INVALID MISSON NO.
The number assigned to MISSON is less than zero.
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ERROR15. SOLAR REF .L. 5 RESELMS WIDE.
The value of SOLARE-SOLARB+1 is less than 4. There must be at least 4 reselms
in the solar pulse in order to integrate it.
ERROR16. GAIN .L. 1.
The gain specified for the preceding multiplexor CHANNL was less than 1.
ERROR17. INCORRECT TAPE MOUNTED.
The program was not able to read a correct header label on the tape just
mounted. This can be caused by mounting the wrong tape or by specifying
TAPE = $OLD$ (or else letting TAPE default to $OLD$) when the tape data base is
non existent or by specifying the wrong tapes with TBASE1 & TBASE2.
ERROR18. LAMPE-LAMPB+1 .G. 100.
The value of LAMPE-LAMPB+l is greater than 100. No more than 100 reselms
can be handled in the lamp pulse.
ERROR19. SOLARE-SOLARB+ .G. 100.
The value of SOLAR-SOLARB+l is greater than 100. No more than 100 reselms can
be handled in the solar pulse.
ERROR20. INVALID MPXMUX CHANNEL.
The value of MPXMUX is greater than 13 or less than 1. It is assumed that there
will be no more than 13 and no less than 1 multiplexor channel on a tape.
ERROR21. INSUFFICIENT STORAGE.
Since this program uses dynamic storage allocation for its main incore data
base, the possibility exists that some-one will try to process more data and
consequently compute more statistics than can physically fit into the machine.
The main in-core data base is dimensioned FILMAX*CHANNL*11+FILMAX*10+4.
In addition, there are two more arrays,each possibly as long as FILMAX+ENTRYS (ENTRYS
is the largest number of records in any file of the tape data base.) If storage
limitations are a problem;
1. Process fewer files in a set.
2. Process fewer multiplexor channels.
3. Don't attempt to merge in a large, old tape data base. Instead,
create a new tape data base.
See storage requirements section of this memo.
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ERROR22. LAMTOP .L. 0.
Less than 1 reselm is to be used for computations at the top of the
lamp pulse.
ERROR23. LAMTOP .G. LAMP WIDTH.
More reselms are to be used in computations than exist within the 
de-
fined limits of the lamp pulse.
ERROR24. NO DARK AREA PROVIDED.
The value of DARKE-DARKB+l is less than 1. The program normalizes all the 
values
of the points in the lamp pulse and solar pulse by subtracting the average 
level of
the dark area from the previous line. If no dark level is specified, this
normalization can't take place.
SUBROUTINES NEEDED
Following is a list of external subroutines needed for the correct opera-
tion of this program.
ASSIGN. - VERSION 2.2 This performs all the dynamic storage allocation in 
the
a core box.
CANCEL. - Part of ASSIGN.
ERROR. - System error processing routine
GETSPO. - Part of ASSIGN.
LINK. - Routine for providing a connection to the point processing routine
PTPROC. (Part of POINT.)
MOUNT. - Routine for handling all tape mounts.
MOVER. - A routine used for flipping an array end-for-end before output by MAD.
PLOT1.
PLOT2. All four routines are used in setting up and printing the point
PLOT3.
PLOT4. plot of the means and standard deviations.
POINT. The main program that repetitively calls CALIB. with different levels
to progressively process the data (see POINT. writeup).
PROCESS. A routine called from POINT. that handles all I/0 with data tapes
(that are in ERIM format).
SETDIM. A routine for setting up the dimensioning and subscripting for the
dynamically allocated arrays.
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SETEOF. A routine to perform branching when an end-of-file is encountered
on input.
SQRT. This routine calculates square roots.
ZERO. This routine inserts either a binary or floating point zero in any
specified variables or arrays.
TAPE DATA BASE FOR CALIB.
This data base is used for storing all of the major results calculated by
CALIB. For every file processed by CABIB., the following information is saved:
DATE
SPECIAL COMMENTS
MISSION NUMBER
MEAN DARK LEVEL
MEAN LAMP LEVEL
MEAN LEVEL OF MIDDLE OF LAMP
MEAN RESELM NUMBER OF MIDDLE OF LAMP
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PREVIOUS 5 STATISTICS
At the beginning of both tapes is stored thebin number of the tape (which is
read to make sure the proper tape is mounted) and the generation # of the tape.
The generation # is set to 1 when the tape data base is first generated (when
TAPE = $NEW$). The generation number is incremented by 1 each time the data base
is updated (when TAPE = $OLD$; the data base is never altered when TAPE=$PRINT$).
When the data base is being updated, the tape with the highest generation number
is the input tape. The tape with the lower generation number then becomes the
output tape. This output tape will be given a generation number, 1 higher than the
input tape (except when the input tape has a generation number of 1; then the output
tape will be given a generation number of 3; Generation number 2 is never used ).
The results computed from the files just processed by CABIB. are merged with the
input tape data base and written on the output tape.
The organization of the tape data base is as follows:
1. There are 24 files representing up to 24 different spectral channels.
2. Each record represents the results calculated by CABIB. from 1 channel
of 1 file.
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3. Each file has a 1-word header record containing the number of
records in the file excluding the header record.
4. If there are no results from CALIB. or from a previous data base referencing
a channel, the corresponding tape data base file is simply terminated by an EOF
and no header record is written.
5. The records are in ascending order of date.
6. Each tape of the data base has a 2-word label containing the bin number
and a generation number.
FILE RECORD WORDS DESCRIPTION
1 1 1 BIN NO.
2 GENERATION NO.
2 1 NO. OF RECORDS IN 1ST FILE. IF NONE, THIS
RECORD IS ANEOF
3 1 DATE
2 MISSION #
3 MEAN OF DARK LEVEL
4 MEAN OF NORMALIZED LAMP LEVEL
5 MEAN OF NORMALIZED LEVEL OF THE MIDDLE
RESELM IN THE LAMP PULSE
RESELM IN THE LAMP PULSE (RELATIVE TO LAMPB- 1)
6 MEAN OF THE INTEGRAL OF THE NORMALIZED
SOLAR PULSE
7 STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORD 3
8 " . 11" 4
9 " " " " 5
10 " " " " 6
11 MEAN OF THE RESELM NUMBER OF THE MIDDLE
12 STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORD 11
13-20 SPECIAL COMMENTS
[All means & standard deviations are integers multiplied by 100. Solar
pulse statistics are X10].
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FILE RECORD DESCRIPTION
1 4 same as record 3
[The form of record 3 is repeated for as many
records as the number indicated in record 2].
2 1 No. of records in 2nd file. If none, this record
is an EOF.
[The form of file 2 is the same as file 2 starting with
record 2. This is repeated for 24 possible files (each
representing a different spectral channel, see description
of "SCHAN" in parameter definitions)].
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The CALIB. program requires 7292 decimal locations before any
dynamic storage allocation takes place. The formula for determining how
much additional storage will be allocated for a particular data set is
as follows:
MAIN-IN-CORE DATA BASE
FILMAX*CHANNL*11+FILMAX*11+5
In addition, more storage is allocated depending upon the size of the tape
data base. The maximum amount that will be allocated in addition to the
preceding quantity specified is as follows:
(MAX[ENTRYS] + FILMAX) * 21 + 3
MAX[ENTRYS] = the maximum number of missions in any one file
of the tape data base.
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MAC (CS AUG 1i65 VERSION) PRCGRAM LISTING ... ... ...
EXTERNAL FLNCTICN CALIB.(STAT,CATE,MSSICI ,CMMNT,
I TAG,XX,YYYYY)
NCRVAL OCDE IS INTEGER
REFERENCES CN
FLCATINC PCINT FI,F2,F3, MO(13), FEANC(13), MEANL(13), MEANLM(13),
1 MEAEA(13), ,EANS(13), SCRT., XX, YYY, STAT, GAIN(13),
2 TCO C(13), TCTL(13), TCTLM(13), TCTM(13), TCTS(13),
1 PNTL(ICC*13), PNTS(100*13), C22, CLEF, FCATUP(24)
CIM'NSICN PARAPS( ) , FCATE(3) , NSCALE(4) , BCC(4) , CCMMNT(8),
1 CHNNLS(13), ERR(1009), TITLE(32), OCM(8), CUT(2C),
2 PT(13)
EQLIVALENCE (MPXVLX,FCATE) , (SCHAN,HCC) , (AIRCFN-,-CC pMM T) ,
I (OATLV,FOATUP)
VECTOR VALLES BCC(1)= $CI,$L$,$M$,$S$
VECTOR VALUES MT1 = -1
VECTCR VALLES VT2 = -2
VECTOR VALUES TITLE(1) = SFI, .71-.735 , $El, .33-.385
1 $B2, 2.0-2.65 , $B3, 1.0-1.45 ,
2 $01, 2.0-2.6$ , $L2, 1.5-1.85 ,
3 $C3, 1.0-1.45 , $C2, .67-.945 ,
4 $C4, .62-.705 , $C5, .58-.64$ ,
5 1C6, .55-.60s , SC7, .52-.575 ,
6 $C8, .50-.54$ , $C9, .48-.52$ ,
7 CO,01 .46-.49$ , $C12, .41-.48$
VECTOR VALLES ERR(OC1) =
I SH'l*****ERRCRl. LAMPB .L. NA.'* $
VECTOCR VALUES ERR(043) =
2 $H'*****ERRCR2. LAMPE .G. Nh.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(085) =
3 SH'I*****ERRCR3. DARKB .L. NA.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(127) =
4 $H'I*****ERRCR4. CARKE .G. Ne.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(169) =
5 $H'I*****ERRCR5. SCLARH .L. KA.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(211) =
6 $H'1*****ERRCR6. SCLARE .G. NB.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(253) =
7 $H'L*****ERRCR7. 13 .L. CHANNL .L. 1.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(295) =
8 SH'1*****ERRCR8. FILPAX .L. 1.'* $
VECTOCR VALUES ERR(337) =
9 $H'l*****ERRCR9. 24 .L. SCFAN .L. 0.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(379) =
C $H'I*****ERRCRIC. MORE FILES THAN FILMAX.I*$
VECTOR VALUES ERR(421) =
1 SH'l*****ERRCORL. INVALIC VCOhT .*# $
VECTUR VALLES ERR(463) =
2 SH'I*****ERRCR12. INVALIC CAY.'* $
VECTOR VALLES ERR(5C5) =
3 $H'L*****ERRCRI3. INVALIC YEAR.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(547) =
4 SH'1*****ERRCR14. INVALID PISSICN NUMBER.'*$
VECTOR VALLES ERR(589) =
5 $H'1*****ERRCR15. SCLAR REF .L. 5 RESELMS'*S
VECTOR VALUES ERR(631) =
6 SH'l*****ERRCRI6. GAIN .L. 1.'* $
VECTOR VALLES FRR(673) =
7 $H'1*****ERRCR17. INCCRRECT TAPE PCUNTEC.'*S
VECTOR VALLES ERR(715) =
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8 $HI*****ERROR18. LAMPE-LAPPB+1 .G. 100.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(757) =
9 SH'1*****ERROR19. SCLARE-SCLARB+1 .G. 1000*$
VECTOR VALUES ERR(799) =
C $H'L*****ERRCR20. INVALID PPXMUX CHANNEL.*$S
VECTOR VALUES ERR(841) =
1 SHl1*****ERROR21. INSUFFICIENT STCRAGE.'* S
VECTOR VALUES ERR(883) =
2 $H'l1****ERROR22. LAMTCP =L= O.' *  $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(925) =
3 SHGL*****ERROR23. LAMTCP .G. LAPP WICTH.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(967) =
4 SHil*****ERROR24. NO DARK AREA PRCVIDED.'* $
STATEMENT LABEL STEP(7)
VECTOR VALUES MSG1(C) = SPEAN LEVELS
VECTOR VALUES PSG2(0)= SDEVIATICN LEVELS
ERASABLE JLNK(225),CUNITOREELCFILE,GLINEtTWRITEOCHAN,
I OKWCSPRCG,MOODE1 ODE2,UNITCALINECDLINEtNSANSB,
2 KSNhANBtKPtID(1),TFLAGIPACKRESERV(4)IFACTR(49),
3 QTITL2(19)tQTITLE(19),CLIST(19),CSPARE(46)tQFLAG,
4 QDANGQBANGCRPCNAtQNSSCNCHANQMCODECRECAQRECC,
5 QFILEQREELQNWROS
ERASABLE DATA(423)lITESTCSTARTDSTARTtNVNXNCLIP,
I ICPtNOPNEXTSTART2,READT2,REAL2,READP2,LABEL2,
2 EXTRA(2C),DATUM(24),ICCOE(24),ICHAN(24), IMAGE(570)
WHENEVER NEXT .G. 6, FUNCTION RETURN
TRANSFER TO STEP(NEXT)
STEP(1) LINK.(PTPROC.)
L = L + OCHAN
CHANNL = 13
FILMAX = I
LAMTOP = 5
LAPPB = 10
LAMPE = 60
DARKB = 185
DARKE = 225
SCLARB = 31C
SOLARE = 355
PARAMS(C) = 0
FILES = 0
TAPE = $OLDS
PASS = I
MISSON = 0
TBASE1 = 799
TBASE2 = 8CO
READ AND PRINT DATA TAPE, CHANNL, FILMAX, MISSONt LAMTOP, TBASE1, TBASE2
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS
WHENEVER VISSCN .L. 1, TRANSFER TO ERR14
TRANSFER TC STEP(6)
END OF CONDITIONAL
WHENEVER FILPAX .L. I
TRANSFER TO ERR8
CR WHENEVER CHANNL .G. 13 .CR. CHANNL .L. 1
TRANSFER TO ERR7
CR WHENEVER LAPTOP .L. 0
TRANSFER TO ERR22
CR WHENEVER LAPTOP .G. LAMPE - LAMPB + I
TRANSFER TO ERR23
END OF CONDITIONAL
SIZE = FILPAX*CHANNL*11
KK = ASSIGN.(O,O)
WHENEVER KK .L. (SIZE+FILMAX*10+4), TRANSFER TO ERR21
KK = ASSIGN.(CALIB.,PARAMS(O),SIZE...3,FILMAXtFILMAX, 02
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1 FILPAX*8...2)
SETCII.(CVVNT,FILVAX,8)
SEICIV.(SIAT,FILVAXCHANL,\11)
ZERC.(TCTC(l)....TCTC(CHAN\L),TCTL(I)...TCTL(CHANNL),
I TCTLt(1)...TLTILV(CHAN L),TCTS(1)...TCTS(C ANNL),
2 TCTP(1)...TCTV(CHANNL),
3 VC(1)...MD(CHANNL),STAT(1)...ST T(SIZE))
FLNCTICO RETLRN
STEP(2) ZERC.(PTL,PTS,PI...FT(13),LINES,FLAG)
v-ENEVER PASS .E. L
ZERC.(FDATE(1)...FDATE(3),VISSCN,CHANLS(1)...CHNNLS(1
3 ))
(KK=1,1,KK.G.8,CCPMNT(KK) = $ S)
REAC AND PRINT DATA FOATE(I), fISSCN, CENNLS(1), CCOVNT(1),
1 LARMPILAMPE,CARKBOARKE,SOLARB,SCLARE
THRCUGH LPI~, FCR K=1t1, K .G. CNCHAN
REAU ANt PRINT DATA VPXtUX, SCHAN, AIRCHN, GAIN
WHENEVER SCHAN .G. 24 .CR. SChAN .L. 0, TRANSFER TO ERRS
WHENEVER VPXMLX .G. 13 .CR. PPXIUX .L. 1, TRANSFER TO ERR20
WHENEVER GAIN .L. 1, TRANSFER fC ERR16
GAIN(K) = GAIN
CHNLSU(PXVUX) = SCHAN
WHENEVER SCHAN .E. 0, TRANSFER TC LP18
PRINT FCRVAT $IH+,T60,H'SPECT
R A L BANC= ',2C6*$,
1 TITLE(SCHA*2-1),TITLE(SCHAN*2)
LPI CONTINLE
CHANTP = CNCHAN
WHENEVER LAVPB .L. NA
TRANSFER TC ERRI
CR HENEVER LAFPE .G. NB
TRANSFER TIC ERR2
OR WHENEVER DARKB .L. NA
TRANSFER TC EHR3
CR WHENEVER DARKE .G. NB
TRANSFER TO ERR4
OR WHENEVER SCLARE .L. NA
TRANSFER TC ERR5
OR WHENEVER SCLARE .G. NB
TRANSFER TC ERR6
OR wHENEVER FOATE(1) .G. 12 .CR. FCATE(1) .L. C
TRANSFER TC ERR11
OR VHENEVER FDATE(2) .G. 31 .CR. FCATE2) .L. 0
TRANSFER TO ERR12
CR NHEKEvER FDATE(3) .L. 0
TRANSFER TC ERR13
OR WHENEVER MISSON .L. 0
TRANSFER TC ERR14
OR WHENEVER LAPPE-LAFPB+1 .G. 100
TRANSFER TL ERR18
CR WHENEVER SCLARE-SCLARB+1 .G. 100
TRANSFER TC ERR19
OR WHENEVER DARKE - DARKB + 1 .E. 0
TRANSFER TO ERR24
END CF CCNDITICNAL
ENC CF CONDITICNAL
FLCTIION RETLRN
STEP(3) FLNCTION REILRN
STFP(4) LINES = LINES + 1
iHENEVER FLAG .E. C
FLAG = 1
FUNCTICN RETURN
ENC CF CCNDITICNAL
THRCUGH LP5, FOR K=1,1,K .G. CHANTF
WHENEVER CHNNLS(K) .E. C, TRANSFER TC LP5
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VAX = C
THROUGH LP6, FCR KK=1,1,KK .G. PTL
WHENEVER PNTL(KKK) .G. VAX , MAX = PNTL(KKtK)
LP6 CONTINUE
THROUGH LP7, FOR KK=1t1,KK .G. PTL
WHENEVER VAX /2 .L. PNTL(KK,K), TRANSFER TC OUT1
LP7 CONTINUE
KK = 1
OUTI LEFT = KK
THROUGH LP2t FOR KK=PTL-1, KK .L. 1
WHENEVER MAX /2 .L. PNTL(KK,K), TRANSFER TC OUT2
LP8 CONTINUE
KK = PTL
OUT2 RIGHT = KK
PIDDLE = (LEFT + RIGHT)/2
LEFT = MIDDLE - LAMTOP/2
RIGHT = PIDDLE + LAMTCP/2
WHENEVER LEFT .L. 1, LEFT = I
WHENEVER RIGHT .G. PTL, RIGHT = PTL
PT(K) = PT(K) + RIGHT - LEFT + 1
WHENEVER PASS .E. 1
(KK=LEFT,1,KK.G.RIGHTTOTL(K) = TCTL(K) + PNTL(KKK))
TCTLP(K) = TOTLM(K) + PNTL(MIOCLEK)
TOTM(K) = TOTM(K) + MIDDLE
OTHERWISE
(KK=LEFT,1,KK.G.RIGHT,TCTL(K) = TOTL(K) +
1 (PNTL(KK,K) - PEANL(K)).P.2)
TCTLP(K) = TOTLM(K) + (PNTL(RICOLEK) -
1 YEANL(K)).P.2
TOTM(K) = TOTM(K) + (MIDDCLE - PEANM(K)).P.2
END OF CONDITICNAL
WHENEVER PTS .L. 5 .ANO. SCLARE - SOLARE + 1 .NE. 0, TRANSFER TO ERR15
EXECUTE SIPPSN.
WHENEVER PASS .E. I
TCTS(K) = TCTS(K) + Q22
OTHERWISE
TCTS(K) = TCTS(K) + (Q22 - MEANS(K)).P.2
END OF CCNDITICNAL
LP5 CONTINUE
PTL = 0
PTS = C
FUNCTION RETURN
STEP(S) WHENEVER PASS .E. 2, TRANSFER TC STCCEV
FILES = FILES + 1
WHENEVER FILES .G. FILMAX, TRANSFER TC ERR10
THROUGH LPS1 FOR K=v,1 K .G. CFANTP
WHENEVER CHNNLS(K) .E. 0, TRANSFER TC LP9
PEAND(K) = TOTO(K) / (DARKE-DARKB+1 )*LINES)
VEANL(K) = TCTL(K)/PT(K)
MEAKNL(K) = TOTLM(K)/(LINES-1)
PEANS(K) = TOTS(K)/(LINES-1)
PEANM(K) = TOTM(K)/(LINES-1)
STAT(FILES,Kl) = PEAND(K)*100
STAT(FILESK,2) = MEANL(K)*100/GAIN(K)
STAT(FILES,K,3) = MEANLM(K)*100/GAIN(K)
STAT(FILES,K,4) = MEANS(K)*10/GAIN(K)
STAT(FILES,K,9) = MEANP(K)*100
LP9 CONTINUE
PASS = 2
OUT3 ZERO.(TCTD(L)...TCT(CHANNL),TCTL(1)...TCTL(CHANNL),
1 TGTL1(1)...TOTL(CHANNL),TCTS(I)...TCTS(CHANNL),FLAG,
2 TOTM(1)...TOTM(CHANNL))
FUNCTION RETURN
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STCCEV THRCUGH LPLC, FCR K=1,L, K .G. CHANTP
STAT(FILESK,)11 = CHNNLS(K)
kHENEvER CHNNLS(K) .E. 0, TRANSFER TC LFLO.
Fl = TCTO(K)/((DARKE-LRKKB+1)*LINES)
STAT(FILES,K,5)=S~RT.(Fl)*L00
FL = TCTL(K)/PT(K)
STAT(FILES,K,6)=SCRT.(Fl)*100/GAIN(K)
Fl = TCTLt(K)/(LINES-1)
STAT(FILES,K,I ) =SQRT.(Fl)*100/GAIN(K)
FL = TCTS(K)/(LINES-L)
STAT(FILES,K,8)=SCRT.(F )*10/CGAI (K)
FL = TCTV(K)/(LINES-1)
STAT(FILES,K,1C) = SQRT.(FI)*100
LPIC CCNTINLE
PASS = 1
CATH(FILES) = FDATE(3)*LOCOO + FOATE(1)*lCO + FCATE(2)
MSSICN(FILES) = PISSCN
(KK=L,L,KK.G.8,CVNI (FILESKK) = CCVFNT(KK))
TRANSFER TC CUT3
STEP() PARAMS(C) = 4
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, TRANSFER TC ANT
KK : ASSIGN.(C,C)
WHENEVER KK .L. FILES+L, TRANSFER TC ERR21
KK = ASSIGN.(CALIB.,PARAPS(O),FILES)
(KK=1,1,KK.G.FILES,TAG(KK) = KK)
THRCUGH LPI2, FCR KK=l 1,KK .G. (FILES - 1)
THRCUGH LPl3, FCR JJ=(KK+I),19JJ .G. FILES
WHENEVER OATE(TAG(KK)) .GE. DATE(TAG(JJ))
TEPP = TAG(KK)
TAG(KK) = TAG(JJ)
TAG(JJ) = TEMP
END CF CCKCITICKAL
LP13 CONTINUE
LP12 CONTINUE
MNT WHiENEVER MT1 .NE. TBASE1
MOUNT.(2,TBASE1,$INS)
MTI = TBASEI
ENC OF CCNDITICNAL
NhENEVER MT2 .NE. TFASE2
MOUAT.(3,TBASE2,$INS)
MT2 = TBASE2
FNC CF CONCITICNAL
W-ENEVER TAPE .E. $NEWS
IN = 9
OUT = 2
BINCUT = 759
BINCLT = TBASEL
GENCLT = 1
TRANSFER TO WRTLAB
ENC OF CONDITIONAL
SETECF.(ERR17)
REAC BINARY TAPE 2, BIN2,GEN2
WHENEVER GEN2 .E. 1
GEN2 = GEN2 + I
TRANSFER TC IN2
ENC OF CONUITICNAL
SETEOF.(IN2)
READ BINARY TAPE 3, BIN3,GEN3
HENEVER BIN3 .NE. TBASE2, TRANSFER TC IN2
WhENFVER BIN2 .NE. TBASEL, TRANSFER TO ERR17
ihENEVER GEN2 .G. GEN3
IN2 IN = 2
CUT = 3
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BININ = TBASE1
BINCUT = TBASE2
GENCUT = GEN2 + 1
CTHERWISE
IN = 3
OUT = 2
BININ = TBASE2
BINCUT = TBASEL
GENCUT = GEN3 + 1
ENC OF CCNDITICNAL
WRTLAB REWIND TAPE CUT
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS
ZERC.(NSCALE(1)...NSCALE(4))
NSCALE(O) = I
EXECUTE PLCTI.(NSCALE,5,10,6,10)
F2 = 1.
WHENEVER VISSCN - 61 .G. 0, F2 = PISSCN - 61
TRANSFER TO ARNCL
ENC OF CONDITICNAL
PRINT ON LINE FCRMAT SH' AT END OF JCB, PLEASE REMOVE ',
1 H'RING FRCOM TAPE ',13*$, BINCUT
WRITE BINARY TAPE OUT, BINOUT,GENCUT
ZERC.(NSCALE(1)...NSCALE(4))
NSCALE(C) = 1
EXECUTE PLCT1.(NSCALE,5,10e6,10)
F2 = 1.
WHENEVER (MSSICN(FILES) - 61) .G. 0, F2 = VSSICN(FILES) - 61
BLOCK = GETNXT.(8)
LEVEL = GETNXT.(BLOCK+4)
ACCRES = GETNXT.(BLCCK)
ARND1 THROUGH LP14, FCR K=1,1, K .G. 24
WHENEVER TAPE .E. $NEW$
ENTRYC ENTRYS = 0
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, TRANSFER TC LP14
TRANSFER TC SETUP
END OF CCNDITIONAL
SETEOF.(ENTRYC)
READ BINARY TAPE IN, ENTRYS
WHENEVER TAPE .E. $PRINTS
WHENEVER ENTRYS .E. 0, TRANSFER TC LP14
FL = VISSCN
TRANSFER TO ARND2
END OF CCNDITICNAL
SETUP WHENEVER ENTRYS+FILES .E. 0, TRANSFER TC WRTECF
FL = VSSICN(FILES)
ARND2 PARAPS(C) = 5
KK = ASSIGN.(C,O)
WHENEVER KK .L. ((ENTRYS+FILES)*21+3), TRANSFER TO ERR21
KK = ASSIGN.(CALIB.,PARAMS(O),EKTRYS+FILES,
1 (ENTRYS+FILES)*19.. .2ENTRYS+FILES)
SETDIP.(YY,ENTRYS+FILES,19)
II = C
JJ = C
WHENEVER TAPE .E. $NEWS .CR. ENTRYS .E. 0, TRANSFER TO CMPNEW
SETEOF.(CMPNEW)
ROOLD READ BINARY TAPE IN, CDATE,CMSS,CME,CML,CPLMCMS,OCOCCL,0CLM,DS,0MM,
CDM,OCMil)... CM(8)
RDNEW II = II + 1
WHENEVER II .G. FILES, TRANSFER TC CMPCLC
WHENEVER CCATE .L. DATE(TAG(II))
II = II - 1
EXECUTE INSERT.(SCLCS)
TRANSFER TC RCCLD
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CTHERhISE
EXECLUTE INSERT.(SNE$)
TRANSFER TC RENEW
ENU CF CCNDITICNAL
CEPNEW II = II + 1
WHENEVER II .G. FILES, TRANSFER TC PLCT
EXECUTE INSERT.($NEW$)
TRANSFER TC OMPNEW
CMPOLL EXECUTE INSERT.($CLOS)
SETECF.(PLCIT)R AD E INARY TAPE IN, COATE,CMSS,CMC,CML,CMLM,CMS,OCC,CCLCCLMOLSCOIM
CDP,CCM(1)...CCV(8)
TKANSFER TC DMPCLC
PLOT WHENEVER JJ .E. 0, TRANSFER TC WRTECF
(KK=1,1,KK.G.(ENTRYS+FILES),YYY(KK)= -999.)
(KK=L,1,KK.G.JJ,YYYIKK) = YY(KK,2))
EXECUTE PLCT2.(IMAGE,F1,F2,YYIJJ,2)*2.,YY(JJ,2)/
8
*)
EXECUTE PLCT3.(BCD(2),XX(I )tYYY(Il JJ)
PRINT FORMAT $1H1,T33,H'CHANNEL ',2C6$S,TITLE(2*K-1),TITLE(2*K)
EXECUTE PLCT4.(10,MSG1)
PRINT FORMAT $1HO,T36,H'PISSICN NUMEER'*$
EXECUTE PLCT2.(IMAGEFlF2,20-,O.)
(KK=1,1,KK.G.(ENTRYS+FILES),YVY(KK)= -999.)
THROUGH LPl6, FCR 11=5,1, I .G. 8
(KK=1,1,KK.G.JJ, YY(KK) = YY(KK,II)/IC.)
EXECUTE FLCT3.(BCD(II-4),XX(1) YYY 1),JJ)
LP16 CONTINUEPRIP6 CONT FORMAT $1H1,T33,H'CHANNEL ',2C6*$,TITLE(2*K-1),TITLE(2*K)
EXECUTE PLCT4.(15,9SG2)
PRINT FORMAT slHOT36,H'VISSILN NUMBER'*
hHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, TRANSFER TC ARNC3
WRITE BINARY TAPE CUT, JJ
ARND3 PRINT FORMAT $lHl,T 3 2 ,HLAM
P ' tT6 0 ,F'LAMP
'
,T75,
' LAMP LAMP'/I ,
I TI ,2(H'
O ARK',S3,
I h
' L AMP',S1,H'PMIU LE*,
S 3
,H
'SCLAR',S2),T74,2(H*RESELM',
2 Si)/
2 F' CATE VISSICN ',4(H'VEAN',S3),SL,4(F* EVI,S
4 ),
3 175,H'MEAN DEV'//*$
THROUGH LP17, FCR KK=I,I,KK .G. JJ
OUT(1) = YY(KK,9)
SUBl = YY(KK,9)
SUB1 = (SUBI - SUB1/10000*10000)*1
0 0 
+ SUB1/1C0000
GUT(2) = XX(KK)
(M=3,1,M.G.1C,CLT(M) = YY(KK,P-2))
(M=11,PV.G.L2,CUT(M) = YY(KK,P+7))
(M=13,1,P.G.20,CUT(M) = YY(KK,-3))
PRINT FCRMAT $1H ,2(I16S1),S1,10(I6,S1)/1H ,S15,8C6*$, SUBI,
C T(2)...CUT(20)
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, TRANSFER TC LP17
EXECUTE VOVER.(CUT(1),CUT(20))
WRITE BINARY TAPE CUT, OUT(L)...CUT(20)
LP17 CONTINUE
PRINT FORMAT $H'-SOLAR MEAN ANC SCLAR CEV ARE X1C.'/
H1 ' ALL CTHER STATISTICS ARE X100.' S
WHENEVER TAPE .E. $PRINTS, TRANSFER TC LP14
WRTEJF END OF FILE TAPE CUT
FREESP.(BLOCK,LEVEL,ACORES)
LP14 CONTINUE
WHENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, SYSTEM.
ENE OF FILE TAPE CUT
ENC OF FILE TAPE CUT
HFFNEVER IN .E. G99, FUNCTION RETURN
REBIND TAPE IN
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WRITE BINARY TAPE IN, BININ,GENCUT-1
REWIND TAPE IN
REWIND TAPE CUT
FUNCTION RETLRN
ERRI K = 1
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR2 K = 43
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR3 K = 85
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR4 K = 127
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR5 K = 169
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR6 K = 211
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR7 K = 253
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR8 K = 295
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR9 K = 337
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR10O K = 379
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERH11 K = 421
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR 12 K = 463
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR13 K = 505
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR14 K = 547
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR15 K = 589
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR16 K = 631
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR17 K = 673
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR18 K = 715
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR 9 K = 757
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR20 K = 799
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR21 K = 841
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR22 K = 883
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR23 K = 925
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR24 K = 967
TRANSFER TC BLEH
BLEH PRINT FCRFAT ERR(K)
ERROR.
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INTERNAL FLNCTICN PTPRCC.
WhENEVER TAPE .E. SPRINTS, FUNCTICN RETURN
WHENEVER CMCOE .E. 1, (I=11l,I.G.24,K=DATUM(.I),FCATUM(I)=K)
WHENEVER IP .LE. CARKE .AND. IP .GE. CARKe
WHENEVER IP .E. DARKB, (K=l,1,K.G.CHAKTPMC(K) = 0.)
F2 = OARKE - DARKB + 1
(K=1,1,K.G.CHANTP, Fl = CATUM(K),MO(K) = MC(K) + Fl/F2)
WHENEVER PASS .E. 1
(K=1,I,K.G.CHANTP,TCTC(K) = TCTC(K) + CATUM(K))
OTHERWISE
(K=1,1,K.G.CHANTP,TCTC(K) = TCTC(K) + (OATUM(K)
.1 - PEAC(K)).P.2)
END CF CCNOITICNAL
FUNCTICN RETURN
CTHERhISE
TRANSFER TOC LAMP
ENC OF CCNOITICNAL
LAMP WHENEVER FLAG .E. 1 .ANO. IP .LE. LAPE .ANC. IP .GE. LAMPB
PTL = PIL + 1
(K=l,1,K.G.CHANTPPNTL(PTL,K) = CATUM(K) - PC(K))
FUNCTICN RETURN
CTHERWISE
TRANSFER TC SCLAR
ENC OF CCNOITIOCNAL
SOLAR WHENEVER FLAG .E. L .AKN. IP .LE. SCLARE .ANC. IP .GE. SOLARB
PTS = PTS + 1
(K=1,1,K.G.CHANTPoPNTS(PTSK) = CATUM(K) - ME(K))
FUNCTICN RETURN
CTHERWISE
FUNCTICN RETURN
ENC OF CONDITIOCNAL
ENC OF FUNCTICN
INTERNAL FUNCTION SIPPSN.
WHENEVER PTS/2*2 .E. PTS, PTS = PTS - I
Q22 = PhTS(I,K)
COEF = 2.
THROUGH LP11, FOR KK=2,1, KK .G. PTS-1
WHENEVER CCEF .E. 4.
CCEF = 2.
OTHERWISE
CCEF = 4.
END OF CCNCITICNAL
C22 = Q22 + CCEF*PNTS(KK,K)
LP11 CONTINUE
C22 = Q22 + PNTS(PTS,K)
Q22 = Q22/3.
FUNCTION RETURN
ENC OF FUNCTION
INTERNAL FUNCTICO INSERT.(TYPE)
MTAG = TAG(II)
WFENEVER TYPE .E. SNEhS
THROUGH LPI9, FCR N=v,1, N .G. CHANNL
WHENEVER STAT(MTAG,N,11) .E. K
JJ = JJ + 1
XX(JJ) = NSSICN(PTAG)
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(M=1,1,M.G.8,YY(JJP) = STAT(MTAGN,)))
YY(JJ,9) = DATE(MTAG
(KK=IO1,KK.G.17,YY(JJtKK) = CPMNT(MTAG ,KK-9))
(M=18tt .G.19,YY(JJP) = STAT(MTAGh,P-9))
FUNCTICN RETURN
END OF CCNDITONAL
LP19 CCNTINUE
CR WHENEVER TYPE .E. SOLOS
JJ = JJ + I
XX(JJ) = CpSS
YY(JJfI) = CFD
YY(JJ,2) = CVL
YYIJJ,3) = CFLM
YY(JJ94) = CVS
YY(JJ95) = COD
YY(JJ,6) = CCL
YY(JJ,7) = COLM
YY(JJB) = COS
YY(JJ,9) = COATE
EXECUTE MOVER.(GCV(l),OCM(8))
(KK=IC,1,KK.G.17,YY(JJKK) = OCM(KK-9))
YY(JJ,18) = CPM
YY(JJ g19) = GC
CTHERhISE
FUNCTICN RETURN
ENC OF CCNDITICNAL
FUNCTION RETURN
ENC OF FUNCTICN
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Appendix B
PROGRAM DGNSTC.
The purpose of this program is to calculate a few statistics from multispectral data tapes
in ERIM format. These statistics can be used to observe the behavior of the data in certain
specified areas of the scanline. This version has three options concerning the statistics ex-
tracted from a scene.
(1) The mean level and the standard deviation around this mean level of the data within a
specified area relative to some defined dark area.
(2) The mean reselm number and the standard deviation around this mean of the middle
of some specified pulse.
(3) A point plot of each absolute mean and standard deviation of a specified dark area
plotted line by line and/or a point plot of each mean and standard deviation of a spe-
cified area relative to the mean of the previously defined dark area plotted line by line.
For example, with the use of option (1),the user can determine if there are large-scale changes
(either absolute or relative to some other area) in an area parallel to the flight line. Option
(2) gives the user the capability to determine how much a particular pulse is shifting back and
forth along the scanline over a given set of scanlines. The plots provided by option (3) allow
the user to see exactly how the mean of a specified area (either absolute or relative to some
other area) changes from one scanline to the next over a given set of scanlines (trends or
discontinuities).
With all of the options, the user must specify the beginning and ending reselm numbers
of two areas along the flight line to be analyzed. The first area must always be specified.
The reselm numbers of the second area may be chosen such that it is zero if it is to be ignored.
In addition, the maximum number of reselms within either pulse, the option type, and the maxi-
mum number of scanlines must be specified for each set of files. Also, the user must provide
the multiplexer channel number to be referenced and the spectral channel it represents along
with the mission number, the date, and any special comment.
Option (1) averages all the reselms within the boundaries of the first area for each line
as well as over all of the selected lines. If the second pulse's width is non-zero, the average
of the first area from the previous line is subtracted from each reselm of the second area.
The result of this subtraction is averaged over all the selected lines. Then the program goes
through the data set again and calculates the standard deviation of the reselm levels from the
corresponding overall mean for the area.
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Option (2) determines the reselm number of the middle of the pulse within the specified
boundaries (see Fig. B.1). This is done for each line of the requested scene. After the aver-
age of all these middle reselm numbers is determined, the program goes back and calculates
the standard deviation of these reselm numbers from the overall mean. The method for de-
termining the middle of the pulse is as follows:
(1) FL = 0.5
(2) The maximum height is determined [MAX]
(3) The reselms closest to MAX * FL are found by first searching from left to right for
the reselm whose level is just greater than MAX/2 and then performing a search
from right to left. [X & Y]
(4) If X & Y are equal to the boundaries of the pulse, FL = FL + 0.1. Repeat (3) above.
(5) The mean of X & Y is found (X + Y)/2. This is the middle of the pulse.
NOTE: If the boundaries given for the pulse don't include reselms at or below the
MAX * FL level, X & Y will end up being either of the boundaries given for the pulse.
Consequently, the middle reselm number given for the pulse could be quite inaccurate.
Option (3) determines the absolute average height and standard deviation from that aver-
age of the first pulse for each line. In addition, the user may request the program to determine
the average height and standard deviation of a second pulse relative to the first for each line.
The program then plots.
(1) The average height of the first pulse for each line
(2) The standard deviation of the first pulse for each line
(3) The average height of the second pulse relative to the first pulse for each line
(4) The standard deviation of the second pulse for each line
PROGRAM OPERATION
STEP (1) PERFORMED THE !ST TIME DGNSTC. IS CALLED OR WHENEVER PROCESS
READS MODEl = $START$"
This section of the program performs the initialization necessary for
POINT. and sets the default values for the input variables. Data cards
are then read which set the beginning and ending reselm numbers of both
pulses (only pulse 2 can have zero width; END(2) - BEGIN(2) + 1 = 0), the
maximum number of points in either pulse, the option type the program is
to execute, and the maximum number of lines to be processed. The input
variables are then checked for reasonableness, and the necessary storage
is allocated. Control returns to point.
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FIGURE B.1. LAMP-PULSE VOLTAGE
VERSUS RESELM POSITION,
SIMPLIFIED
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STEP (2) PERFOPRMED BEFORE EACH FILE IS PROCESSED.
First the program zeros the point index array , the date array, the
comment array, and the mission number. Then more input cards are read
specifying the multiplexor channel, the spectral channel, the aircraft
channel (optional), the mission number, the date, and any special comment.
The input variables are also checked for reasonableness. The beginning and
ending reselm numbers are also checked again for reasonableness. Control returns
to point.
STEP (3) PERFORMED BEFORE EACH POINT OF A LINE IS PROCESSED
No action taken
STEP (4) PERFORMED AFTER EACH LINE IN THE FILE IS PROCESSED
The average is first calculated for pulse one. If this is the first
line of the file,the program returns. This allows the program to calculate the
relative height of pulse 2 in the following line. If this is not the first
line of the file, the line counter is incremented; the middle reselm is determined
for both pulses (if option 2); the average height of pulse 1 and the relative
height of pulse 2 is calculated (if option 1). The mean and standard deviation of the
height for pulse one and pulse two (if nonzero) are saved for later plotting
(if option 3). Control returns to Doint.
STEP (5) PERFORMED AFTER AN ENTIRE FILE HAS BEEN APPROVED
If the first option is specified,the mean and standard deviation are
printed out of pulse l's height and pulse 2's relative height.
If the second option is specified, the mean middle reselm number and
their standard deviations are printed for pulse 1 and pulse 2 (if requested).
If the third option is specified, the point plot image is set up and the
mean and standard deviation of the pulse l's height is plotted versus its line
number. The same is performed for pulse 2's height relative to pulse 1. The
pulse height (overall mean pulse height +25) is plotted along the Y-axis.
The line numbers are plotted along the X axis. One hundred lines are plotted
per page and will continue for as many pages as required to plot all the lines
for which pulse height calculations were made. (this may be fewer than the maximum
number of lines declared in step (1). Co',trol returns to point.
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AVEDEV.
Given an array of points and the number of points to be referenced, this
routine calculates the mean and standard deviation of those points.
PTPROC.
This routine saves the value of each reselm that is within the specified
boundaries of each pulse and within the specified channel. These values
are stored in an array according to the point's position relative to the beginning
of the pulse and according to the pulse number (2 possible). Pulse one is used
to dark-level-correct pulse two when option 1 or 3 has been requested. That
is, the average level of pulse one in the previous line is subtracted from each
point value of pulse two before the pulse two points are stored for later
processing.
BOUNDS.
This routine determines the middle of any given pulse using the method
specified in the introduction to this memo.
WHEN
SPECIFIED INPUT VARIABLES DEFAULT/MODE DESCRIPTION
STEPJI) BEGIN(1)...BEGIN(2) 0 This is an array of
INTEGER beginning reselm numbers for each of 2
possible pulses. These numbers must not
be less than the beginning reselm number
for the line.
END(l)...END(2) 0 This is an array of ending reselm numbers
INTEGER for each of 2 possible pulses. These
numbers must not be greater than the ending
reselm number for the line.
PTS 50 This is the maximum number of reselms in
INTEGER either of the pulses. This number must not
be less than 1.
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TYPE $NORMAL$ This variable is used to specify which
ALPHABETIC option the programmer wants to use.
$NORMAL$ - Option 1
$JITTER$ - Option 2
$LINPLT$ - Option 3
LINMAX 100 This variable specifies the maximum number
INTEGER of lines that will be processed in any of
the files between this card and the next
MODE 1= $START$ or
MODE 1= $RETURN$ card.
This variable must not be less than one.
" REJECT $YES$ This variable controls the listing
STEP(2) MPXMUX ALPHANUMERIC of Points outside ±25 of the overall
mean of the plot points.
NO DEFAULT This variable is assigned the multiplexor
INTEGER channel number to be referenced for processing.
This number must be less than or equal to 13
and greater than or equal to 1.
STEP(2) MISSON 0 This is the mission number that is to be
INTEGER associated with this file. This number
must not be less than zero.
FDATE(1)...FDATE(3) 0 This is the date (in month, day, year form)
that is to be associated with this file.
FDATE(1l) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 12.
FDATE(2) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 31.
FDATE(3) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 99.
COMMNT(1)...COMMNT(8) BLANKS This is any special comment that is to be
ALPHANUMERIC associated with this file. No error checking
is performed.
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OUTPUT
When TYPE = $NORMAL$
MEAN,DEV,MIN, AND MAX OF DARK LEVEL CORRECTED PULSE
DATE = XX-XX-XX
MISSION = XXXXXX "comment"
MEAN(1)- XXXXXXX.XX
Pulse 1 DEV(1)= XXXXXXX. XX
MIN(1)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
_MAX(1)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
(MEAN(2)= XXXXXXX.XX
Pulse 2 DEV(2)= XXXXXXX.XX
MIN(2)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
MAX(2)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
The reader will notice that the minimum and maximum mean values are printed as
well as the actual line number within the file where they occurred.
When TYPE = $JITTER$
MEAN,DEV,MIN, AND MAX OF MIDDLE RESELM VALUE
DATE = XX-XX-XX
MISSION = XXXXXX "special comment"
MEAN(l) = XXXXXX.XX
DEV(1)= XXXXXXX.XX
MIN(1)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
MAX(1)= XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
MEAN(2) XXXXXXX.XX
DEV(2) XXXXXXX.XX
MIN(2) XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
MAX(2) XXXXXXX LINE NUMBER = YYYYYY
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In this case, the means and deviations are in terms of the middle reselm
number for the respective pulses. In addition to the minimum and maximum
reselm numbers, the line number location within the file where the extremes
were found is also printed.
When TYPE = $LINPLT$
First the means of pulse one are plotted versus their respective line numbers.
One hundred lines are plotted per page; the plots will be continued on to as many
pages as are necessary to plot the actual number of lines processed. This plot is
followed by the overall mean, and deviation of all the lines as well as the
minimum and maximum values with line number locations. If PREJECT =$YES$
all those points which were not within +25 of the overall means are tabulated.
This procedure is repeated for the standard deviation of pulse 1, the mean
of pulse 2, and the standard deviation of pulse 2. No minimum and maximum
values are printed for the standard deviation of either pulse.
DATA CARDS SETUP
1. BEGIN(l) = 10,100, END(l) = 90,190, PTS = 91,
TYPE = $LINPLT$, LINMAX = 500*
2. INBIN = 700, UNIT = 4, FILE =5, NSA = 100,489,1,1,200,1 *
3. MPXMUX = 5, SCHAN = 7, MISSON =12,
FDATEfO) = 10,29,73, COMMNT(1) = $ABSURD$*
4. FILE = 5, NSA = 100,599,1,1,200,1 *
5. MPXMUX = 7, SCHAN = 8, MISSON = 12.
FDATE(1) = 10,29,73, COMMNT(1) = $STRANGE$*
6. MODEl = $START$'
7. BEGIN(l) = 90,10, END(l) = 190,9, PTS = 91,
TYPE = $JITTER$, LINMAX= 400
8. FILE = 5, NSA = 100,499,1,1,200,1 *
9. MPXMUX = 7, SCHAN = 8, MISSON = 12,
FDATE(1) = 10,29,73, COMMNT(1) = $BROKEN$ *
10. MODE1 = $START$ *
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11. BEGIN(1) = 10,70, END(1) = 59,85, *
12. FILE - 7, NSA = 10,109,1,1,86,1 *
13. MPXMUX = 4, SCHAN = 8*
14. MODEl = $RETURN$ *
1-3 These cards specify that a point plot is to be made of a maximum of 500
lines under the control of option three. Multiplexor channel 5 (representing
spectral channel 7) is to be referenced. A mission number of 12 and the date
10/29/73 is to be associated with the file. Although a maximum of 500 lines
are provided for, only 390 lines will actually be plotted since those are the
only ones processed.
4-5 These cards are a continuation of the previous processing. Therefore a
point plot is still to be made for a maximum of 500 lines with the same pulse
boundaries as were used before. This time multiplexor channel 7
(representing spectral channel 8) is to be used. This time, the full 500 lines
will be plotted.
6-9 These cards specify that option 2 is to be performed on pulse 1 only (pulse
2 had zero width) using multiplexor channel 7 of file 5. A maximum of 400 lines
will be and are processed.
10-13 These cards specify that option 1 is to be performed on pulse 1 and 2 using
multiplexor channel 4 af file 7. The maximum width of either pulse defaults to
50; the maximum number of lines to be processed defaults to 100. The mission
number and date default to zero, and there is no special comment.
14. This returns contool to the calling program.
ERROR COMMENTS
ERROR1. MPXMUX .G. QNCHAN
The requested multiplexor channel number is greater than the number of channels
in the file.
ERROR2. PTS.L. 1
This indicates that the maximum number of points in either pulse is less
than 1.
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ERROR3. INVALID TYPE.
The variable TYPE was given some value other than $NQRMAL$, $JITTER$, or
$LINPLT$.
ERROR4. LINMTX.L.1.
The maximum number of lines to be processed is less than 1.
ERROR5. PTS.L. PULSE WIDTH .L.D.
This indicates that the width of one of the pulses is either less than zero
or greater than the maximum number of points allowed in either pulse. The number
of points in a pulse is
END(I) - BEGIN(I) + 1. I = 1 or 2
ERROR6. NO DARK AREA SPECIFIED.
The width of pulse 1 is zero.
ERROR7. INSUFFICIENT STORAGE
The particular combination of input values requires more storage for processing
than is available. This problem can be solved by reducing LINMAX and/or PTS.
ERRORS. 13.L.MPXMUX.L.1.
This indicates that the multiplexor channel number is either less than 1
or greater than 13.
ERROR9. 24.L.SCHAN.L.1.
This indicates that the spectral channel number is either less than 1 or
greater than 24.
ERROR10. MISSON .L.O.
The variable MISSON bas been assigned a value less than zero.
ERROR11. INVALID MONTH
FDATE(1) has been given a value either greater than 12 or less than zero.
ERROR12. INVALID DAY
FDATE(2) has been given a value either greater than 31 or less than zero.
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ERROR13. INVALID YEAR
FDATE(3) has been given a value either greater than 99 or less than zero.
ERROR14. BEGIN(X).L.NA.
This indicates that pulse "X" has a reselm number lower than the beginning
reselm number for the line.
ERROR15. END(X).6. NB.
This indicates that pulse "X" has a reselm number greater than the ending
reselm number for the line.
ERROR16. LINES.G. LINMAX
The program attempted to process more lines than the declared maximum.
LINMAX may have been assigned an incorrect value or the NSA field of the PROCESS
input card specified more lines than were supposed to be processed.
SUBROUTINES NEEDED
The following are a list of external subroutines needed for the correct
operation of the program.
ASSIGN. This routine performs all of the dynamic storage
allocation necessary in the A core box.
ERROR. System error processing routine
LINK. This routine provides POINT with a connection to
DGNSTC.'s point-processing routine PTPROC.
PLOT2. All four of these routines are used in setting up and
PLOT2.
PLOT3. printing the point plots of DGNSTC option 3.
PLOT4.
POINT. This is the program that repetitively calls DGNSTC. with
different levels to progressively process the data
(see POINT writeup).
PROCESS. This routine is called by POINT. and handles all I/0 with
data tapes (in ERIM format).
SQRT. This routine calculates square roots.
ZERO. This routine inserts either a binary or floating point
zero in all of the requested variables or arrays.
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In addition to these external functions, a define package must also be
included. This package inserts 3 new operators into the MAD compiles and defines
what machine instructions they each represent. These three operators are .LI.,
.LIF., & .SI. and are called the indirection operators. They are used in this
program in conjunction with the dynamic storage allocation routines for accessing
dynamically allocated arrays without using the usual subscription routines provided
by the MAD compiler. Instead, they use the two internal functions S, & S22
defined in the program for all subscription routines.
S. is used for accessing a 2-dimensional array with maximum dimensions of
(X, LL/B). LL/B = PTS*LINMAX (OPTION 1) or LINMAX (OPTION 2 or 3N X=2 when
TYPE-$NORMALS$, or TYPE = $JITTER$. X = 4 when t.ype= $LINPLT$.
S22.is used for accessing a 2-dimensional array with maximum dimensions
of (2,PTS). (See writeup on indirection operators).
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This program requires 2744 decimal locations before any dynamic storage
allocation takes place. The following equations describe how much additional
storage will be required for any given set of input cards.
PTS*2 + LL + 2
LL = PTS*LINM AX * 2 When type = $ NORMAL$
LL.= LINMAX * 2 when type = $JITTER$
LL = LINMAX * 4 when type = $LINPLT$
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MAC (C9 AUG 1G65 VERSICN) PRCGRAV LISTING ...... ...
EXTERNAL FLNCTICN DGNSTC.
REFFEREN'CES CN
* CEFINE PACKAGE FCR LCAU INUIRECT(.LI.,.LIF.) ANC
STORE INUIRECT(.SI.). THE VARIABLES BEING REFERENCEC
VLST RE IN THE A CCkE BCX. IF THL ACCRESS BEING REFERENCEC
IS IN THE b CCRE BCX, THE VARIABLE CCNTAINING THE ACCRESS
VLST hAVE A VCOE Cf 5.
CEFINE UNARY CPERATCR .LI., PRECECENCE SAME AS .ABS.
MCCE STILCTLkE 1 = .LI. 1
JVP *+5,AC,*+1
JvP *+60r',o+l
JMP *+7,L,*+1
CLA* H
LLT AC
SIC T
J-P *-3
Slk T
J:P *-7
ENe
MGCE STRLCTLRE C = .LI. O, SAVE SECUENCE AS .LI. 1
j EFINE--NARY PERATCR I FI.; PRECECECE SAME AS .ABS.
NCCE STRLCTLRE 0 = .LIF. 1, SANE SECUENCE AS .LI. I
tCCE STrLCTLRE 1 = .LIF. C, SAE SECUENCE AS .LI. 1
DEFINE BINARY CPERATCR .SI., PN-CECENCE SAVE AS
PCE STRLCTURE 1 = 1 .SI. 1
JrP *+*,BT,*+4
JIP *+3,AC,*+1
JVP *+9,VC,*+l
JfP *+1C,LA,*+3
JP *+11,AC, +1
JPP *+12,LA,*+1
CLA 14
STC*. A
CLT 1
STC* A
JWP *-2
STQ* A .. .. ..........
JFP *-4
STC T
SLN T
JVP *-12
ENC
CCE STRLCTLRE C = C .SI. 0, SAVE SECUENCE AS 1 .SI. 1
VOCE STRLCTURE I = 1 .SI. O, SAVE SECUENCE AS 1 .SI. 1
N;CE STRUCTLRE C C .SI. 1, SAVE SECUENCE AS 1 .SI. 1
NCRVAL VCUDE IS INTEGER
FLATING PC!I\T FL, . FEAN,DEv,TCT,SCRT.,FCATUM(24),MX1, EE(C),X(ICC)
DIENSICN BEGIN(2) ,END(2)IAMS()PT(,AAMS2 2) ,FCATE(3),COMMNT(8),
1 rVI (2),VAX(2),INSCALE(4),LI\VIN(2),LINtAX(2),TIT(3)
ECLIVALENCE (FDATLM,CATUV) , (PNTL,PARMS(i)) ,
I (PNTF,PARAKS(2)) , (EE(0),JUNK(0))
2 (IFLAG,FDATE) , (PT,LC T) ,
3 ..... .. (NCED) , (PS,BEGIN)
VFCTOR VALUES ERRICL1) = $H'1*****ERRCR2. PTS .L. 1.'*
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VECTOR VALLES ERR(043) = $Hl*****ERRCR3. INVALIC TYPE.'*
VECTOR VALUES ERR(OF5) = SH L*****ERRCR4. LINMAX .L. 1.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(127) = $Hl****ERRCR5. PTS.L. PULSE WICT- .L.C.*b
VECTOR VALUES ERR(169) = $Hl E****ERRCR6. NO DARK AREA SPECIFIEC.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(211) = $H'1~****ERRCR7. INSUFFICIENT STORAGE.'* 6
VEC IOR VALES ERR(253) = $HI'*****ERRCR8. 13 .L. MPXvUX .L. I.'* $
VECTOR VALUES ERR(245) = h'1 *****EPRCR9. 24 .L. SCHAN .L. 1.'* t
VECIOR VALUES ERR(337) = fH'1t**'*ERHCRIO. VISSLN .L. O.'*
VECTOR VALUES FRR(379) = $H'l*****ERRCR 11 INVALID MONTF.TL
VECTOR VALUES ERR(421) = $H'l*****ERRCR12. INVALIF OAY.'* s
VECIOR VALUES ERR(463) = SH'lI****'ERRCR13. INVALIC YEAR.'* $
VFCIR VALUES ER;(505) = $H'l *****ERRRI4. iEGIN(',11,H') .L. NA.'* b
VECTOR VALLES ERR(547) = $SH'l****ERRCRI5. ENC(lI11 I') .G. NP.1* $
VELTUR VALUES FRR(5E9) = $H~I*****ERRCRI6. LINES .G. LINMAX.l* b
VECIUR VALUES ERR(631) = $H'l*****ERRCRI. MPXMUX .G. QNCHAN.** $
VECTOR VALUES SG(O) = SMEAN LEVEL$
VECTCR VALLES VSG(2) = $OEvIATICN LEVELS
VECOP VALUES NCHAR = 10,0,15
VECTOR VALUES BCD = $*$
VECTOR VALUES TIT = $STANDARD CEVI,$PEAN $
STATEWENT LAPEL STEF(7)
ERASABLE JUNK(225),CUNITCREEL.CFILE.CLINE.TWRITE.OChAN,
1 CNDS ,PRCGOCEI , FOOE2 ,UNIT,CALINE,CDLINE,NSA,NSB ,
2 KS,hA,NB,KP,10(1) ,TFLAG,1PACK,RESERV(4),QFACTR(49),
3 OTITL2(IS) ,CTITLE(19),CLlST(19),CSPARE(46),CFLAC,
A QIAAG,(ANG, ANGRP,CNACNSS, tN(CHAN,CrCCE,CRECA,QREEC,
5 F I LECREEL, CNRCS
ERASABLE CATA(423),ITEST,CSTART,DSTART,NV, X,NCL,IP,
I ICP,NCP,hEXT,STAPT2,REA1 2, '.EACL2,REACP2,LAHEL2,
2 EXT A (2C0) ,ATUt (24),ICCCEE (24), ChA ( 24 ), IMACE(1040)
INTERNAL FLNCTII N S22.(Sl,S2) = PTS*(Sl-I) + S2
INTERNAL FLICTICK S.(S3,S4) =LL/FB (S3-1) + S4
kiHENFVER NEXT .G. 5, FUNCTION RETURN
TRANtSFER TC STEP(NEXT)
STEP(1) LINK.(PTPRCC.)
L L + nCHAN
LINNAX = 1CC
PTS =5C
TYPE = tNCRY4L$
RFJECT = SYESS
(K=1,1,K.G.8,CCvNT(K) = $ $)
ZERU. (BEGIN ... IHEGIN(2) ,ENC...EN (2),PARAMS...PARAMS(2),
1 NSCALE(1)...NSCALE(3))
REAC AN" PRINT DATA BEGIN(1), EN(1), PTS, rYPE, LINMAX
NSCALE = 1
NSCALE(2) = -1
NSCALL(4) = -1
.hENEVER PTS .L. 1 ........
TRANSFER TO ERR2
CR WHENEVER TYPE .NE. SNORMALS .ANC. TYPE .NE. $JITTERS .AND.
1 TYPE .NE. %LINPLT$
TRANSFER TO ERR3
OR WHCNEVER LINVAX .L. 1
TIANSFEX TO ERR'4
ENE OF CUNDITI.NAL
ThROUGH LPI, FOR I=1,1, I .G. 2
hEIENEVER END(L)-BEGIN(I)+1 .L. 0 .CR. ENC(I)-BEGIN(I)+1 .G. PTS,
I TRANSFER TC ERR5
LPI CONTINUE
b 2
FI = ENI(l) - BEGIN(1) + I
WHENEVER Fl .L. 1. .AND.
1 (TYPE .E. SNGRMALS .OR. TYPE .E. SLINPLTS), TRANSFER TO ERR6
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LL= PTS*LINVAX*2
HENE VER TYPE .E. $JITTERS, LL= LItPAX*2
.I-ENEVER TYPE .L. SLINPLT$
LL = LIN,AX*4
I = 4
END UF CONOITIONAL
KK = ASSIGN.(CC)
IHErNEVEH KK .L. LL+ PTS*2 + 2, TRANSFER TC ERR7
KK = ASSIlN.(C;,PARA S,PTS*2,LL)
FLNCTION RETLRN
STEP(2) ZE.RC. (PT...PT(2),FDATE...FCATE(3),FLAG,LIIES,VISSCN)
SCIAN = 24
REAC ANI PRINT OATA VPXMUXSCHAN,FVISSCN,FCATE(1),COMMNT(1),REJECT
kHENEVER MPXVUX .L. I .CR. MPXMUX .G. 13
TPANSFER TC EHR8
CR WHENEVER SCHAN .L. I .CR. SCHAN .G. 24
TRANSFER TC ERRY
CR kHENEVER VISSCK .L. 0
TRANSFEr( TC EPRLO
CR HiENEVER FDATE() .L. 0 .CR. FCATE(1) .G. 12
CR HLrEVEH FHATE2) .L. 0 .UH. FLAIE(2) .6. 2i
TRANSFER TC ERR12
CR WHErEVER FUATE(3) .L. 0 .CR. FUATE(3) .G. 99
TRANSFER TC ERR13
CK ,HE _NEVER VPXvUX .G. CNCHAN
TRANSFFR TC CRR1
ENC OF CONCIIIICNAL
t I N(I) = SSG
r' INx(2) =-Sq
..X ? ) = -S..
TI CUGH LP2, FCR -I= I,=1 , I-' G-- 2
,iHENEvFR BEGIN(I) .L. NA
TRANSFER TC ERR14
OR 'HiFNEVER ENU([) G. NB
T:ANSFER TC ERR15
END OF CCNDITIENAL
LP2 .......... C I INLE
FLNCTIUj\ RETURN
STFP(3) FUNCTIN REfTURN
STEP(4) IFLAG = I
EXECUTE AVECEV.(JUNK(77777K-PNTL+S22.(1,0)),
1 END(1)-BEGIN(1)+1)
. J *= ,EAN + 5
,HENEVER FLAG .E. 0
FLAG =
FU;NCTIC RETLRN
ENC CF CCNCITICNAL
LINES = LINES + 1
,HLN!:-VE LINES .G. LINMAX, TRANSFER TC ERR16
THRCUGH LP3, FCR 1=1,1, I .G. 2
MkENEVER END(l) - eEGIN(I) + 1 .LE. 0, TRANSFER TO LP3
WHENEVER TYPE .E. SJITTERS
ExECUTE BCUNDS.
(DQITF-S.. I LINES)) .SI. MICCLE
.HENFEVER VICDLE + BEGIN(I) - 1".L. VIN([)
RVIN I) = tICDLE + BEGIN(I) - I
LINVIN(I) = LINES + NSA - 1
END CF CONCITICNAL
.HENEVER PICOLE + BEGIN(I) - 1 .G. PAX(I)
JVAX(1) = VIDOLE + BEGIN(I) - 1
LINVAX(I) = LINES + NSA - 1
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END CF CCNCITICNAL
TRANSFER TC LP3
OR kIENEVER TYPE .E. $NORVAL
(K=1,1,K.G.(E D(II)-BEGIN(I)+1), PT(I) = PI(1) + 19
I (PNTF-S.( I,PT( ))) .SI. .LI..(PNTL-S22.(I,K)))
END OF CCNDITICNAL
'IFLAG = 1
WHENEVER I .E. 2, EXECUTE AVEOEV.(JUNK(77777K-PNTL+S22.(2,C)),
ENC(2)-BEGIN(2)+1)
kHENEVFR PEAN .L. MIN( )
VIN(I) = VFAN + .5
LINVIn(I) = LIKES + NSA - 1
END OF CCNDITICNAL
.HENEVER VEAN .G. VAX(I)
VAX(I) = VEAN + .5
LINMAX(I) = LINES + NSA - 1
END OF CCNfITICNAL
.HENEVER TYPE .E. $LINPLTs
(PNTF-S.(1 *2-1,LINES)) .SI. PEAN
(PNTF-S.(I*2,LINES)) .SI. DEV
LP3 Ct:NIINUE
FLNCTION RETURN
STEP(5) ,EENEVER TYPE .E. $NORVALS
PRINT FURVAT SH'11EAN, 0EV, PIN, ANC VAX CF CARK LEVEL CORRECTEO',
I HI PULSE.'///*$
CR 6HUNEVIR TYPE .E. sJITTER$
PRI T FCRVAT SH'lVEAN, CEV, MIN, NC AX OF MICCLE RESELM VALUE.'/
1 //*
ENI UF CCNDTICNAL
PRINT FCRNAT SH'-lATE = *,12,S1,I2,Sl,2,S10,H'VISSICN = *,16,SlC,
1 8C6*$, FCATE(l)...FDATE(3),ISSCN,
2 CCNT(1)...CCVVNT(8)
" HEEVER TYPE .E. SLINPLT$, IRANSFER TC LINPLT
TERLUGH LP5, FOR 1=1,1, I .G. 2
S iHENEVER END(I)-EGIN(1)+I .. LE. 0, TRANSFER TO LP5
itiENEVER TYPE .E. $NORVAL$
EXFCUTE AVEDEV.(JUNK(17777K-PNTF+S.(1,0)),PT(I))
OTHERWISE
XECUTE AVFOEV.(JUNK(77777K-PNTF+S.(I,O)),LINES)
VEAN = VEAN + BEGIN(II - 1.
ENO CF CC\OIiT ICNAL .
PRINT FCRVAT sH' EAN(', 1,H') = ,'S10,FIO.2/H' DEVI' lI1h') = '9
I SICFIC.2/
1 F' IN('I1H') = ',SL10, tS5,H'LINE NULMER = ',16/
1 h' VAN('9l ,i')= ',S1G,17,S>h 'LINE NUVr ER = ',16 $,
2 1 ,EAN,I,DEVI ,VIN( I) LIN IN(I) I I) , o XAX( ), LINMAX( I)
LP5 CUNTINUE
LINPLT WHENEVER TYPE .E. SLINPLT$
EXECUTE PLOTI.(NSCALE,5,10,5,20)
IFLAG = C
THRLU(;H LP1C, FCR 1=1,1, I .G. 4
- S = 2
HE, JEVR 1/2*2 .NE. I, VS = C
J = (1+1)12
WHENEVER ENO(J) - BEGIN(J) + 1 .LE. 0, TRANSFER TC LP10
EXECUTE AVEDEV.(O,LINES)
THRCLGH LPt, FCR LCNl=1U1,1CO, LCNT .GE. (LINES+101)
(K=(LCNT-100),I,K.G.(LCNT-1), X(K-LCNT+1O1) = K)
EXECLTE PLOT2.(IVAGE,LCNT-I.,LCNT-101.,VEAN+25.,
1 VEAN-25.)
NC = 1CC
WHENEVER LINES .L. LCNT+1, NC = LINES - LCNT + 101
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EXECLTE PLCT3.(HCC,X(1),EE(77777K - PNTF +
1 S.(ILCNT-100)),NC)
PRIN! FCHRAT $1HlI,S52,H'PULSE ',I1,SI,2C6*$,J,
1 IIT((I-1/2*2)*2),TIT((1-1/2*2)*2+1)
EXECLTE PLCT4.(NCHAR(S),PSG(MS))
PRINT FCI(AT $1H9,S55,HlLI'E NUrEER'*S
LP11 CCNTINLE
PRINT FCRWAT $Hi'IEAN = ',S5,F1O.2//H' CEV = ',SS,FIC.2//* $
.. . . N ,UEV
HENFFV&R 1/2*2 .NE. I
PRINT FCRH AT SH' VIN = ',S 917,SS,-'LINE NUMEER = ',I6//
I H' MAX = *,S5,17,S5,F'LINE NUMBER = ',16*$,
2 VIN(J),LINHFIN(J) ,tAX(J),LINiV AX
( J)
ENf CF CCNDITICNAL
...--- FE n Er i'EJECT .E., $NC$5, TRANSFER TC LP10
KK = C
PRINT FCRVAT $IHI,550,H'PCIATS CUT CF RANGE'/IH ,S45,PILINE',
I S6,H' E AN',S5,HSTNIUR U OEV'//*$
THKCUGH LP4, FOR LCNT=1,1, LC T .C. LINES
HENEVER EI(77777K-PN T F +S. ( I L CNT)) .L. IAEAN+25. .ANC.
. .... 77777K-PNTF+S.(I,LCNT)) .G. iEAN-2b., TRANSFER TO LP4
KK = KK + 1
PRINT FORMAT $IH ,S44,I6,S2,FI0.2,S2,F10.2*$, LCNT,
I EE(I77177K-PNTF+S.(J*2-1,LCNT)),
2 EE (777777K-PNTF+S.(J*2,LCKT))
LP4 CO5NTINL
E
..--------PR! IN--FCRAT --HI'-TOTAL NUMBER CF POINTS OUT OF RANGE '= ,16*6 KK
LPIC CCNTINLE
EN, OF CCNDITICNAL
PRINT FPORA $IH1*$
FULCTION RETURN
BLEF1 PRINT FCR'AT ERR(K),I
. .FRfRCR.
ERR1 K = 631
TRANSFER TC OLEH
ERR2 k = I
TRANSFER TC RLEH
ERk3 K = 43
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERKi4 F = 85
IRA;SFER TC RLEH
ERt,5 K = 127
TRANSFER TC I3LEH
ERP6 K = 169
TRANSFER TO BLEH
ERRI K = 211
TRANSFcR TC BLEH
ERR8 K = 253
TFANSFER TC BLEH
ERR9 K = 295
TRANSFEP TC B LEl
ERR10O K = 337
TRA NSFER TC BLEH
ERR11 K = 379
Ti ;N SFER TC iLFH
ERR12 K =  4 . ....
TPANSFLLl TC BLEH
ERR13 K = 463
TRAN SFER rC ILEH
ERP.14 K = '5
Ii.ANSFER TC tBLEHI
ERR15 K = 547
fkAWSFER TC PLEHI
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ERR16 K = 589
TRANSFER TC HLFH
BLEH PRINT FCRMAT ERRIK)
INTERNAL FtUNCTICN AVECEV.(PKT,PNTS)
WHFNEVFR IFLAG .E. 1
IFAN = (TCT=C. ,K=I.iK.G.PNTS, TCT + PNT(K)) I PNTS
TCT = (TCT=O.,K=I,1,K.G.PITS, TCT + (PhT(K)-MEAN).P.2)
OEj = SUkT.('CT/PTS)
CTHER I SE
VEAN = (TCT=C.,K=I1,vK.G.PNTS,
1 ICT + .LIF.(PNTF-S.(I,K)))/PNTS
TT = (TCT=.,K=lt,K.G.PNTS,
1 TLT + (.LIF.(FNTF-S.(I,K)) - VEAN).P.2)
DEV = SCUR.(TCT/PNTS)
ENO OF CCNOITICAL
FUNCTION RETURN
EN CF FUNCTICN
INTER'JAL FUNCTICN PTPROC.
THRCUGH LP6, FCR [=1,1,1 .G. 2
iiE-CNEVER IP .LE. FND(I) .AN. IP .GE. EEGIN(I)
wHENEVER C~CDE .E. 1
K = FDATUV(PPXIUX)
DATUM(PXVUX) = K
END CF CCNUITICNAL
WIHENEVER TYPE .E. $JITTERS .CR. (1 .E. 1 .ANU.
L. (TYPE .E. $NOR.AL$ .CR. TYPE .E. SLINPLTS))
(PFtL-S22.(I,(IP-BEGIN(I)+ ))) .SI. CATUM(MPXMUX
(PNTL-S22.(I,(IP-BEGIN(I)+l))) .S1.
1 DATUl(VPXVUX) - J
ENO CF CUNDITIONAL
END OF CCNUITICNAL
LP6 CNTI NUE
FLNCTICN RETLRN
ENh OF FUNCTICN
SI ERNAL FN T IC\ BC UNUS.
XlI = 0.
TIFOUGH LP7?, FOR KK=1,1, KK .G. (ENO(I)-REGIN(I)+1)
WHENEVER .LI.(PNrL-S22.(I,KK)) .G. MX1,
I ,'X1l = .LI.(PNTL-S22.(I,KK))
LPI COTIINUE
LEFT = 1
THROUGH LP12, FCR Fl=.5.1, LEFT .RE. 1
THR UGH LPi, FCR KK=1,1,KK .G. (IthC(I)-BEGIN(I)+1)
HENEVER VXL*FI .LE. .LI.(PNTL-S22.(I,KK))f TRANSFER TO OUT1
LPH C;;JTINUE
OUT1 LtFT = KK
LPl2 CONTINUE
TIROGLGH LPS, FCR KK=(ENU(I)-BEGIN(I)+1)s-l, KK .L. 1
IHENEVER PX1*FL .LE. .LI.(PNTL-S22.(IKK)), TRANSFER TO CUT2
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LP9 CONTINUE
OUT2 RIGC-T = KK
MICULE = (LEFT + RIGHT + 1)/2
FLNCTION RETLRN
EI'f, [F FUNCTI .N
ENE OF FUNCTICN
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Appendix C
RADIANCE CALIBRATION
The scanner calibration lamp signal is used basically as a transfer standard to obtain the
apparent spectral radiance of terrain objects. Its main purpose is to account for responsivity
changes in the scanner system. In general, these are almost impossible to monitor conven-
iently. The scanner components themselves are designed to respond linearly with increased
radiance from the ground terrain (i.e., an increase in radiance gives a corresponding increase
in detector signal). Hence, the scanner detector voltage for each channel can be represented
by the following general equation:
VT+p(X) = K[LT(k) + Lp(X)] (C.1)
p E T ( )
LT=
where V (T+p() = scanner signal voltages recorded by aircraft recorder for each channel
K = constant dependent on system factors such as responsivity of detectors and
photomultipliers, system transmission losses or gains, etc.
LT() = radiance of target (assuming a Lambertian surface) for each channel
L p(X) = radiance produced for each channel by scattering of radiation by molecular
and aerosol particles in the atmosphere
P7 = object directional reflectance
At present, the quantity Lp () is impractical to measure conveniently and simultaneously
with airborne scanner imagery. Considerable effort is being spent on modeling the atmosphere
so that the appropriate corrections can be made in the data during processing.
In terms of scanner radiance calibration, however, it is not important to consider the
individual terms of Eq. C.1, but rather the total radiance received at the scanner's aperture.
Hence, the apparent target radiance (which includes the contribution of path radiance) is a
more appropriate quantity to measure. Simplifying Eq. C.1, then, we get
VT+ p = KL T+p() (C.2)
where LT+p () = apparent radiance of target [LT(X) + L p()] for each channel
Were it not for the fact that the constant K in Eq. C.2 actually does vary somewhat be-
cause of changes in detector and responsivity, the radiance calibration of a scanner would be
easy. A quick look at a radiance source (such as a reflectance standard illuminated by cali-
brated irradiance standards) would suffice. Since it does vary, however, a means of removing
K from Eq. C.2 is necessary.
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The prime purpose of the lamp reference source, as stated earlier, is to remove the
factor K. This is done by dividing the voltage obtained from the target by the lamp voltage.
Hence, if the target voltage is given by Eq. C.2 and the lamp voltage is given by
VL = KLL(X) (C.3)
then, dividing C.2 by C.3 we get
V L LT+p(X) (C.4)T+p LL(X
Radiance calibration is performed in a similar manner except that the target, instead of
being a terrain object, is an object of known radiance. If the calibration target is 3M white
paint (a well-measured and stable reflectance standard) illuminated by quartz-iodine lamps,
then the voltage generated by the radiance standard is
V3M(X) = K'L 3 M(X) (C.5)
P 3 MEQI(X)
where L 3 M() -
EQI = spectral irradiance of quartz-iodine lamps
P3M = directional reflectance of 3M white paint
K' = system constant which has varied from K in previous equation
Dividing C.5 by the lamp voltage
VLt,() = K'LL(X) (C.6)
we get
VLIP 3 MEQI(x)
3 M LL(X) (
Substituting Eq. C.7 into Eq. C.4 and rearranging, we have
LT ( = VT\ 3 ME QI (C.8)
Equation C.8 gives the apparent radiance of the target in terms of known or measured
quantities. It is obvious from Eq. C.8 that the accuracy of radiance calibration depends upon
two factors: (1) how well p3M and EQ I are known, and (2) LL(X) remaining spectrally constant.
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Appendix D
PROGRAM LAMRAD.
The purpose of this program is to calculate a set of statistics from a set of special test
runs on the M-7 scanner. These statistics are used to determine the radiance of the lamp
reference source at various current levels. The test runs are made with the aircraft on the
ground hooked up to laboratory power with a special test panel sealed underneath the scanner.
The user must specify the reselm numbers of the beginning and ending of the dark area,
the lamp pulse and panel pulse (whose average height is to be determined), and the lamp pulse
and panel pulse (whose integral is to be determined). Before the lamp pulse or panel pulse is
used, the mean of the dark level from the previous line is subtracted from each reselm of the
lamp and panel pulses. We assume that the dark level does not change significantly from
line to line. After this, a given number of reselms are selected at the top of the panel pulse
and the lamp pulse. The level of these reselms is averaged over the entire set of lines re-
quested for the lamp pulse and the panel pulse. At the same time, the integral of the entire
lamp pulse and the panel pulse can be calculated for each line and averaged over the requested
lines. This is, in turn, divided by a specified pulse width resulting in a number equivalent to
the mean height. After this, a level ratio (ratio of the mean lamp level to the mean panel level)
and an integral ratio (ratio of the mean integral of the lamp pulse adjusted by the lamp pulse
width to the mean integral of the panel pulse adjusted by the panel pulse width) are calculated.
These two ratios along with the mean lamp level, mean panel level, mean lamp integral, and
mean panel integral are used to calculate the standard deviation of the respective means.
The level ratio standard deviation is calculated by determining the level ratio for each
line and determining the standard deviation of these level ratios from the mean level ratio for
the file as a whole. A similar process is used for calculating the standard deviation of the
integral ratio. The standard deviation of the lamp level and panel level is calculated by de-
termining the square root of the average squared deviation of each of the selected reselms
from the corresponding mean lamp level or mean panel level. A similar process is followed
to calculate the standard deviation of the mean integral level for the lamp pulse and the panel
pulse. This is done for up to 13 possible channels. The procedure for selecting the reselms
at the top of the panel pulse and the lamp pulse is as follows:
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MAX
I I
MAX
S X+Y I
I 2 I
X Y
1. The maximum height is determined [MAX].
2. The reselms just above MAX/2 (4*MAX/5 if this is the panel pulse) are found [X&Y]
If the pulse boundaries are too close or the digitizing gates were too narrow, X&Y
may correspond to these boundaries.
3. The level of the X&Y reselms are compared. If the difference between these levels
is greater than 10 units, a 2nd degree curve is fitted to the data points. The curve 
is
then extrapolated to determine the X&Y boundaries such that they have equal levels at
these new boundaries.
4. The average of X&Y is found (X + Y)/2.
5. The reselms selected are those (TOP-1)/2 reselms on either side of (X +Y)/2.
The aforementioned calculations are performed for each file of the given set of files re-
quested. After all the files have been processed, plots are made of the integral ratio vs. lamp
current and then the level ratio vs. lamp current. These two plots are followed by a table of
all the calculated statistics. The plots and table are made for all channels that were requested.
Although the user must specify a certain area as a dark area to be used in correcting the other
pulses, the user may also calculate:
a. Mean and standard deviation levels of two pulses. The number of reselms selected
for either pulse may be different.
b. Mean and standard deviation integrals of two pulses not necessarily related to the
previous pulses mentioned in (a).
NOTE: In order for this program to work correctly, all pulses must be positive-going.
Also, each set of lamp radiance tests must have the files in ascending order of lamp currents
and the lamp currents must be evenly spaced.
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STEP(1) -- PERFORMED 1ST TIME FUNCTION CALLED OR WHENEVER "MODEl" = $STARTS$
This step initiates the maximum number of channels to be referenced and the
maximum number of files in the set of radiance test runs. Also the minimum
and maximum lamp currents are initialized in addition to the maximum number of
reselms in any pulse and the maximum number of reselms to be selected at the top
of the pulses. The beginning and ending reselm numbers of the pulses are zeroed.
Data cards are read in (if any) that may alter the table of constants used
in calculating the radiance ratios,the maximum number of files in a set, the
beginning and ending reselm numbers of the pulses, the maximum number of channels
to be referenced, the minimum and maximum lamp current values, the number of
reselms to be selected at the top of the pulses, and the maximum number of points
in any pulse. These values are then checked for reasonableness and the storage
for the data base is allocated.
At this time, as many cards are read in as there are channels to be referenced
Each card specifies the multiplexor channel number, the spectral channel it
represents, the aircraft channel it represents and the lamp and panel pulse
width constants to be used with this channel. Each card is checked for
reasonableness and then a title is printed describing the spectral channel. After
all cards are read in, the pass number is set to l,and control returns to POINT.
STEP(2) PERFORMED BEFORE FILE IS PROCESSED
The totalling arrays and the point counters are zeroed. If this is the first
pass through the file, the actual number of channels in the file is checked to
make sure that it isn't less than the number of channels to be referenced.
Also, the beginning and ending reselm numbers of the pulses are checked to make
sure that they are within the limits of the lines in the file. Control then
returns to POINT.
STEP(3) PERFORMED BEFORE EACH POINT OF A SCAN LINE IS PROCESSED.
Noa action taken.
STEP(4) PERFORMED AFTER EACH LINE IN THE FILE IS PROCESSED.
If this is the first line, the line coutter is incremented and the average
level of the dark area is determined. No other processing is done on the first
line. Control returns to POINT.
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For allsucceeding lines during the first pass, the line counter is incre-
mented and the following occurs.
1. Reselms are selected at the top of the 2nd and 3rd pulses as
described in the introduction of this memo. The number of points actually
selected is accumulated in the point counter "PNTS" for later use.
2. The value of each reselm is accumulated for the first 3 pulses.
3. A simpson integration is performed on the 4th and 5th pulses and
adjusted by their respective pulse width constants. These are also accumulated
separately.
4. The point counter "PT" is zeroed.
5. Control returns to point.
For all succeeding lines during the 2nd pass, the line counter is incremented
and the following is done:
1. The squared deviations are accumulated for the ist through 3rd pulses.
2. The mean is determined for the 2nd and 3rd pulses. Then the 2nd pulse
mean is divided by the 3rd pulse mean. This ratio is then multiplied by the
appropriate factor from the table (the level ratio)
3. The squared deviation of this ratio from the overall mean ratio is
accumulated.
4. The squared deviation of the integrals are accumulated for the 5th and
6th pulses.
5. The adjusted integral of the 5th pulse is divided by the adjusted
integral of the 6th pulse. This ratio is then multiplied by the appropriate
factors from the table (the integral ratio).
6. The squared deviation of this ratio from the overall mean ratio is
accumulated.
7. The point counter "PT" is zeroed.
8. Control returns to point.
STEP(5) PERFORMED AFTER AN ENTIRE FILE HAS BEEN PROCESSED
If this is pass 1,
1. The file counter is incremented and checked to make sure it hasn't
exceeded the maximum number of files set in STEP 1.
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2. The totals for pulses 1 through 3 are divided by the actual total number
of reselms referenced (stored in the point counter "PNTS").
3. The totals for pulses 4 and 5 are divided by the value of the line
counter minus 1.
4. The mean of pulse 2 is divided by the mean of pulse 3. This ratio is
multiplied by the appropriate factor from the table. This new number is the
overall mean of the level ratio.
5. The mean of pulse 4 is divided by the mean of pulse 5. This ratio is
multiplied by the appropriate factor from the table. This new number is the
overall mean of the integral ratio.
6. If TYPE = $PWIDTH$, the mean of the lamp level is saved for later
calculation of the pulse width.
7. The pass number is set to 2 and control returns to POINT.
If this is pass 2,
1. The totals for pulses 1 through 3 are divided by the actual total number
of points used (PNTS). The square root of this number is called the standard
deviation.
2. The totals for pulses 4 and 5 are divided by the value of the line
counter minus 1. The square roots of these numbers are called the standard
deviation of the integrals.
3. The totals of the level ratio and integral ratio are divided by the line
counter minus 1. The square roots of these numbers are called the standard
deviation of the level ratio and the standard deviation of the integral ratio,
respectively.
4. The pass number is set to 1 and control returns to POINT.
STEP(6) PERFORMED WHENEVER MODEl = $FINAL$
This step is not performed if TYPE is not equal to PWIDTH or if any of
the pulse widths are zero.
All previous working storage is freed except for the "arrays containing
the results calculated in step 5. New storage is allocated for use by this section
of the program. The plotting image array is setup and the X coordinates are
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determined. These X coordinates correspond to the lamp current and are calculated
by dividing the interval between the minimum and maximum current levels (set in
STEP1) into as many intervals as there are files in this set. The plotting
routine is then called three times, with three different sets of Y coordinates
The ist time is with the level ratios, the 2nd time with the level ratios multi-
plied by 10, the 3rd time with the level ratios multiplied by 100. The plot
is then made.
The plotting routines are then setup all over again and the. integral ratios
for each current are used. Again the ratios are plotted 3 times. The plot is
then made.
Finally, a table is produced of all the results:
1. Mean of the dark level, the lamp level, the panel level, the level ratios,
and the integral ratio.
2. The standard deviations of all of the above.
Control returns to POINT.
PTPROC.
This routine saves the value of each reselm that is within the specified
boundaries of each pulse. These values are stored in an array according to the
position relative to the beginning of the pulse (the point counter), according
to the multiplexor channel number, and according to the pulse number (5 possible).
Pulse number one is considered the dark level and its uncorrected value is saved.
All remaining pulses are dark-level corrected before being stored. That is, the
average dark level of the previous line is subtracted from each point value
before it is stored.
BOUNDS.
This routine selects the points in the 2nd and 3rd pulses that are to be
used in calculations. It calculates the reselm numbers of the left and right
boundaries relative to the beginning of the dpulse. (The selection procedure
is described in the introduction to this memo.) In addition, this routine
counts the number of points actually selected for each pulse of the first
three pulses for each channel. These numbers are used later in calculating
the mean and standard deviation of these pulses (see STEPS).
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ADJUST.
This routine is called by BOUNDS. whenever a least-squares curve fitting
is to be done. It takes the calculated coefficients from LSQAR. and solves the
quadratic equation for the reselm number that will result in a symmetrical pulse.
This reselm number is then used to determine the left and right boundaries of the
set of reselms to be selected.
SIMPSN.
This routine performs a Simpson integration of pulses 4 or 5. The formula
used is: QZZ= X1 + 4X 2 + 2X3 + 4X4 + ...+ 4Xn-2 + 2Xn_ + Xn
n must be odd
n > 5
INPUT VARIABLES
WHERE USED VARIABLE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION
STEP (1) FACTOR (1) (1) 2725. (13) 1244.3 table of factors that ratio of
(2) 133.8 (14) 1017.3 pulse 2 to pulse 3 and ratio of pulse
(3) 1016.1 (15) 840.65 4 to pulse 5 is multiplied by.
(4) 3484.5 (16) 622.69 No checking is performed on these
(5) 1016.1 (17) 0. numbers. Once this table is
(6) 2166.1 (18) 0. changed, the default values can
(7) 3484.5 (19) 0. be reinstituted only by reloading
(8) 3078.5 (20) 0. the program or by reading them
(9) 2459.7 (21) 0. in off input cards.
(10) 2111.2 (22) 0.
(11) 1712.7 (23) 0.
(12) 1469.6 (24) 0.
FILMAX 6 The maximum number of files to be
>1 considered as one set of lamp
INTEGER radiance test runs. This number
need not be exact (just so it is
not fewer than the actual number
of files to be processed) since the
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actual number of files processed is
used to determine the lamp current
test points.
STEP(l) BEGIN (1)... 0 This is an array of beginning reselm numbers for
BEGIN(5) INTEGER each of 5 possible pulses. These must not be
less than the beginning reselm number specified
for the line.
" END(1)... 0 This is an array of ending reselm numbers for each
END(D) INTEGER of 5 possible pulses. These must not be greater
then the ending reselm number specified for the
line.
NOTE: END(K)-BEGIN(K) + 1 must be less than or equal to
PTS and greater than or equal to 5 (for K = 4& 5).
The result may be zero if a particular pulse is
to be ignored. (=1,...,5) This number should
be the same for K=4 and 5 for lamp radiance
tests so that the integral ratio will be correct.
CHANNL 13 The maximum number of channels being referenced
INTEGER by any file. It may be less than the actual
number of channels available, but it must not be
greater than the number of channls in any of
the files in the set. Also, it must be
between 1 & 13 inclusive.
MIN 3.5 This is the minimum lamp current that is used.
FLOAT It also corresponds to the current in the lamp of
the first file tO be processed in the set. It
must not be less than 3.0.
MAX 6.0 This is the maximum lamp current that is used. It
FLOAT also corresponds to the current in the lamp of
the last file to be processed in the set. It must
not be greater than 7.0.
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NOTE: If MIN, MAX, & FILMAX default, the following is assumed:
FILE 6 FILES ACTUALLY PROCESSED 5 FILES ACTUALLY PROCESSED
LAMP CURRENT LAMP CURRENT
1 3.5 3.5
2 4.0 4.125
3 4.5 4.75
4 5.0 5.375
5 5.5 6.0
6 6.0
STEP(l) TOP(l)... TOP(2) 5 The number of data points at the top of pulses
INTEGER 2 and 3 to be used in the calculations. Fewer
than this number may be used if the pulses are
strangely unsymmetric. This number must be less
than or equal to the pulse width.
" PTS 50 This is the maximum number of reselms in any
INTEGER of the 5 pulses. This number must not be less
than 1.
MPXMUX NO DEFAULT This is the number of the multiplexor channel.
(N/D) This number must not be less than 1 or greater
INTEGER than 13.
SCHAN N/D This is the number of the spectral channel that
INTEGER MPXMUX represents. This number must not be less
than 0 or greater than 24. When SCHAN=O,
the corresponding MPXMUX channel will be ignored.
AIRCHN N/D This is the number of the aircraft channel
INTEGER that MPXMUX represents. No checking is done on
this number.
TYPE N/D This is a switch to inform the program that pulse
INTEGER width calculations are to be made (TYPE=$PWIDTH$)
PFILE 5 This variable specifies which file of the following
INTEGER set is to be used for pulse width calculations.
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PCONST 3 This is the pulse width constant that is to be used
FLOATING to convert the lamp integral into a lamp level
for this associated multiplexor channel.
PANCON 7.9 This is the pulse width constant that is to be
FLOATING used to convert the panel integral into a panel
level for the associated multiplexor channel.
OUTPUT
PLOTS
Plots are made only for those spectral channels whose SCHAN was not equal to
0. The first plot of each pair is a plot of the level ratios:
$ - the level ratio multiplied by 100 for each current level
* the level ratio multiplied by 10 for each current level
$8 the level ratio for each current level
The second plot of each pair is a plot of the integral ratios for each current
level. The same plotting characters as before are used. After each pair of plots
follows a table of all the statistics calculated.
CRRNT lamp current being referenced
DARK MEAN mean of dark level
LAMP MEAN mean of selected reselms at top of lamp pulse
PANEL MEAN mean of selected reselms at top of panel pulse
LAMP INTEGRL MEAN mean adjusted integral of lamp pulse
PANEL INTEGRL MEAN mean adjusted integral of panel pulse
LEVEL RATIO mean of the level ratio
INTEGRL RATIO mean of the integral ratio
DARK DEV
LAMP DEV
PANEL DEV Standard deviation of the previous means
LAMP INTEGRL DEV
PANEL INTEGRL DEV
LEVEL RATIO DEV
INTEGRL RATIO DEV
The lamp pulse and the panel pulse are both dark-level normalized by sub-
tracting the mean dark level of the previous line from all the reselms to be
used in calculations
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If EYPE=$PWIDTH$, the lamp integral and the panel integral have been divided
by the pulse width constant. This turns the LAMP INTEGRL & the PANEL INTEGRL
columns into mean levels of the lamp and panel pulses.
DATA CARDS SETUP
1 BEGIN(1) = 10,60,80,60,80, END(1)=50, 70, 90, 70, 90, CHANNL=4, PTS = 41*
2 MPXMUX = 1, SCHAN = 2, AIRCHN = 3*
3 MPXMUX = 2, SCHAN = 3, AIRCHN = 4*
4 MPXMUX = 3, SCHAN = 4, AIRCHN = 5 *
5 MPXMUX = 4, SCHAN = 5, AIRCHN = 6*
6 INBIN = 701, FILE = 1, UNIT = 4, NSA = 10,100,1,1,100,1 *
7 FILE = 1, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
8 FILE = 2, NSA 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
9 FILE=2, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
10 FILE = 3, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
11 FILE=3, NSA = 10," 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
12 FILE = 4, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
13 FILE = 4, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1*
14 FILE = 5, NSA- 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1, *
15 FILE = 5, NSA = 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
16 FILE = 6, NSA= 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
17 FILE = 6, NSA= 10, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
18 MODEl = $FINAL$*
19 MODEl = $START$ *
20 FILMAX = 4, BEGIN(l) = 10, 60, 80, 60, 80, END(1) = 50, 70, 90, 70, 90,
CHANNL = 3, MIN = 4.0, MAX = 5.5, PTS = 41*
21 MPXMUX=l, SCHAN=3, AIRCHN=5 *
22 MPXMUX=3, SCHAN=0, AIRCHN=7 *
23 MPXMUX=2, SCHAN=4, AIRCHN=6 *
24 FILE=9, NSA=l, 100, 1, 1, 100, 1, *
25 FILE=9, NSA=1,100,1,1,100,1 *
26 FILE = 8, NSA=1,100,1,1,100,1 *
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27 FILE = 8, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 100, 1 *
28 FILE = 7, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 100, 1 *
29 FILE = 7, NSA - 1, 100, 1, 1, 100, 1*
30 MODEI=$ FINAL$ *
31 MODE1= $START$*
32 FILMAX=1, BEGIN(1)=10,80,120,1
2
,12 , END(1)=70,119,159,11,11, CHANNL=3,
3 PTS61 , TYPE = $PWIDTH$, PFILE=4*
33 MPXMUX = 1, SCHAN = 2*
34 MPXMUX = 2, SCHAN = 3*
35 MPXMUX = 5, SCHAN = 4*
36 FILE = 7, NSA = 20,40,1,1,160,1*
37 MODEI= $START$ *
38 FILMAX =4, BEGIN(1)=10,12,12,80,120, END(1)=70,11,11,119,1
59
, CHANNL=3, PTS=61*
39 MPXMUX=1, SCHAN=2, PCONST=8.9*
40 MPXMUX=2, SCHAN=3, PCONST=17.6*
41 MPXMUX=5, SCHAN=4 , PCONST=14.0, PANCON=4.9*
42 FILE=4, NSA=20,120,1,1,160,1 *
43 FILE=4, NSA=20, 120, 1, 1i, 160, 1 *
44 FILE =5, NSA=20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
45 FILE = 5, NSA = 20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
-46 FILE = 6, NSA = 20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
47 FILE = 6, NSA = 20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
48 FILE = 7, NSA = 20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
49 FILE = 7, NSA = 20, 120, 1, 1, 160, 1 *
50 MODEl = $FINAL$ *
51 MODEl = $RETURN$ *
This card specifies that the dark area begins at reselm 10 and ends at
reselm #50. The lamp pulse begins at reselm #60 and ends at reselm # 70.
The panel " " " " # 80 " " " 90.
The lamp " (to be integrated) begins at reselm #60 & ends at #70.
The panel " " " " #80 " 
" #90,
Only four channels are to be referenced. A maximum of 41 reselms are in any one
pulse. The default FACTOR array will be used. A maximum of 6 files will be
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referenced (default). The minimum current level is 3.5 and the maximum current
level is 6.0 (default). A maximum of 5 points will be selected at the top of pulse
2 and 3 (default).
2-5 These cards specify that multiplexor channels 1, 2, 3, & 4 will correspond to
spectral channels 2, 3, 4, & 5, and to aircraft channels 3, 4, 5, &6.
6 This is the input data required by PROCESS under POINT. Tape 701 will be
mounted on unit 4 and file 1 will be accessed. Every line from 1 through 100 will
be processed and every point from 1 to 200 will be used. This starts the
calculation of the means.
7 This is more input data required by PROCESS under point. INBIN & UNIT do not have
to be specified since the tape is already mounted. This starts the calculation
of the standard deviations.
8-17 These cards correspond to cards 6&7 (see above). It is implied by the
ordering of the cards that file 1 references the lowest lamp current of 3.5
amperes andthat each successive file references a higher lamp current than the
previous. It is implied by the number of files referenced that the lamp current
levels are 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, & 6.0 amperes.
18 This tells POINT to perform STEP(6). This section of the program is responsible
for plotting & tabulating the data that has been calculated previously.
19 This tells POINT to start all over again with STEP(l).
20 These cards specify that:
a maximum of 6 files are to be processed
The dark area begins at reselm #10 & ends at reselm #50;
the lamp pulse " 60 " 70;
the panel " 80 " 90.
The lamp pulse (to be integrated) begins at 60 & ends at 70;
the panel " 80 " 90.
Only 3 channels are to be referenced.
The minimum current level is 4.0 amperes.
The maximum " " " 5.5 "
A maximum of 41 reselms are in any 1 pulse.
The default FACTOR array will be used (default).
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A maximum of 5 points will be selected at the top of pulse 2 & 3 (default).
21-23 These cards specify that multiplexor channels 1 & 2 will correspond to spectral
channels 3 & 4, and to aircraft channels 5 & 6. Multiplexor channel 3 will be
ignored.
24-29 These cards perform the same functions as cards 6-17. It is implied by the
number of files referenced and the order they are referenced that file 9 represents
a lamp current of 4.0 amperesfile 8 represents a lamp current of 4.75 amperas, and
file 7 represents a lamp current of 5.5 amperes. You will notice that despite
the original declaration of FILMAX=4, the lamp current levels are based on the
actual number of files referenced.
30 Same as card 18
31 Same as card 19
32-37 This requests the program to perform pulse width calculations on the 4th file of
the next data set. The mean level of the lamp pulse and panel pulse are calculated
and saved.
38-50 This performs the integral ratio calculations of files 4 through 7. The ratio
of the lamp integral to the panel integral is printed; the lamp and panel integral
are printed divided by the pulse width constant for the appropriate channel.
File 7(the 4th file of the set) is used for pulse width calculations.
51 Returns control to the program that called POINT.
ERROR COMMENTS
ERROR1. 1 .G. MPXMUX. G. 13.
This indicates that MPXMUX is either less than 1 or greater than 13.
ERROR2. 0. .G. SCHAN .G. 24.
This indicates that SCHAN is either less than 0 or greater than 24.
ERROR3. FILMAX .L. 1.
This indicates that the maximum number of files to be processed is less than
1.
ERROR4. 1 .G. CHANNL .G. 13.
This indicates that the maximum number of channels to be referenced is
either less than 1 or greater than 13.
ERRORS. CURRENT MIN INVALID
This indicates that the minimum current level is less than 3.0 amperes or
greater than 7.0 amperes.
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ERROR6. CURRENT MAX INVALID.
This indicates that the maximum current level is greater than 7.0 amperes
or less than 3.0 amperes.
ERROR7. INSUFFICIENT STORAGE
Since this program uses dynamic storage allocation for its incore data bases,
the possibility exists that someone will try to process more data than can physically
fit into the machine. The main incore data base requires FILMAX + CHANNL* 14+
PTS * (2 + CHANNL *5) + 5 locations. (See the section on storage requirements
for more detail.)
ERROR8. TOP(X) .L.O.
This indicates that the number of points to be selected at the top of pulse
X is less than zero. "X" is 1 when referencing the lamp pulse; "X" is 2 when
referencing the panel pulse.
ERROR9. TOP(X) .G. P WIDTH
This indicates that the number of points to be selected at the top of pulse
X is larger than the number of reselms in the pulse. "X" is I when referencing
the lamp pulse; "X" is 2 when referencing the panel pulse.
ERROR10. CHANNL .G. QNCHAN.
This indicates that the specified maximum number of channels to be referenced
is greater than the number of channels in the file.
ERROR11. BEGIN(X) .L. NA.
This indicates that the beginning reselm number of pulse "X" is less than
the beginning reselm number for the lines of the file.
ERROR12. END(X) .G. NB.
This indicates that the ending reselm number of pulse "X" is greater than
the ending reselm number for the lines of the file.
ERROR13. PULSE WIDTH .G. PTS.
This indicates that the width of one of the pulses is larger than the
declared maximum number of reselms in any one pulse.
ERROR14. PULSE WIDTH .L. 5.
This indicates that the width of one of the pulses is less than 5 reselms.
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ERROR15. MORE FILES THAN FILMAX.
This indicates that the program attempted to process more files than
originally declared with FILMAX.
ERROR16. NO DARK AREA PROVIDED.
This indicates that END(1)-BEGIN(1)+l was less than or equal to zero.
ERROR17. DISCRIMINANT .L. O.
After the 2nd degree least-squares curve was calculated, the equation must
be solved for the two zeros. Unfortunately, the discriminate was less than 0,
indicating that the roots of the equation are imaginary. This might indicate a
misshapen pulse where the left and right boundaries are not lower than the peak.
Consequently, the boundaries cannot be determined at the top of the pulse.
ERROR18. PTS. .L. 1.
This indicates that the declared maximum number of reselms in any one pulse
is less than 1.
ERROR19. AVE HEIGHT NOT FOUND
This indicates that a pulse had a width of zero and TYPE=$PWIDTH$ was not
specified.
ERROR20. PFILE. .L. 1.
This indicates that the relative number of the file relative to the first
file of the next data set was less than zero.
SUBROUTINES NEEDED
The following are a list of external subroutines needed for the correct
operation of this program:
ASSIGN. this performs all the dynamic storage allocation necessary in
the B core box.
CANCEL. Part of ASSIGN
ERROR System error processing routine
FREESP. This routine frees as much of the dynamically allocated space
as necessary. (Part of ASSIGN )
GETNXT. Part of ASSIGN
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LINK. This routine provides POINT with a correction to the LAMRAD's
point-processing routine PTPROC. (Part of POINT).
LSQAR. This routine performs a least squares curve fit to a given set
of data.
PLOT1. All four of these routines are used in setting up and printing
PLOT2.
PLOT3. the point plots of the lamp radiance curves.
PLOT4.)
POINT. This is the program that repetitively calls LAMRAD. with
different levels to progressively process the data. (See POINT.
writeup).
PROCESS. This is a routine called by POINT. that handles all I/O with
data tapes (in ERIM format).
SETDIM. This routine sets up the dimensioning and subscriptions informa-
tion necessary for the dynamically allocated arrays.
SQRT. This routine calculates square roots.
ZERO. This routine inserts either a binary or floating point zero in
all of the requested variables or arrays.
PULSE WIDTH CALCULATIONS
The purpose for performing pulse width calculations in lieu of just
calculating mean levels and the level ratio is four-fold:
1. We found that integration process usually results in a lower standard
deviation than can be achieved with mean levels.
2. Calculating integrals goes a lot faster since boundaries don't have to
be determined and no curve fitting is ever done.
3. Changes in the calculated pulse width provide a way to determine if
changes in the shape of the pulse have occurred and how drastic these
changes might be.
4. Through the use of pulse width constants, the results can be messaged by
the user to account for errors in the digitization process or for errors
in the data.
The general method for pulse width calculation is as follows:
1. The program calculates the mean level of the lamp and panel from a
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file chosen by the user for pulse width calculations. These means (for each
channel) are saved for later use.
2. The user then instructs the program to calculate the mean integral of
the lamp and panel and provides pulse width constants to divide into these
integrals. Consequently, the integral is no longer an area measurement, but
a measure of the average height of the pulse.
3. These adjusted integrals are then used for the integral ratio. Standard
also
deviations are/calculated for these adjusted integrals.
4. This process (#2 & #3) is repeated for each file of the lamp radiance
calibration set.
5. After all the files are processed, the following is printed:
a. mean lamp height from step #1.
b. mean panel height from step #1
c. integral of the lamp. This is the adjusted integral of the lamp multiplied
by the pulse width constant.
d. integral of the panel (similar calculations as in c).
e. calculated pulse width for lamp. Integral of lamp (c.) divided by the
mean lamp height from step #1.
f. calculated pulse width for panel(similar calculations as in e).,
g. pulse width constant used for the lamp
h. pulse width constant used for the panel
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The LAMRAD program requires 4545 decimal locations before any dynamic storage
allocation takes place. The formula for determining how much additional storage
will be allocated for a particular data set is as follows:
AFTER MODEl = $START$ &
BEFORE MODEl = $FINAL$
FILMAX*CHANNL*14+PTS*(CHANNL*5+2) +5
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AFTER MODEl = $FINAL$ &
BEFORE MODEl = $START$
FILMAX*(CHANNL*l4+2) +4
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PC(SAUG l~t VERSICK') PRCGRFAP LI TING......
EX IERN A L FLNC TIEI CKLPA.(PA CV9 Y N XP
REFERFr\CES C1\
NCRPAL NCCE IE INT1EGER
FLCATINC PCIINT TCF(2)9 FPCTCR(24), PIN, NAX IEI(13*6), TCTI(;)t
1 CT2(13)9 TCT3(13), SCR1., rPEAt CEV, x, Y, F(2),
2 C22, F19 F2, F3, FGATLfPi24)9 Pt~ CCEF, PX19 A(3)9
1 111LEC32), FT(5), ECC(3), EPR(85C), Fr\TS(13'*3),
2 1 RY ( 5C ) II 1( 3 )
ELLIVALENCE (CF!NNLS,A[RCh) I (EEGIN,PFXtPLX) I (ENC,SCi-PN)
1 (FCATLN,C6TLP) , ([TP'fl1),EPRI~C))
\iECICR VALLEE FCC(1) = till, 1*1 , 185
\,ECTCR VALL.EE TILLEMi = IF1, .71-.73$ 1 SEl, .33- .3819
1 $e2, 2.C-2.6$ 1 12'2, 1.C-1.Lo$
2 idl, 2.C-2.61 I IC2, 1.9-1.85
4$C4, .62-.7C$ I tC5, .58-.6'i$
5 K6, .55-.6CI I IC7, .52-.57t
6.ICE, .5C-.541 I SCSI .48-.521
7 $CIC, ./6 - .4S 1 $C12,1 .4 1-. 4E I
VECTCA VALLEE NEC = SPACIANCES
VECTCR VALLEE FACTCP(1) = 2725.,133.e,1C16.1,3 8f,.5,1C1L.1,2lt6.1,
1 3 4 24 .5 ,3 078.5,21459.7,2 11 1. 2, 1712 .7 114 6S. 6
3 ~C .IC. IC .
IVEClUR VALLEE F(I) =.59 .8
VFCICR V A L LE S PC(I\N511(1)=
VE C I CR A L L ES SAVLAP( 1) = C.,C.,C.,C.,O.,C.,C.,C.,C.,C.,C.,c.,C.
VEC1CR VALLEE PFLAG = 2
VECICR VALLEE TIT = SLEY.EL RAIICS,SINTC-L RATICS
VCCICR VALLEE
C FRRUI) = SF1I****ERi(CR1. 1 GC. tFXNLX .C. 13.1*
\0 EC ICR V ALL E !
1 RIR('i) = HS'*#4*EPRCR2. 0 .C. Sc-A,\ G. 24.@* 1
VECICZ VALLEE
2 E- ~(E.) = SF1****ERRCR3. FILIPAX L1. 1.1*s
'ECIfR VALLEE
3 E RR(112 7) = U-I'I1****EPRCR,. I .C. CI-ANNL .G. 13.1* 1
VECIER %ALLEE
4 ERR(1eG) = II-h**~**ERCR5. CURRENT PWIN INVALIE.'*
VECICH' VALLE
5 FRR(211) = $H'1****ERRCR6. CLRRENT PVAX INVAL[E.'*
VEC1CR %ALLES
6 ERP(2!3) = SI'**0**ERRCR7. ItNSLFFICIENT STCRACE.'*
ECICR VALLEE
7 ERP (2 5) = -4l1*****ERRCR8. TCF(1,I1,t) *L. C.'*
VECICK \IALLES
E E14R(3237) =$ F I 4ty**ERRq. T CF(1 -PG.q F W I UT I-'
VECICR VALLEE
S E RR ( 27 S) = $i ' 1*4#*ERRCR1C. CI-APL .G. CtNCI-AN .' I
VJEC1CR VALLEE
C ERR(421) = SF'I*44*ERRCN11. EECItN(',I1,t') .L. NA.'*
'VECTC %ALLES
1 ERI'E43) = IH'I4**4*EHRCRl2. E('I,-)..NO.,*
VECICR VALLEE
2 ERNk(5C5) = $hI'44***Ei RCRi3. FLISE VNICTF .C. FTS.B* I
'JECICR VAILLEE
3 ERR(547) = II-'14***4*ERIRCRI4. FLUSE 61T A1. 5.**
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4FIC ALLEE tl*E~C~~CRE F1L-S T)-4N F1LYAIX.'*i
9 FRQ(631) = t1I****E-RPCRL6. KC LAF9< PREt PCVICEC.-*I
VEC1CFR .ALLE5
E z73 $l-'1*,*~EPCR17. C) SCRIrPINNT *L. . $
VEC I L:' VAL LE E
Vcc1t : I> ~AL LE S
'r-;k757) iII***PCRIC,. 41VE FEICr N~CI FCLt\.'*!
'VLEC1(A VALLLS
=)7~ $ -'j'4**vERCP2C. PFILE L. 1.'*I
5sb~f~2'I WFL SIEF(7)
FRAS19LE JLi\9<(22 9 ,t\T#I CR&EL,CFILt,CL[N\F, rhQIT'.,CFN,
ICN'*C5 ,PqC0 ,CCEi ,rvCCE2 ,LN IT ,CAL Lr\ECCL I\E,NSP,\S13,
C. C A N G Ct8\CCR .,6~ ,CNSS,C'\Cf-Ai\ (,C,C)ZECAL RECC,
5 0FILFq.REF-L,CN PCS
.7PA5APi-E C1,,(423) ,IlF5T,CSTAIxT,cSrANTNVNX,NC,t,IP,
v EK L NX ,!C. , FLCINRT
1'46NEF-' IL 5EUET
L = L -+ C9-Ai\
cl-A NL = 13
F ILrNAX t
ZE PC H (E C I N. . .P- If\ (5) EE \.. .ErN (5) PAAP qN5C6-iF ILES ,
I CI-N L . . . 0HNNS(13))
I Pl,1YPE,FFILt
J-L-\ELVR~ fYPE E. $FVICTFf A6C. PFCAC FE. 2, PFLAC C
F C t\ F V -: F IL P' A .L. I
1I AFN S E, C FI R3
CR FEI\Fvc CI-AtdL .L. 1 .CR. C9-ANNL .0. 13
T RA N c CCP TC E P R,
TRANS5FER I C F PR 9
TRMNSFE,4 IC FPRr2
CR IAIENCiiR FF ILE L1. 1
T RA N F Ed ICrE F92 C
ENC CF CIErflITICKAL
T .P = 1- -( I) - EECIN I ) + I
vF9-PN0VFP ICP .LE. C, TRAI\SFFi TC EiPr916
II-RCLCC) CP, FCR K=1,1, 9 G. 5
~-N~-~tNCIK) - CUCIN(9) + 1.C0. Ff5, TPAKSF R HC EPPI?
EtJvE NC(K() - REGII\(K) + I .L. 5 ANE. K< r+E. 4 PNE.
IC9< K E CG I I(K) + 1 .N E . C , T R AhS FE R C S PRL14
L P C C N TI NF
II-PCC- [P12, FCR K=I,~ K< G. 2
C -CV L R I C P(IK) . L. C.
TRANSFE~R IrC EPR8
ER FFEEER ICP(9<) .0. C(K+1)-FEGI'(9<41)4-l
1.ANC. EC\(9<1)-Plf\~(K*<)i)- NE. C
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TRANSFE-R IC ERR9
ENEC CF CCNEITICNAL
LP12 CCNII\LE
SIZE = [LNA*C-ANNL*7
I PTS*CF'MNNL*5
K A SIGK.(C,C)
,FENEVLR 1<1 L1. SIZE*2 + PTS*2 4 1 + 5, TRANSFER TC ERR
KK=ASSIG\. (LANPAC. ,FARAtPS,SIZE.. .3,SIZE ... 3)
I3LCCK=
LE' EL =CETI\)TI2LCCK4,i)
ACERES =GETNY )T.(ELCCK)
SElL V(EFLAICF6~7
CANCEL. (LAPRAC.)
II-ICLGiF LPL, FCER K=1,1, K GC. CI-ANNL
PONCCEN = C.
REAF AI\C PRnINT CAIA FPX,SCANAIRCN,FCCSI,PANCCN\
FEEjE IPFXVLX .G. 13 .CR. ?NFXILX .1. Iv TRANSFER TC EPRI
ENHFNjvR SCI-Ar .G. 24 .CR. SCI-ON L1. C, TRANSFER TC ES82
-FFN\iFR PANcCrN E. C.
PCCNST(FXL~,2) =7.
C ThERA I St
PCCN51(PP) IPLX,2) = PANCCN
EINC CF CCNCITICr\AL
CFNLS4v) LX) = SCHAN
Pc(NST(~P)PLX,l) = FCCNST
W-FNE~iFR SC-AN .E. C, TRANSFER TC IPI
PRINT FCRNAI $1F+,TG9,H4SFECTRAL EANE = ,2CE~lv
I~1 T[LA-SCI-AN*2-1) ,IITLE(SCI-AN42)
LP1 CLNIINLE
PAS !S = 1
FLNCTICN RE1LRI\
STEPUI) ZEPC. (TCT ... TCT(7e) ,CTI...TCII(2) ,TCT2 ... TCT2113),FLAC,
1 C1 3 ... TCT3(13),PT ... PTI5),LINES,PNTS ... FNTS(
3 1;))
)-ENE~uER PASS .E. 1
d-FENEVER CF4NINL .G. CNCI-ANg TRANSFER IC ERPIC
Il-RCLC- LF13, FCP K=1,1, K .C. 5
'h-ENEVEP ENCCK-PEGINWK41 .E. C
'OFENE~iER K .LE. 3, (IK=l91,KK.G.13,PNTS(KKK) 1)
IRANSFEP IC LF13
CR vFIENE'NEk FEGIN(K) L1. NA
IRANSFER IC EPRIIl
CR Td-ENE ER ENC(K) GC. N2
TRANSFER IC ERRi
ENC CF CCNCITICNAL
LP13 CCNIINLE
ENE CF CCNCIlICNAL
FLNCTICN HETLRN
STEP(3) FLNCTICN RETLRN
STEP(A) LIKES = LINES 4
Tt-RCLCF- LP39 FCR K=lvI, K .u. C-tNNL
LP22 IIRCLCF1 1P22, FCR J=Jtl,1, CI-NNLS(J) .NE. C .CR. J .C. 13
ICT(K<,I) C.
(KK=1,1,KI<.C.FI(l),lCl(K,l) = TCl(K,13 4
1 FNI(KKtX,1)/TCF)
VsI-ENE' ER FLAG .E. C, IRANSFER IC LF3
I1(CLCI- IRA, FCR F=291, P GC. 4
VPENEVER ENC(F-1)-EECIN(F-1)41 .E. C, TRANSFER TC LP4
EXECLTE eCLNCS.
FELNEVER PASS LE. 1
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(KK=LEFT,1,K.G.RIG T,1ET(KII -) I= TC (KIF) +
1 F'I(KKt,F-1))
I FER l ISE
TCII(F-2) = C.
+EAE ER F .hE. 2
(K =LEFT,I,KK.CG.PIGFT,TCTI(F-2) = TCT1(F-2) 4
SPNT(K,K,P-F-1)/TCP(-2))
ENC CF CCNCITICNAL
(Ct=LEF T,1d;K.C.: H T,TCT(KF) = TCT(KF) 4
1 IK(F T( K,I ,F-1)- PN(FILES,K,F-1)) P 2
CNC CF CCNCITICN4L
LP4 CC 1 [LhLE
,EneM E R PASS .E. 2 . NC. EN I2C)-UECIN(2)41 .N . C .4A [.
1 E C(3)- EGI (3)+1 .NE. C
TIC1 = TCT (1)/ CT1T (2)4F4CTCR(CF-N\LS(J))
iCT2(K) = TCT2(K) + (TCT1 - cA N(FILES,K, )).P.2
N~N CF CCNhI1ICNAL
TIRCLC LP", FCR F=5,, F . .
FENEvE R ENI:(P-I)-EEGI( F-1)+1 .E. C, T:ANSFER TC LP5
EXECL IF SI PPS .
E E ER FASS .E. I
TCT(K,P) = ICT(K,P) + C22
LIFERoISE
TCTI(F-4) = 22
TCI(KP) = TCT(K,F) + ( 22 - NE~A(FILES,K,P-1)).F.2
LN!: CF CCNCITICNAL
LP CC TINLE
ItRjVER PASS .E. 2 .ANC. ENC(4) -EEGIN(4)1 .NE. C .ANC.
1 ENC()-PEGlh(b)+1 .NE. C
TlCTI : TCII( )/TCTI(2)*FACTC;(CH \LS(J))
TCT3(K) = ICT3(K) + (TCT1 - E N (FILFSK,7)).P.2
ENC CF CCCITICNAL
LP3 CCNIIKLE
(P=1,L,F.G.5,FTi(P) : C)
FI.C = 1
FLNCIC RETLRN
STEP(5) hFENEVER PASS .E. 2, IRANSFER ICSTECEV
FILES = FILES + 1
FENVER FILES .C. FILA)X, TRANSFER TC ER I15
J.= C
TFI CLC- LPE, FCP K=1,1, K .C. C-Ah L
LP21 T1RCLGr LF21, FCR J=:J+I,I, C-NhLS( ) .NhE. C .CQ. J .C. 13
HFRCLCF LF2, FER F=ll, F .G. 5
h1'EER I'FE .E. $FIETFI .ANC. FFLAC .E. C
1 .ANC. F .C. 3, TRANSFER TC LF2
hEN VE: F .C. 3, TRANSFER IC INTGRL
APENEVER PNTS(K,P) .E. C
VEA\h FILESK,PF) C.
TRANSFER TC LF2
EC CF CCNCI CNAL
"EAt(FILESK,F) = TCT(V,P+1)/F\TS(K,F)
TRANSFEH 1C LF2
IhTCRL 'AENEVER LINES .LE. 1
NEAN(FILES,K,F) = C.
TRqASFER TC LF2
ENC CF CChCITICNAL
VEAN(FILES,K,F) = TCT(K,FP41)/(LINES - 1)
LP2 CCNTINLE
E\ELER INPE .E. IF ICT I .ANC. FFL C .E. C
3MLLAr(C) = tEAN(1,8,2)
SAVPAN(K) = EAhN(IK,3)
TRANSFER TC LF6
r:R NEFE VER NEAN(FILES,K,3) .E. C.
fEAN(FILES,K,6) = C.
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TRANSFER IC CKI
ENE CF CCNCIIICrYAL
PEAK(FILES ,KE) = P'EAI'FILES,K,2 )/PEiN.(FILESK.3 )*
1 FACTCR(CFNNdLS(Jfl
CK1 1'EI\E ER FPEAKiFILESqK,5) .E. C.
N EAN (F ILES K 07) = C.
TRANS5FER IC 1F6
ENC CF CCNEIT[CINL
?PEAN(FILESiK,7) = tPEA\(FILES,I(,4 )/tEAN(FILES,K,5)*
1 FACTCR(CD-NNLS('))
LPE CCN~IMLt
PFLAG 1
FLrNCTICN RETLR'
SIECEV TI-RCLCF LF7, FCR <=1,1, K< C. CI-ANNtL
1 CE\I(FILESqi<,P) = SCRT.CFl))
CP=4,1,P..%Fl=TC1(KR41)/(LINES-1),
1 EE~j(FILESK,P) = SCRT.(Fl))
Fl = ICT2CK)/(L1?NES-1)
E(FILES, ,E) = SCRT.(Fl)
Fl = ICT3(K)/(LIt\ES-1)
IP\)IFILES,Kl<,) = SCRT.(Fl)
LP7 CCN11NLE
FLrNCIICr RETLRI\
STEPW E ECLTU- PLCT1. (NSCALE,C9,6v4vl4)
4FNEPE T" PE NrE. *F ICT-I .AKC. (ENEi)-EECI!NC)+1 .E. C
1 .C '. ENE (2 )-eECIN(2)+l *E. C .(R. EINC(3)-eEC*IN(3)41 .E. C
2 *[k. ErC(4)-FEGIN~(4)+l .E. C
3 .C 1. N C15 )-PEGIN\(5)+1 .E. 0),9 TR~ANSFER TIC ERRIG
KI< FkEESP.UeLCC8,LEVEL,AECHES)
VEIVCER K<1 .L. FILPAX*2 + 2, TRAN~SFER TC EPR
I<K =tSSIGs. (L.AtvPAC. ,FARANSFILt X ,FILAXI
II-RCLC4- LPE, FCk X=1,1, K .G. CFAINL
LP2C I-I CLCh- LP2C, FCR J=J+1,1, CFrNLS(J) .NE. C .CP. J .C. 13
TH. CLC- LPS, FCR F=l,1, P .C. 2
6FEEVER P .E. 1 AN~C. (ENL(2)-2ECItNA2).1 E1. C
I .CR. EL(3)-eEG-IN(3)4j E1. C)
T: ANSFER TL LFS
CR 1,FEFVR P .E. 2 ANKC. (ENC(W-eEG Ir(A41 *E. C
1 .CR. Er\CC5)-EECIrN(5)41 .E. C)
TRNrSFER~ TC LP9
EN~C CF CCI\CITICrNAL
EXECLIE PLCT2. (IA~tI7.,3.CslCCCC.,lCCC.I
1 TITLE (CFI-uLS(J)*2-1),TITLEICFNrNLS(J)*2),
TF-OCLIG-F IPIC, FCQ KI<=1,I Ki< *. 3
E)IECLIF FICT3. (ECC(K<K),X(l),V(1 ),FILES)
IPlC CCNIINLE
EXECLIE PLCI 1 . (E,VSG)
LPS CCNINrLE
1 F-'1MNP PANEL LEVEL INTIEGHL'/1F- 9T4S,
3 2(H'CARK LAP~P PANEL INIFCIHL INTECRLfT6S)vTl3C/
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Fkl L = NEAN(FFILE K,4)*PCCST(Jt1)/SAVLA (K)
F iU = FFA n(PFILEK,5*FCCNST(J,2)/SAVPtN(K)
TIH CLC LFI11, FCN KK= ,1, KK .C. FILES
PRINT FCRNAT il ,FS.3,5(F7.2,1),T47,2(FS.2,E1),T f7,7IF7.2,S1)i
X (K), lEAN(KK9KqI)... PEAN KtKT),
2 CELr Kt )...E.L(KK9K 7)
LPIl CCRTINLE
FrIKl FERVAT IF'-h E CELTA L'//*
IT RCLCF LF? , FC1 C;=1 ., KK .G. FILES
PRIl T FCPP T 12F rFIC.4-I FACT R(CFIILS(J))OCEV(K ,K,4 )42
LP23 CCEnTIL
F.RINl FCRcAT ~~'-F6CTCP( I 2 F) = ',F1C.5,S F'LW/CP*CP- IFR-LPI'
1 F'- I$ - 1CC'/
1 F' - x 1 /H' E - x1'*t, CFNh LS(J),
I F~.TICR(CFH NLS(J))
FRINT FCR1AI T-'-RESLLIS FRCP FLLSE lCTF CALC LATIC S.'/
I F'C IT TEG L CF LAPF',SIC,FIC.4/
I F' IN L- HAL CF FP NEL' ,S G FIC.4/
2 e' NEbN LAPF FEIFTI',SIC,FIC.4/
2 F' PEN PANEL FEIUI ' ,SSFIC.44~,
3 P cICL*SALLA((K),F lCF4S VFA  (K),SvL (K),SVPAN(K)
PRINT FCPNAT $i ' CALCLLAT b FLLSE ICTF'*,s ,FIC.4,F' - LH!F'j
2 IF ,fC,FIC.4,F' - PANEL'/
4 F' FLLSE kICT CC STANT LSEC',SI,FIC. ,F' - Lt~P'/
I- TC,F1C.4,F' - PANEL'9*1,
S ~PIlCLFlICF,FCCNSIIJ,I),FCCST(J5,2)
LPE CC IIILC'
TPFE = i $
PFLAG = 2
(K=I, l . .1 . I ,5AVLAF(K) = C.)
FLNCTICN REICR-
FLEF P!RIIT FCRNAI EPR(I)
FPpLR.
ERRI I = 1
TR.ANFP IC eLEF
ERR2 1 = 43
TR ANSFeF I CLE-
ERR3 I 5
IRANSF R ITC ELEF
ERH4 I = 127
TRAN FEH TC LEF
ERR5 I = ItS
II) NSFER IC HLEH
ERRe = 211
TRAN FER TIC ELEF
ERR7 I 253
1RANSFER TC eLE-
ERRE I = 2
TRAtSF R IC CLEFI
ERRS I = 337
PANSFI-R IC ELE~F
ERRIC I = ?37
IPANSF R TIL eLEF
ERR l I = 421
TRANSFEP TC ELE-1
ERR12 I = 463
IkRA SF R TIC LEFI
ERR13 I = 5C5
Tk NSFFE TC 2LEF
ERRI I = 547
TRANSFER TC ELEF
ERR15 I = tFl
TRANSFEt TC PLE-
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ERR1 =63
TRANSFER IC FLEIF
ERRI 11 1= 7
TRANSFER~ TC eLEI-
ERRIE I = 715
TRAN~SFER TC ELEF-
ERRlS I =7l57
TPRNSFER TIC ek.E '
ERR2C I= lqs
TRAN~SFER IC ELEI-
E RR C R.
TI-RCLC- LPIE, FCR P=lv1, F .C. 5
-FEr\EP IF .E. E\(F) .At'C. IF .CE. EECIt(F)
PI(F) = FlAP) + 1
Il-RELCI- LFlc,, FCR K=I11 F.C. 13
FNE ER CI-4'ILS(K) .E. C, 1PAI\SFEF IC LF1'
I-EINE'ER F .E. 1
PfNI(FTMF,19F) = CATLP(K)
FNT(FT(F),I,F) = CATLP(K)- CT(191)
EKEC CF UNrC111CtNAL
EINC CF CCNC1IICI\AL
LIlE CCNIIKLE
FL?'CTICN RElLRih
ENC CF FLr\CIICN'
INTEIRNAL FLIKCTICT' ECt CS.
1d-EtNFEP P .E. 2
LEFT = I
k~I-IT = PTll)
1PANE~FER TC RIK~
EK'E CF CCNCI~ICiAL
f/XI = C.
TH'RCLCI- LFPlA, FCF KN=1,1, KK .C. FT(F-I)
vI-LNEVER FNT(KI',K,P-1) .C. P1, PX1 = FM(t<K,K,F-1)
LP14 CCI\IIt\LF
TI-NCLCI LP15, FCP KI<=1,i,19 .6 . FT(F-1)
VEIE'.LR P I*F(F-I) L1. FTRAK,,F1, PNSFER IC CLI1
LP15 CCNIINLE
KK= 1
C L 1 LEFT = H'
TI-RCLCF- LPlE, FCR KV=FTAF-1),-lt Y<1 .11
VfEN.E\ER L~1FF-).. Fr*I(Ff(,KtF-1)v T.PtISFEF TC CLT2
lt CCNiINLE
<K = PIUP-i)
CUI2 R'ICF-1 = FK
EN&'EE PNI\(LEFT,K,F-l) L1. F1<r(P161-,KP-I)-IC AKE. F .E. 
'
1<1 = LEfI
(I=I,I,I.C.Fl'(F-1) ,'vy(I)= F\T( 1,K,P-1),)tX(I)= 1)
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EXECLTE AIJLST .
CR kHENELER Fhl(RIHT, ,-1[)R .L. FhT(LEFT,K F-1)-]C .PA L. P .E. 4
KK = RICFT
(I=I, I .C.PT(F-I),YI 1)= F1T( I,,F- ),XX( I)= I)
EXECLTE LSC A .( ,) 1 ( ,I YIF (F-i ),,(1 ), (2), (3))
EXECLTF ACJLST.
[N! EF CC :I ICNAL
PIECLE = (LEFT + RICFT)/2
LEFT = NICCL- - TrF(F-2)/2. + .5
RICE = PIECLE + TCF(F-2)/2. - .5
kFINE LER LFFI .L. 1, LEFT = 1
h E-E\LVER RI T .G. FT(P-i), RiCFT = FTIP-I)
RTK PNTI(K,F-l) = FNT I(K,F-1) + RICET - LEFT 4 1
FLNCTIC\ RETLRN
ENL CF FLNCTIC
INIEPNAL FL CITICN SINFS .
h-ENFVER FT(F-])/2*2 .E. FTIF- ), FT(F-1) = FTIF-I) - ]
CLEF = 2.
TFRCLG LPF 7, FCP lI=2,1, K .G. FI(F-1) - 1
VFFNE ER CCEF .E. 4.
CEF = 2.
LIFERISt
CCEF = 4.
EhC CF CCNCITICNAL
C;2 = <22 + CE.F*FNT(IK,VF-1)
LP17 CC IINLE
C22 = C22 + FNT(FT(F-1),,F-1P )
VFENEVER T7FE .E. $FICTFI
(22 = G22/FCCST(jtF-4)
ENC CF CCCEIIICNAL
L22 = L22/3.
FL'CTICN RETLPN
F\C CF FL CTIICE
INILER AL FLNCTICN AEJLST.
A(1) = A(1) - FM(KKKV-1)
FI = A(2).P.2 - 4. t(3)*A(1)
h-FE FVER Fl .L. C.,TRANSFER TC ERP17
F2 = (-A(2) + SCR .(FL))/(2.*t(3))
F3 (-4(2) - SCPT.(FI))/(2.*,(3))
VFENEVER F2 .L. F3 .4~C. KK .E. RIC1T
LEFT = F2
Ck hkEhEtEP F2 .GE. F3 .ANE. 9K .E. RICFT
LEFI = Fi
CR -ENE ER F2 .L. F3
RIGFTI = F
RICF1 = F2
EFC CF CChCITICNAL
FLNCTICN REILPR
ENE (F FLrCTIIC
ENP CF FLNCIICN
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Appendix E
PROGRAM THERML.
The purpose of this program is to calculate a set of statistics from a given set of files.
This program is very similar to CALIB. with the exceptions that a tape data base is not used
and all data is assumed to be of one spectral channel (infrared). The plots and table produced
are identical in format to CALIB.
The user must specify the beginning and ending reselm numbers of the cold plate, the hot
plate, and the ambient area. Both the hot plate and the ambient area reselms are corrected
by subtracting the mean of the cold plate from the previous line. We are assuming that the cold
plate mean does not change significantly from line to line.
After this, all the reselms in the cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient area are aver-
aged to get a mean cold plate level, a mean hot plate level, and a mean ambient level. Then
the standard deviation of each reselm from its respective mean is calculated.
The aforementioned calculations are repeated for each of the files requested. After all
the files have been processed, they are sorted into ascending numerical order of date. Plots
are then made of the mean cold plate level, mean hot plate level, and the mean ambient level
versus mission number. This is followed by a plot of the respective standard deviation versus
mission number and a tabulation of all the calculated statistics, dates, mission numbers and
comments.
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STEP(l) - PERFORMED THE 1ST TIME THERML. IS CALLED OR WHENEVER PROCESS. READS
MODEl = $START$
This section of the program performs the initialization necessary for POINT
and sets up the default values for the input variables. Data cards are then read
that may set the maximum number of files to be read, the maximum number of
points in any one pulse, and the beginning and ending reselm numbers of the
cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient area. The input variables are then
checked for reasonableness. After this, the dynamic storage for the program
is allocated, and the program returns control to POINT.
STEP(2) - PERFORMED BEFORE EACH FILE IS PROCESSED.
First the totalling array, the point counter array, the date array, the line
counter, and the mission number are zeroed.
If this is the first pass through the data, the: mission number, the date,
and any special comment are read off data cards. These variables are checked for
reasonableness as well as the countinued reasonableness of the beginning and ending
reselm numbers for the pulses. The program returns control to POINT. If this
is pass two, the program does nothing except return to POINT.
STEP(3) - PERFORMED BEFORE EACH POINT OF A SCAN LINE IS PROCESSED.
No action taken.
STEP(4) - PERFORMED AFTER EACH LINE IN THE FILE IS READ.
First the line counter is incremented, and the mean of the cold plate is
determined (This value will be used in the cold plate correction of the next
line). If this is the first line bof the file to be processed, nothing else is
done and the program returns control to POINT.
If this is pass one, the level of each reselm within each of the three
possible pulses is accumulated in the totalling array. If this is the second pass
through the data, the standard deviation of the reselm levels from the mean
level within each of the 3 possible pulses is accumulated in the totalling
arrays. After both pass 1 or pass 2, the point counter array is zeroed, and
control returns to POINT.
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STEP(5) PERFORMED AFTER AN ENTIRE FILE HAS BEEN PROCESSED
If this is the first pass through the file, the file counter is incremented
and then checked to see if it has exceeded the declared maximum number of files
to be processed. Then, the means are calculated for the cold plate, the hot plate,
and the ambient area; the mission number and data are saved; the special comment
is stored; the pass number is set to 2; and control returns to POINT. If this
is the 2nd pass through the data, the standard deviation is determined for the
cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient area; the pass number is set to 1;
and control returns to POINT.
STEP(6) PERFORMED WHENEVER PROCESS READS MODEl = $FINAL$
After the statistics are put into ascending order of date, the plotting-image
array is set up. The first plot is then made up of the means of the cold plate,
the hot plate, and the ambient area versus the mission numbers. The 2nd plot is
made of the standard deviations of the cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient
area versus the mission number. In both plots, the mission # of the last file
processed is largest mission number plotted. The smallest mission number 
plotted
is 1 or the mission number of the last file processed minus 61, whichever is larger.
After this, all of the statistics, dates, mission numbers, and special comments
are tabulated, and control returns to POINT.
PTPROC.
This routine saves the value of each reselm that is within the specified
boundaries of each pulse. These values are stored in an array according to the
position relative to the beginning of the pulse (the point counter for each pulse)
and according to the pulse number (3 possible). Pulse number 1 is considered
the cold plate, and its uncorrected value is saved. All the remaining pulses
are cold-plate corrected before being stored. That is, the average cold plate
level of the previous line is subtracted from each point value before it is stored.
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INPUT VARIABLES
WHEN READ VARIABLE DEFAULT/MODE DESCRIPTION
STEP(1) FILMAX 1 The maximum number of files that are to be
INTEGER processed. Fewer files may be processed,
but not more. This number can not be
less than 1.
STEP(1) BEGIN(1)... 0 This is an array of beginning reselm
numbers for each of 3 possible pulses.BEGIN(3) INTEGER (Begin (1) 
- cold plate, Begin (2) - hot
plate, Begin (3) - ambient area.)
These numbers must not be less than the
beginning reselm numbers for the line.
STEP(I) END(1)... 0 This is an array of ending reselm numbers
END(3) INTEGER for each 3 possible pulses. These numbers
must not be greater than the ending reselm
number for the line.
STEP(1) PTS 50 This is the maximum number of reselms in
INTEGER any of the three possible pulses. This
number must not be less than 1.
STEP(2) MISSON 0 This is the mission number that is to be
INTEGER associated with this file. This number
must not be less than 1.
STEP(2) FDATE(1)...FDATE(3) 0 This is the date (in month, day, year, form)
INTEGER that is to be associated with this file.
FDATE(1) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 12.
FDATE(2) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 31.
FDATE(3) must not be less than 0 or greater
than 99.
STEP(2) COMMNT(1)... BLANKS This is any special comment that is to
COMMNT(8) ALPHANUMERIC be associated with this file. No error
checking is performed on this array.
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OUTPUT
PLOTS
Only two plots are made by this program. The first plot is of the means
of the cold plate, the hot plate, and the ambient area versus the mission number:
$ = mean of the cold plate
* = mean of the hot plate
8 = mean of the ambient area
The second plot is the standard deviations of the cold plate, the hot plate,
and the ambient area versus the mission number. The same plotting characters
as before are used.
After the plots follows a table of all the statistics calculated along with
the dates, the mission numbers, and the special comments:
DATE the date associated with this data
MISSION the mission # associated with this data
COLD PLATE MEAN the mean level of the cold plate
HOT PLATE MEAN the mean level of the hot plate
AMBIENT MEAN the mean level of the ambient area
COLD PLATE DEV the standard deviation of the cold plate
HOT PLATE DEV the standard deviation of the hot plate
AMBIENT DEV the standard deviation of the ambient area
DATA CARDS SETUP
1. FILMAX = 4, BEGIN(l) - 10,60,80, END(l) = 50, 70, 90,
PTS = 41*
2. INBIN = 777, UNIT = 4, FILE = 8, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
3. MISSON = 60, FDATE(1) = 10,29,50,
COMMNT = $MY BIRTHDAY$*
4. FILE = 8, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
5. FILE = 9, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
6. MISSON = 62, FDATE(1) = 11, 01, 72,
COMMNT = $WHEN I WAS HIRED $*
7. FILE = 9, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1*
8. FILE = 7, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1*
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9. MISSON = 61, FDATE(1) = 02, 31, 70,
COMMNT = $ABSURDITY**2 $ *
10. FILE = 7, NSA = 1, 100, 1, 1, 200, 1 *
11. MODEl = $FINAL$ *
12. MODEl = $RETURN$ *
1. This card specifies that the maximum number of files to be processed is four,
the beginning reselm # of the cold plate is 10, and the ending reselm # is 50.
The beginning reselm # of the hot plate is 60 and the ending reselm # is 70. The
beginning reselm # of the ambient area is 80 and the ending reselm # is 90. A
maximum of 41 reselms are in any one of the pulses.
2. This is the input data required by PROCESS under POINT. Tape 777 will be
mounted on unit 4 and file 8 will be accessed. Every line from 1 to 100 will be
processed and every reselm from 1 to 200 will be used. This starts the calculation
of the means by pass 1.
3. These cards specify that mission number 61, the date 10, 29, 50, and the
comment $MY BIRTHDAY$ will be associated with this file.
4. This is more input data required by PROCESS under POINT. INBIN & UNIT do not
have to be specified since the tape is already mounted. This starts the calculation
of the standard deviations for pass 2.
5. See card 2
6. See card 3
7. See card 4
8. See card 2
9. See card 3
10. See card 4
11. This tells POINT to perform STEP(6). This section of the program is
responsible for plotting and tabulating the previously calculated statistics.
The last mission number that will be plotted is mission number 61 since this is
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the mission number of the last file processed. Mission number 1 will be the
first plotted. Mission number 62 will not get plotted but will be included in the
tabulated statistics. As can be seen, fewer files may be processed than originally
declared,and the files may be in any order (being careful of course to have the
largest desired mission number to be plotted as the last file to be processed).
12. This tells POINT to return control to the original program that called POINT.
ERROR COMMENTS
ERROR 1. FILMAX.L.1.
This indicates that the maximum number of files to be processed is less than
1.
ERROR 2. PTS.L.1.
This indicates that the declared maximum number of reselms of any one pulse
is less than 1.
ERROR 3. PTS.L. PULSE WDTH.L.1.
This indicates that the width of one of the pulses is either less than 1 or
greater than the declared maximum number of reselms (PTS).
ERROR 4. INSUFFICIENT STORAGE.
Since the program uses dynamic storage allocation for its incore data bases,
the possibility exists that someone will try to process more data than can physically
fit into the machine. The main in-core data base requires:
FILMAX*18 + PTS*3 + 9 + FILMAX locations when FILMAX is greater than
or equal to 6. It requires FILMAX*18+PTS*3+15 locations when FILMAX is less than 6.
(See the section on storage requirements.)
ERROR5. MISSON .L.O.
This indicates that the mission number to be associated with the file is less
than 0.
ERROR6. INVALID MONTH.
This indicates that FDATE(1) is either less than 0 or greater 12.
ERROR7. INVALID DAY.
This indicates that FDATE(2) is either less than 0 or greater than 31.
ERROR8. INVALID YEAR.
This indicates that FDATE(3) is either less than 0 or greater than 99.
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ERROR9. BEGIN(X).L. NA.
This indicates that the beginning reselm number of pulse "X" is less than
the beginning reselm number for the lines of the file.
ERROR1O.END(X).G.NB.
This indicates that the ending reselm number of pulse "X" is greater than
the ending reselm number for the lines of the file.
ERROR11. MORE FILES THAN FILMAX.
This indicates that the program attempted to process more files than
originally declared with FILMAX.
SUBROUTINES NEEDED
The following is a list of external subroutines needed for the correct
operation of this program:
ASSIGN • this routine performs all the dynamic allocations
necessary in the A core box.
ERROR. System error processing routine
LINK. this routine provides POINT with a connection to THERML.'s
point-processing routine PTPROC. (Part of POINT.)
PLOT1. All four of these routines are used in setting up and
PLOT2.
PLOT3., printing the point plots of the thermal statistics
PLOT4._
calculated.
POINT. this is the program that repetitively calls THERML. with
different levels to progressively process the data (see
POINT. writeup).
PROCESS. This routine, called by POINT., handles all I/O
with data tapes (in ERIM format).
SQRT. This routine calculates square roots.
ZERO. this routine inserts either a binary or floating point
zero in all of the requested variables or arrays.
In addition to these external functions, a define package must also be included.
This package inserts 3 new operators into the MAD compiler and defines what
machine instructions they each represent. These three operators are .LI., .SI.,
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and .LIF. and are called the indirection operators. They are used in this program
in conjunction with the dynamic storage allocation routines for accessing
dynamically allocated arrays without using the usual subscription routines provided
by the MAD compiler. Instead, they use the two internal functions S32, and S82.
defined in the program for all subscripting.
S32. is used for accessing a 2 -dimensional array with maximum dimensions
of(FILMAX,3).
S82. is used for accessing a 2-dimensional array with maximum dimensions
of(FILMAX, 8).
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This program requires 1959 decimal locations of core before any dynamic storage
allocation takes place. The equation for determining how much storage will be
allocated with any given set of input cards is as follows:
FILMAX* 19 + PTS * 3 + 9 when FILMAX > 6
FILMAX* 18 + PTS * 3 + 15 when FILMAX < 6
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MAC (09 AUG 1965 VERSION) PRCGRAV LISTING ...... ...
EXTEkNAL FLNCTICK THER L.(XY)
E F k RENCFS SC _,
SLCEFINE PACKAGE FCR LCAC INCIRECT(.LI.v.LIF.) ANC
STORE INDIRECT(.Sl.). THE VARIABLES BEI G REFERENCEC
.LST HE IN THE A CCRE bCX. IF THE ACRESS BEING REFERENCEC
I S IN THEi B CORE BCX, THEVARIABLE _CCNTAINING TH.E _ACERESS
MLST HAVE A MODE CF 5.
OEFINE LNARY CPERATCR .LI.. PRECECENCE SAME AS .ABS.
NCCE STRICTLRE 1 = .LI. 1
JMP *+5,ACt*+1 .....
JMP *+6,MQ,*+1
JMP *+7,LA.,*+1_.
CLA*+
CL AC
STC I
JNP 3
JMP *-5
SL T
JIVP . -7
PCCE STRLCTURE 0 = .Ll. 0- SAVE SECUENCE AS .LI. 1
GEFI'F LNARY CPERATCR .LIF., PRECECNCE SAME AS .ABS.
VCCE SIRLCTLRE I = .LIF. 0, SAME SELUENCE AS .LI. I
tLICE STRLCTLRE C = .LIF. 1, SAME SE(UENCE AS .LI. 1
CEFINE LINARY CPERATCR .SI., PRECECENCE SAME AS =
'CI:L ST(LCTLRE I = I .SI. 1
J P *+ I ,i [1*+4
JiP :*+8,AC,*+1
JVP *+g,VQ,:+1
JP *+1C,LA,*+3
JJP +11,AC,*+1
JPP *+12,LA,*+1
(LA B
T('* A
(LT Z
STU# A
ST(.* A
SL ~* A
1J1 P *-6
STL T
JVp *-1C
S L I, T
JVP *-12
CNE
yCCE STRUCTUrE C = C .SI. O0 SAVE SEQUENCE AS 1 .SI. 1
, CCE STRUCTURE 1 = 1 .SI. 0, SAME SECUENCE AS 1 .51. 1
C;CE STRLCTLRE C 0 .SI. 1, SAME SECUENCE AS 1 .SI. I
,CRMAL HUDE IS IhTEGER
FLCATING PCINT TCT(4),S(RT., X,Y,FlF2,F ATUM
DIVENSICN BEGIN(3) ,ENC(3) ,PARAMS(8) ,SCALE(),PT(3),BC (3),
1 [R-(463),FC ATE(3),C MNT(8)
ECLIVALENCE (FUATUM,D ATG (1)) , (IEAN,PARAMS(3)) ,
1 (CEV,PARAMS(4)) , (FNT,PARAMS(5))
2 (DATE,PARAIS(6)) , (CIP\T,PARAS(7)),
3 (TAG,PAPRA S(8))
VFCIC(R VALLES ECD(I) = $$$ , $*$~s , $5
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VEC ICR VALUES ! SGI = l.EAN LEVEL$
VECIiR VALLES VSG2 = tDEVIATICN LEVEL$.
VE-C fR VALLLS ERR-ICC)) $H'~A .L. 1..E _ $
Vi C T(R VALLS FRFN1043) = I '1* ERRCR2. PTS .L. 1 .
VFCTUR VALUES ERIUH5) =sill***'*ERRER3. PTS .L. PULSE WCT- .L. 1'*$
VEC [OR VALUES Ei R (127) $HsI1****ERfCR4. INSUFFICIENT SICRAGE.'* B
VECTOiR VALUES ERR(1l.9) = $Hh1*****LiRLR5. VISSLCN .L. 0."*
VECTOR V'\LLES ERR (211 =$i SI ****ERRCR6. INVALIID V CNT H.'
VPCIC(Q VALUES E RR ( 2 '3) = $H1**A:ERRCR7. INVALIC CAY .'~_____
vE C IC R VA4LL E LNR(21-4 = $ Hl 1*****ERRCR8. INVALIC YEAR.'*
VFCCW1 VALUES ERR(337) = $Hll*****ERkCR9 1BEGIN(9911,bl) .L. NA.'*_ S
VEC ]OR VALULS ERR ( 379) = $H 11****E.b.CRo .EINL( ,11 , W) . G. IND. '* $
VECTOR VALUE S ERR (42 1) =k' IV****ERRCR11 . V'ORE FILES TlFANl FILtMAX.I*S
STATLEET LAPlEL STLFM7
ERASADL JL~i((225) ,CLNIT,CKEEL,CFILtLLL[INE ,T Q ECI-AN ,_
I........N)S PRCG;VCD~l , VCLL2UK IT ,CAL INECLL INE, NSAINSbI,
2 ~KS,NA,r\P.,KP,ID(1) ,TFLAG,IFACK,I E.SEKV(4),CFACTR(49),
3 LTITL2 ( 113),UTITLE(F.))CLIST19)t,SPARE(46),QFLAG,
1A t)DAt(,0Af\C. ,CHP,GNA,CKSS,CCHAN, CF~CE,RECA,GRECC, .
5 ~ ~ 1 '+LE QFIEEL,(R[,~S
EP.ASAIHLE LAIA1(A?3) ,ITESICSTART,ST4RT,NV,A,N.!2LFl~.-
1 ICP,NCP,NEXT,STA\RT2,REAC'12,REAECL2,PLACI)2,LAEEL
2
,
2 FXTRA(2C),U)ATL!124),ICCDE(24),ICH~r(
2 4 ), IMAC-E(57C)
INTILlINAL FUNCIN S32. (Sl 9S2) = 34151S-1) + S2
INTER',AL FUNCTIC\ S62. (S3,S4)_= 1* (53- 1 +S4
~I[r:ERNEXT .G. 6, FUl CTIiGN RETO kIN
TPtAiISFER TC STEPINEXI)
STEPM I1.LINK.(PTPI;Cl.)
L = L + CCHAN -
FTLiPAX = I
PT5 = 5C
ZEU(lGr . EIMEU. AAS..PRM()FLS
I N'ZCALE .. .NSCALE(4) _____ _________
REM, ANT[. PkliRT U'AJAFfLVX, BEGLK~l), ENCMl, PT§5
'..d-EINVER F I LAX .L. 1---- -- --.
TRANSF-ER TO FRR1
[I. MENE~fVL, PTS .L.- 1 ___
TIRANSFE IC ERR2
ENI: OF CC WITILIDNAL ____________________ __________
IFRLLCI- LP 1 F CR 1=1,1, I .G. 3
HtNELV~i ENO( I)-B3EGIN(M+1 L. 1 .CR. EIC(I)-IEGIN(I)+l .G. _PTS,
I T44,SFL:R IC CHR3
LPi CI; PI I 1\ Ui
J = F IL fA X
1:NE E F L A L. 6, J 6
H NFVLRNAXVA
K III * 3
KK ASSIGN.(C,O)
NI-EN VE;< K1 .L. 1*2 + FILtVAX*12 + K( + 9 + J, TRAN\SFER TO ERR4
Pt\SS =I
KK = ANSILR.THERVL.,PARAIVS,FILVAX,JI
KK ASS[.Tc,PARAFS,I, I , fLtXsF ILA*8,F-ILMAX)
Fl= L-NI1 - BEGINML + 1
FupCrILc\ iLETURN --
STEP( 2) 1 Z CP. G.L IT 1 . . I CT (A) v F JA3IIA T E-.F-OAEL3_bfAlAGJ~lN F S
V I S ScIN
H,__ 'hEN VE 1L P A'_.E. I
(K=1,1,K.G.8,CCVVtNT(K) $)
R EAA A N t P RI[NT G A T AjYIS CN 9- _ 0A-TEAI11, C 0 NT.(11..
NIIEM,-VLIR VISSCN .L. U)
TkANSFER TC. CRRtk__ I_~~. 
-
____
OR L1F-HtNEVER FUATEM (I L. 0 .CR. FCATE) .G. 12
I R AN 5 F RjfFRi R-.
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0R wHENEVER FIATE(2) .L. 0 .CR. FCATE(2) .G. 31
TRAi\SFER TC ERR.7
OR HEiNEVER FUATE(3) .L. 0 .CR. FCATE(3) .G. 99
TRANSFER TC ERR8 -.
END CF CCNDITICIAL
ThRCLGH L_P29._ FER K=1, K .G. 3
WHENEVFR BEGIN(K) .L. NA
TRANSFER TC ERR9
CR hHENEVER END(K) .G. NB
TRANSFER TC. ERR.lO _____
END CF CClDITICNAL
LP2 CCN IN LE_
ENE CF CCICITICNAL
FLICTION REIURN
STEP(3) FLNCTICN RE IURN
STEP(4) LINES = LINES . 1
J = (TOT=0.,K=1,1,K.G.PT(I), TOT + .LI.(PNT-S32.(K,1))/Fl)+.5
.. hEI4EVFR FLA .E. 0
FLAG = I
TPANSFER TO CLT
ENC rF CCNDIIICNAL
kHENEVER PASS .E. I
(K= t1,1,K.G.3, TCT(K+1) = TCT(K+ ) +
I1 __ _ (TCT=0. ,I=1,1 I.G.PT(K)9
1 TCT + .LI.(FNT-S32.(IK))))
GTC I ER I SE
(K=1,1,K.G.3, TCT(K+1) = TCT(K~1) +
1 (TCT=0. I== 1 I.G.PT(K),
1 TCT + (.LI.(PT-S32.(I,K)) -
.2 _. ,LIF. (EAN-S32.(FILESK))).P.2)) -
LNC UF CCNDITIONAL
CUT (YK= ,1,K.G.3, PT(K) = 0)
FLNCTION RETLRN
STEP(S) h4ENEvER PASS .E. 2, TRANSFER TC STLCEV
FILES = FILES + I
EEVER FILES .G .G. ILMAX, TRANSFER TC ERR11
(K=1, ,lK.G.3 - (E AN-S32.(FILESK)) .SI.
I TCT(K+1)/((ENC(K) - BEGIN(K) + 1)*(LINES-1. )
X(FILES) = PISSCN
(PATE-FILES) .51. FCATE(2) + 100*FDATE(1) + 1COOO*FDATE(3)
(K=l I ,K.G.e, (CVVNT-S82.(FILES-K)) .SI. CCVMNT ( ))
PASS = 2
FLNCTIUN RETLRN
STCOtV (K=1,1 ,K.G.3,TCT = TCT(K+1)/((LIN FS-1)*(ENC(K)-EGIN(K)+1)) .
I (IEV-S32.(FILESK)) .SI. SCRT.(TOT))
PASS = 1
F-LNC TI N RETLRN
STEP(6) (K=L,1,K.G.FILES,(TAG-K) .SI. K)
TF~ CUGh LP3, FCR K=1,i, K .G. (FILES-1)
THRCUGH LP4, FCR I=(K+1),1, I .G. FILES
,HENEVER .LI.(DATE-.LI.(TAG-K)) .GE. .LI.(C ATE-.LI.(TAG-I ))
J = .Ll.(TAG-K)
(TAG-K) .SI. .LI. (TAG-I)
(TAG-I) .SI. J
END OF CCNDITICNAL
LP CCNTINLE
LP3 CGKIINUE
NSCALE = 1
EXECUTE PLCTI. (NSCALE5,10,6,10)
F2 = 1.
. iEiNEVER X(FILES)-61. .GE. I., F2 = X(FILES) - 61.
Fl = X(FILES)
EXECUTE PLCT2.(IVAGE,F1,F2,510.,0.i
IHROUGH LP5, FOR 1=1,1, I .G. 3
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(K=1,1,K.G.FILES,Y(K) = .LIF.(MEAN-S32.(K,1)))
EXECUTE PLCT3.(DBCC(I) ,X(1),Y(1) FILES)
LPI C: 1IN-LE-
PRI4T FCRrWA $1H1*$
EXECLTE P-LCT4. .(10,SG1)
PkINT FCRV AT $1HC,T3t6,H'pISSICN NUMBER*$
EXECLTE PLCT2.(IAGL,FI,F2,84., 0 .)
TFRUuLCH LP6, FCR 1=1,1, I .G. 3
(K=1,1,K.G.FILES,Y(K) = .LIF.(CEV-S32.(K,I)))
EXECUTE PLCT3. (BCC(I),X(1) ,Y(1) ,FLES
LP6 CClIINLE
PRINT FCRMAT $1Hl*$
EXECUTE PLCT4.(15,vS G2)
PkrIN' FCRIAT $1HC,T36,H''VISSIC NUHFER'*$
PRINT FCRVATI bH1,T17,2(HI'CCLC I-Cr,T41,TTIO/IH ,T16,
1 2(H'PLATE PLPTE AVf I NT',T4 0),Ti100/
2 H' CAFE ISSCN ',3(H'WE!Nt '),3(H' EV',S5)//*$
T-ROUGH LP7, FCR [=1,1, I .G. FILES
(K=1,1,K.G.3,Y(K) =.LIF.(VEAk -S32.(.L-.(TAG-i1K)),
1 Y(K+3) = .LIF.I( EV-S32.(.LI.(TAG-I),K)))
(iK=-1 ,1 K.G. , CC iN -NT (K) = *L .(1 - AT - -82.( L -- ( TAG- I),K)))
K = .LI.(CATF-.LI.(TAG-1))
K = (K - K/ICCCC*ICCGU)*100 + K/ICCCO
PRINT FCRVAI $1H ,16,S1,F6,S1,6(F7.2,S1 )/IH ,T15,8C6 $,
I K,X(.LI. (TAG-I i ,Y(1)...Y(6),CCVMNT(1)...CCmMNT(8)
LPI CCI INUE_
PRINT FCIRVAT s$H-$s - CGLL PLATE' *- -FCT PLATE'/H' 8 - AMRIENT/
1 1Hl*t
FLNCTICth REILRN
BL h 1 PRINT FLR VAT ERR(I),K
LRILR.
-RR I I = 1
ERR3 = 85 BLEH___TkANSFER TC LEH
ER 5 I = 169
TKANSFE 1C BLEH
ER 6I = 211
TPANSFER TC BLEH
ER 7 I = 253
1 A.,SFEI TC ILEH
ERPB 1 = 295
TRANSFER TC BLEH
ERR9 I = 337
TRANSFER TC HLEHI
trfiC 7 ____ I .3
T AirSFER TC RLEH1
ER~ll I = 421
TPANSFER TC EILEH
ELEH PPI~ I FCRlAT ERRHI)
ERRLR.
INTERNAL FLNCT.ILC PTPRCC.
THROUGH LP8, FCR K=1,I, K .G. 3
k rHNEVER IP .LE. ENEC(K) .AND. IP .GE. BEGIN(K)
VHEI\EVCR OVCCE .E. 1
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K = FDATLP
.JATLP(1) = K
ENC OF CONOITICKAL
Pr(K) = PT(K) + 1
khENEVlR K .E. L
(P\T-S32.(PT(1),1) .51. CATU(1)
C THtr I SE
(PNT-532.(PT(K),K)) .SI. JATUV(1) - J
END CF CCNDITICNAL
END CF CCNCITICNAL
LP8 CCN TINUE ___
FLKCTICN RETLRn
ENO OF FUNCTICN
END CF FUNCTICN
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